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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

UNBOXING THE JAPANESE SOJOURNING MOM’S PEDIATRIC-GOING
EXPERIENCE: A PHENOMENLOGICAL STUDY OF CULTURALLY AND
LINGUISTICALLY APPROPRIATE HEALTH SERVICES.
駐在日本人の母親たちが小児科を受診する際の経験に関する研究についての重要事項―文化、
及び 言語的に適切な健康保健サービスについての研究

This study explores how twelve former Lexington-area Japanese sojourning mothers
define culturally and linguistically appropriate services and how culture, gender and
language shaped their health care beliefs, behaviors and experiences in pediatric settings.
It is a naturalistic, pragmatic line of inquiry born in collaboration with Japanese
sojourning moms across cups of matcha 末茶 and mugicha 麦茶. Framed by
constructivist and intersectionality research lenses, this phenomenological study seeks to
understand how study participants perceived the cultural and linguistic appropriateness of
their interactions with Lexington-area pediatric offices and to begin to ascertain the
meanings they created based on their subjective experiences. Its secondary aim—
pragmatic in nature—is to illuminate the effects of systemic constraints in the pursuit of
culturally and linguistically appropriate health care delivery in an effort to prompt greater
reflexivity among health care researchers and practitioners and more effective, relevant
approaches to health care delivery.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 “The most difficult thing about living as a foreigner here is going to the doctor”
せんりのみちもいっぽから。
Translation: Even a journey of a thousand miles begins with the first step.
(JapanDict, 2020)
I recall sitting across a Japanese student’s white, modular Ikea kitchen table, holding her
hand as she cried, overwhelmed with anxiety. I had been meeting with her for about three
months at that point. She had reached out to me to tutor her and her children in English after
seeing my advertisement on a Japanese community Facebook page. She and her children had
recently relocated to Lexington, Kentucky for her husband’s work at one of the Bluegrass’s
many Japanese automotive parts companies. While her husband’s days from sun-up to hours past
sundown were filled by work, her new routine was centered on navigating her children’s
schooling and health care. To those from the outside, she appeared to embrace the adventure of
living abroad with a wide grin that matched her modish pixie cut, relaxed oversized pants and
exceptionally cool graphic tees. Yet, beneath her air of self-assuredness belied feelings of
isolation and insecurity. She explained to me that surmounting obstacles of linguistic and
normative differences in providing for her children in a foreign land had come to consume her
hours, energy and confidence in mothering. Days after our meeting, she texted me in despair, her
mental health had continued to tail-spin and she requested my help seeking treatment.
Weeks later, I met another Japanese sojourning mother for an English tutoring session at
a local Starbucks. While overlooking the pastry window, she whispered that she had recently
begun antidepressants. As she explained, the compounded loneliness and pressure of managing
her children’s care in a foreign country had become unbearable to the point of breaking with her
culture’s stigma towards SSRIs.
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At the time, I didn’t realize that a theme was emerging; most of the Japanese sojourning
mothers with whom I worked over a period of three years— caretakers of over thirty families—
had been ridden with worries, frustration and confusion over leading their children through
cross-cultural spaces. Health care settings, in addition to schooling, repeatedly came up in
conversation. This responsibility was often shouldered by them alone due to traditional
segmentation of gender roles and their husbands’ long days at work. As one mother told me,
“The most difficult thing about living as a foreigner here is going to the doctor.”
The implications were manifold, affecting the health of both mothers and children. As
they shared stories of driving to doctor’s offices to schedule appointments due to fear of
miscommunication over the phone, an interpreter acting as a gatekeeper to care, and discomfort
with American pediatricians’ health care plans, I found myself, a mother of three with experience
living abroad evolve from just their teacher into also a cultural informant and advocate. But even
more importantly, as I began to learn about their health care beliefs, I learned to question in what
ways our health care spaces were failing to support these mothers and the care of their children
by not engaging in culturally and linguistically appropriate practices. And as an extension, I
began to wonder how our health care system was addressing or perpetuating health care
inequities across all of our country’s culturally and linguistically diverse populations.
The goal of Unboxing the Japanese Sojourning Mom’s Pediatric-Going Experience: A
phenomenological study of culturally and linguistically appropriate health services is guided by
the research questions: First, how do the Japanese sojourning mothers with whom I spoke define
culturally and linguistically appropriate services within what had been presented to me as the
stressful context of taking their children to the doctor? And second, what are the ways in which
culture, gender and language shape the health beliefs, behaviors and experiences of Japanese
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sojourning mothers in Lexington-area pediatric settings? In collaboration with these mothers, I
hoped to acknowledge the validity of their ways of living and knowing by helping the health care
community understand how these women engage in cross-cultural, language discordant pediatric
interactions and how to deliver care to their children. And with a commitment to 義理 (giri), I
sought to reciprocate the gifts conveyed in the form of these women’s narratives—and Japan’s
contributions to the Bluegrass—by presenting their voices to build more effective, empowering
collaborations between these mothers and their children’s health care providers.

1.2 Precursors: gifts and reciprocity
義理
Translation: Reciprocity
(Befu, 1968)
As of 2018, 4,515 Japanese resided in Kentucky (Japanese Consulate in Nashville, as
cited in Carpenter, personal communication, 2018). I began working with them as an English
tutor in 2015, shortly after my position as an English language instructor at the university had
been cut as part of a massive layoff in the College of Arts and Sciences. I was a transplant to
Kentucky, having just moved from Chicago three years prior and given birth to our second and
third children, twin boys. Yet, while the Bluegrass was unfamiliar to me, Japan was not. One
week after September 11th, I boarded the plane at twenty-two years old to teach English in at a
corporate school nestled in the mountains of Nagano, Japan. The year that passed provided me
with valuable insight into contemporary Japanese culture; it also served to teach me the
profundity of otherness and navigating cross-cultural interactions with limited language
proficiency, including those in health care settings.
In preparation for my trans-Atlantic flight, I packed trinkets from Chicago and the nearby
mall’s Disney Store as omiyage お土産. Listed on the packing guide I had received from the
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corporation for whom I would work, omiyage are gifts traditionally given by Japanese after a trip
abroad with the purpose of showing gratitude or good intentions; symbolically, it ties together
two distinct locations, a foreign destination ventured to and home. Gift-giving, a “minor
institution in Japan” is illustrative of the Japanese social convention of giri, or reciprocity:
Giri is a moral imperative to perform one's duties toward other members of one's group…
To the extent that one man's relation to another in Japanese rural society is defined in
reciprocal terms, in which the give-and-take of social relations should be fairly rigidly
balanced, the concept of giri evokes in the tradition- minded rural Japanese the obligation
to reciprocate. Since gift-giving is an act of giri, and since giri requires reciprocation, a
gift naturally calls for a return gift. (Befu, 1968, p. 450)
This understanding of giri and its illustration through gift-giving is key to knowing
contemporary Japanese culture (Davies & Ikeno, 2011). While giri, like most social conventions,
is complex and nuanced, for the purpose of this study, I focus on giri as “caring for others from
whom one has received a debt of gratitude” (Gillespie & Sugiura, 1996, p. 150).
Gift-giving and reciprocity run through the Toyota-Kentucky, Kentucky-Toyota
narrative. On December 11, 1985, Governor Martha Layne Collins announced the culmination of
a year-and-a-half long process: out of thirty-six competing states, Kentucky had won its bid to
become the site of Toyota’s $800 million plant (Collins & Fraas, 2006, p. 267). This
commitment was a significant gift to Kentucky’s economy. The 1970’s recession and attack on
tobacco had resulted in double-digit unemployment rates in the early 1980’s (Collins & Fraas,
2006). The opening of the Georgetown, Kentucky plant provided much needed hope for a
revitalized economy, promising 3,000 new jobs and an annual payroll of $80 million in addition
to over $483.3 million in taxes over twenty-years (Collins & Fraas, 2006). In exchange,
Kentucky offered a $125 million incentives package which covered the purchase of land, site and
road preparation, as well as funding for educational reform aimed at guaranteeing a pool of
trained workers for the plant (Collins & Fraas, 2006, p. 9). At the plant’s groundbreaking on May
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5, 1986, Collins noted the reciprocity of the partnership and commemorated it with a gift to take
home to Toyota City. Noting the “wise investment” Toyota was making in the future of
Kentucky and Dr. Toyoda’s fascination with the tradition of the Derby, Collins presented a
painting of the mansion that inspired Foster to write “My Old Kentucky Home” as a sign of
appreciation (Collins & Fraas, 2006, p. 285). Prepared with a gift of its own to commemorate the
occasion, Toyota gifted $1 million to the commonwealth for public facilities for the people of
Georgetown and Scott County (Collins & Fraas, 2006, p. 285).
Collins adeptly predicted the stature the new, mutually beneficial relationship would
bring when she said, “Around the world people know Toyota-Japan. And they know ToyotaUSA. Now, it's going to be Toyota-Kentucky, Kentucky-Toyota” (Collins & Fraas, 2006, p.
267). This new relationship brought Kentuckians a “new sense of pride and confidence” and
“renewed enthusiasm and excitement” (Collins & Fraas, 2006, p. 338 & p. 9) as well as
investments of over $120 million in local communities and $4.5 billion in the state (Toyota
Newsroom, 2016). Recognizing the mutual benefit of the Kentucky-Toyota partnership, other
Japanese companies have followed. As of 2016, 206 Japanese companies operate in Kentucky,
representing 63% of the state’s foreign-owned businesses (Commerce Lexington).
Every year since the Toyota plant’s initial construction, a new cohort of Japanese
businessmen arrive in Lexington to supervise and advance quality improvement—operations
underpinned by the same tenets as the U.S. health care system’s Donabedian quality model—for
a duration of three to five years. With them come their families. The ties of history and
reciprocity are evidenced in that now two generations of Japanese women have now been
coming to Lexington for business, some first as a child and then as a wife.
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Many of the first generation of Japanese women to sojourn in the Lexington area were
offered corporate support to visit Japanese doctors in Chicago. However, with the exception of
one Japanese dentist who has lived in America during most of his practice, the second generation
of Japanese sojourners does not have access to this degree of linguistic and culturally concordant
care. Today, sojourning mothers seek care at a variety of health care settings which are inundated
with a diversity of patients, yet on the whole practice from Eurocentric normative frameworks
(Hartigan, 2010; Henrich et al., 2010; Kagawa-Singer et al., 2016; Smedley et al., 2003). This
approach precludes other ways of knowing and living, thereby working counter to ethical health
care delivery principles of autonomy, beneficence, non-maleficence, and justice (Rogers &
Kelly, 2011). It perpetuates and widens health care and inequities (Brach & Fraser, 2002; Flores
and The Committee on Pediatric Research, 2010; Herbst et al., 2015; Institute of Medicine,
2003). And it conflicts with our moral imperative to perform our duties (giri): reciprocity
towards Japanese companies, their workers and their workers’ families who have invested so
much by way of time, money, work, and gifts in our region.

1.3 Otherness and adverse effects of cultural norms on health care delivery
井の中の蛙大海を知らず。
Translation: A frog in a well does not know the great sea.
Meaning: People make judgments based on their own limited experiences, with no knowledge of
the world outside of those experiences.
(Leonard, 2018)
This study’s line of inquiry, born from and engaged within the Japanese sojourning
community, prompts us to consider the greater phenomena of cross-cultural health and health
care delivery in the United States. According to the U.S. Census 2017 National Population
Projections, the 2030s are projected to be a “transformative” decade for the American population
with net international migration “projected to overtake natural increase in 2030 as the primary
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driver of population growth” (U.S. Census Bureau, 2018a) and Caucasians to become the new
minority by 2045 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2018b). The increasing diversification of the U.S.
population over the next 25 years signals an anticipated equally dramatic rise in the number of
U.S. residents who will speak a language other than English in the home which was last cited as
20.7% of the population in 2013 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2013). This confluence of the American
population’s mounting diversity in language, race and ethnicity promises to usher in even greater
heterogeneity of health beliefs and practices, which must be addressed to remedy the ubiquitous
inequities in health care access, delivery and outcomes.
Health disparities, inequalities or inequities are defined as: “a chain of events signified by
a difference in: (1) environment, (2) access to, utilization of, and quality of care, (3) health status
or (4) a particular health outcome that deserves scrutiny” (Carter-Pokras & Baquet, 2002, p.
427). Carter-Pokras and Baquet explain that how one conceptualizes health differences informs
terminology:
Most dictionary definitions define disparity as inequality; difference in age, rank,
condition, or excellence; or dissimilitude. Inequality is similarly defined: ‘condition of
being unequal’ or ‘lack of equality as of opportunity, treatment or status.’ Inequity,
though signifies an ethical judgment: ‘an instance of unjustness or unfairness.’ (p. 427)
Health inequities have been observed across socioeconomic and demographic groups and
geographic areas (Health Resources and Services Administration, 2018). Health outcome
inequities documented in the Health Resources and Services Administration’s 2017 Health
Equity Report included higher infant mortality rates among Black and American Indian/Alaska
Native infants than non-Hispanic white infants; higher rates of cardiovascular mortality among
Blacks than non-Hispanic whites; higher diabetes mortality among Blacks, American
Indian/Alaskan Natives and Hispanics than non-Hispanic whites (2018, pp. 12-13). In 2020, the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reported that Hispanic Blacks, Hispanics, and
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American Indians and Alaska Native children generally have the poorest oral health of any racial
and ethnic groups in the United States (2020a). Also in 2020, COVID-19 infection rates have
been significantly higher among non-Hispanic Black and Hispanic children (Goyal et al., 2020).
Inequities in health care access and quality are further evidenced in sociodemographic
differences in access to health care insurance, delay of medical treatment due to costs and
emergency room visits (Health Resources and Services Administration, 2018, p. 14).
Lopez and Gadson (2017) argue that to address inequities in child and family well-being,
health researchers must challenge the status quo using the paradigmatic lenses of social justice
and intersectionality. Social justice and feminist intersectionality frameworks analyze the
absence of reciprocity in society’s unequal distribution of benefits and burdens (Rogers & Kelly,
2011). The social justice paradigm analyzes “who benefits from – and who is harmed by –
economic exploitation, oppression, discrimination, inequality, and degradation of ‘natural
resources’’ (Krieger, 2001, p. 6). Feminist intersectionality builds upon this framework, viewing
social inequity as “not shaped by a single axis of social division, be it race or gender or class, but
by many axes that work together and influence each other” (Lopez & Gadson, 2017, p. 10).
Applying these frameworks to health care research, Rogers and Kelly (2011) critique the
application of justice in health inequities research noting that studies have historically been
conducted from the perspective of English-speaking white, middle and upper-class men who
have acted as primary investigators and research participants or have controlled the
communication of findings. In turn, as Japanese-American public health researcher KagawaSinger and colleagues note, the conceptualization and operationalization of the experiences of
minorities, females and limited English proficiency patients have in turn been crudely
operationalized as “other,” singular categories and/or problematized (2016). This lack of
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inclusion of female and ethnic minorities’ native voices—including intergroup and intragroup
variations—has dire health implications for these populations and our country.
As noted by Weinstein et al. (2017), health inequities research “faces significant research
and practical application challenges that need to be addressed in order to offer knowledge that
can strategically and accurately inform interventions aimed at reducing or eliminating health
inequities” (p. 85). The provision of culturally and linguistically appropriate services has been
cited as key to addressing inequities in health and health care (e.g., Betancourt, 2004; Betancourt
2006; Brach & Fraser, 2000; Health Research & Educational Trust, 2011; Proctor et al., 2018).
Yet due to the normative framework by which health and health care research has been practiced,
how patient culture and preferred language impacts health behavior, preferences, and ultimately
health outcomes, remains largely unclear (Dressler et al., 2005; Hartigan, 2010; Henrich et al.,
2010; Hruschka, 2009). As Kagawa-Singer writes, while researchers and policymakers have
attempted to redress poorer health outcomes across our nation’s diverse populations, “the gap in
health outcomes not only persists, but is widening (Institute of Medicine, 2001; Smedley et al.,
2003; Syme, 2008)” (2012, p. 356).
Despite forty years of effort, health equity—an essential form of justice which ensures
“that all social groups have equal opportunity to reach their full potential to be as healthy as
possible over their life span” (Tolan et al., 2017, p. 34)— is yet a new field (Weinstein et al.,
2017, p. 85). If health care and outcome inequities are to be redressed, we must “…reassess the
shortcomings of our current approach to research designs and intervention strategies” (KagawaSinger, 2000, p. 93). To understand how patient culture and preferred language impacts health
care interactions and health outcomes, we must engage underserved populations in collaborative
research from the creation of the research question, in each stage of the research process, and in
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the interpretation and publication of findings (Kagawa-Singer, 2000). Only by researching in
partnership with our minority populations—rather than on them— can we begin to identify and
expand theories to inform sustainable, cross-culturally valid and relevant programs which are
tailored to the unique needs and resources available within their communities (Carpenter-Song et
al., 2007; Pasick et al., 1996).

1.4 In collaboration with knowers & agents of knowledge
亀の甲より年の功。
Translation: Experience is the mother of wisdom
(Tsunagu Japan, 2020)
Unboxing the Japanese Sojourning Mom’s Pediatric-Going Experience: A
phenomenlogical study is a naturalistic, pragmatic line of inquiry born in collaboration with
Japanese sojourning moms across cups of matcha 末茶 and mugicha 麦茶. With the aim of giri
and the help of an interpreter who was a Japanese sojourning mother with qualitative research
experience, we engaged in community-based participatory research. This study began with “a
research topic of importance to the community” and aimed “to combine knowledge with taking
actions, including social change, to improve health” (Horowitz et al., 2009, p. 2633). Applying
constructivist and intersectionality research lenses, I explored in dialogue with participants and
the interpreter: How do the Japanese sojourning mothers define culturally and linguistically
appropriate services within what had been presented to me as the stressful context of taking their
children to the doctor? And second, how do culture, gender and language shape their health care
beliefs, behaviors and experiences in Lexington-area pediatric settings?
My interpreter and I engaged in interviews twelve Japanese mothers who had lived in the
Lexington area with their children and husbands and since returned home to Japan. I gathered
participants based on collected tales from the field; I had developed relationships with each of
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these women either first as an EL teacher or through shared friends. During their stays in the
Bluegrass, ranging from periods of one to five years, these mothers attended a variety of
pediatric settings including private and public hospital settings as well as walk-in clinics.
Noting that “culture is a complex, integrated, and dynamic conceptual framework that is
incongruent with the way it is operationalized in health behavior theories: as a unidimensional,
static, and immutable character element of a homogeneous population group” (Kagawa-Singer,
2012, p. 356), I employed phenomenological methodology to elicit culture and language’s
impact on pediatric health care delivery and outcomes. According to Neubauer et al. (2019), the
goal of phenomenology is:
an approach to research that seeks to describe the essence of a phenomenon by exploring
it from the perspective of those who have experienced it (Teherani et al., 2015). The goal
of phenomenology is to describe the meaning of this experience—both in terms of what
was experienced and how it was experienced (Teherani et al., 2015). (p. 91)
I engaged in phenomenological study to understand how study participants perceived the cultural
and linguistic appropriateness of their interactions with Lexington-area pediatric offices and to
begin to ascertain the meanings they created based on their subjective experiences. My
secondary aim—pragmatic in nature—was to illuminate the effects of systemic constraints in the
pursuit of culturally and linguistically appropriate health care delivery in an effort to prompt
greater reflexivity among health care researchers and practitioners and more effective, relevant
approaches to health care delivery.
To ensure the cross-cultural credibility of findings, I analyzed data using a constructionist
grounded theory approach (Charmaz, 2000, 2008) and member checks. Due to the multiplicity of
participant realities- definitions, perceptions and experiences-, any "inquiry into these multiple
realities will inevitably diverge (each inquiry raises more questions than it answers) so that
prediction and control are unlikely outcomes although some level of understanding (verstehen)
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can be achieved" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 37). Thus, it is in pursuit of some level of
understanding of the sojourning mothers pediatric-going experiences that I and participating
Japanese mothers engaged in this research. I present this dissertation and its outcomes as a gift,
to reciprocate the contribution of their time, insight and stories as well as the sojourning
population’s beneficence toward the Bluegrass.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction
温故知新 (おんこちしん)
Translation: Review the past, know the future
(Moffatt, 2020)
The United States is the third most populous country in the world, comprised of 333.4
million people (U.S. Census Bureau, n.d.), 64.7 million of which speak a language other than
English in the home (Camarota & Zeigler, 2016). Much of the country’s population boon since
the 1960s has come from the immigration of nearly 59 million individuals, mostly from Latin
America and Asia, who have settled in the U.S. (Quinton, 2017). At the same time, globalization
has led to an increase in the number of individuals who come to the country as tourists,
international students, temporary workers, or short-term business travelers. In 2019 alone, 8.7
million foreign nationals were issued non-immigrant visas (U.S. Department of State, 2019). Yet
these movements only scratch the surface of the country’s cultural and linguistic diversification.
In an era marked by more visible, palpable interaction between socio-political, historical and
environmental forces, culture has come to no longer be conceptualized as a construct bound by
race and ethnicity—and language is now perceived as a right. As a consequence, the country’s
understanding of what it means to provide equitable health care is transforming.
Prompted by Kleinman and Goode’s (1978) seminal Culture, illness and care: Clinical
lessons from anthropologic and cross-cultural research which called upon the medical
community’s failure to address health disparities using the traditional biomedical model,
researchers began to pursue an understanding of the link between culture, illness and health care.
Subsequent twentieth-century federal briefs and legislative action further motivated re-evaluation
of the normative paradigms and practices with which health care was conceptualized, delivered
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and experienced. Yet, twenty-five years later, the Institute of Medicine’s (2003) Unequal
Treatment: Confronting Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Health Care was still raising the
unanswered question of how the nation would address care for its increasingly diverse
populations writing:
How will one of our largest industries—healthcare—respond? There is a growing
literature that delineates the impact of sociocultural factors, race, and ethnicity on clinical
care (Berger, 1998; Hill et al., 1990). Clinicians aren’t shielded from diversity, as patients
present varied perspectives, values, beliefs, and behaviors regarding health and wellbeing. These include variations in patient recognition of symptoms, thresholds for
seeking care, ability to communicate symptoms to a provider who understands their
meaning, ability to understand the management strategy, expectations of care (including
preferences for or against diagnostic and therapeutic procedures), and adherence to
preventive measures and medications (Einbinder and Schulman, 2000; Flores, 2000;
Betancourt et al., 1999; Denoba et al., 1998; Gornick, 2000; Coleman-Miller, 2000;
Williams and Rucker, 2000). (p. 199)
Still, while culture has been understood as an important factor “associated with health and health
behaviors, as well as a potential means of enhancing the effectiveness of health communication
programs and interventions (Institute of Medicine, 2002 & 2003)” (Kreuter & McClure, 2004, p.
439), little attention has been paid to identifying how to conceptualize culture as well as how
cultural processes influence health and health behaviors (Kagawa-Singer, 2016). Furthermore,
conceptualizing culturally appropriate care from the patient’s perspective has remained largely
unaddressed (Kagawa-Singer, 2000).
Equally essential for improving health equity across diverse populations are patient
preferred language services. Language discordance between practitioner and patient has been
cited as resulting in:
misdiagnoses (Flores et al., 2003), poor treatment decisions (Siejo et al., 1995), a lack of
trust between patient and provider (Wurthwhile Worldwide, 2001), and limited adherence
to treatment plans and therapies among patients with limited English proficiency (LEP)
(Ku, 2003; Flores, 2005; Smedley et al., 2004). (Regenstein, 2009, p. 476)
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While the Office of Minority Health’s Culturally and Linguistically Appropriate Services in
Health Care Standards were developed to assist practitioners in meeting federal mandates for
language services, little research has been done on how LEP populations define “linguistically
appropriate services” (Burkle et al. 2017; Ragavan & Cowden, 2018).
This literature review provides a synopsis of what the literature finds and hypothesizes
about the interaction between culture, language and health. It also discusses how research on the
impact of Eurocentric health care normative practice as well as language discordance between
patient and provider have shown to negatively affect the well-being of minority populations;
given this study’s unit of analysis, particular attention is paid to children’s health outcomes
within the pediatric health care setting.
Of note in this section is that due the research community’s challenge in—and the
questionable plausibility of—quantitively operationalizing culture, health outcome and health
care inequities are delineated here as they are in the literature, using crude proxies of race and
ethnicity. Furthermore, while inequities are reported using these proxies, it is not solely cultural
discordance between patient and provider that perpetuates these; rather, it the interaction of
cultural discordance with social determinants of health and structural disparities that leads to
health inequities (Kagawa-Singer, 2010). Nonetheless, the data does provide insight into the
“mismatch between need and care” associated with socio-cultural membership (Franks &
Fiscella, 2008).
This review then traces the paradigmatic and legislative movements which have
prompted the call for culturally and linguistically appropriate care, citing the evolution of health
inequities into a social justice issue. Lastly, by illustrating the gaps in research, this review
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establishes a rationale for Unboxing the Japanese Sojourning Mom’s Pediatric-Going
Experience: a phenomenological study.

2.2 The intersection of culture and health
十人十色。
Translation: Ten men, ten colors.
Meaning: People are a product of their environment.
(Scola & Bresler, 2019)
Hrushka (2009) writes “In any discussion of culture as a scientific account of group
differences, it is important to note that culture’s rise has been relatively recent (Kuper 1999)” (p.
236). Prior to 1850, research on culture alluded to the cultivation of flora and fauna—not
humans. Hrushka explains:
Only in the mid-19th century did people take the notion of culture as learning and use it to
account for differences between diverse human populations (Tylor 1871). The Reverend
Samuel Brown is responsible for one of the earliest documented instances of this usage in
‘Chinese culture: Or remarks on the causes and peculiarities of the Chinese’, a rambling
treatise on the literature, institutions, laws and language of China and what role these
played in ‘moulding’ the thinking and behaviors of its residents (Brown 1851). By the
early 20th century, this notion of culture as an account for population differences had
become a central, if not the central, scientific concept in the nascent field of cultural
anthropology (Kuper 1999). (2009, p. 236)
It was not until the 20th century that culture ventured into population and epidemiology discourse
(Trostle, 2005). Thus, the study of what culture is its influence on variations in health is
relatively new.
Kagawa-Singer (2012) writes that of the plethora of definitions that have surfaced from
social and behavioral sciences, culture can be distilled down to four characteristics. She writes:
Culture is: 1) learned from birth through the processes of language acquisition and
socialization, 2) shared by all members of the same cultural group, 3) an adaptation to
specific environmental and technical conditions, and therefore, 4) a dynamic, everchanging process (Dibble, 1983; Kagawa-Singer, 2006, 2010b; Leininger, 1995). (p.
357)
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Culture is shaped by the interaction of political, social, economic, technological, environmental,
and historical forces (Hammond, 1978; Kagawa-Singer, 2012). Anthropologists point out that
one will find more than one culture within any society; often inherited cultural perspectives exist
by gender, age and socio-economic groups or by educational status (Leach, 1982). Helman
writes:
most complex societies are never homogeneous, and are now a patchwork of different
subcultures, with many different views of the world coexisting – sometimes uneasily –
within the same territory. ‘Culture’ therefore is an increasingly fluid concept, which in
most societies is undergoing a constant process of change and adaptation. Many
individuals, families and even communities can now be said to occupy two, or even
more, cultures at the same time. (p. 3)
Culture is in fact not a thing, but a “constantly evolving, multidimensional, multi-level process”
(Kagawa-Singer et al., 2014, p. 242) which informs us “how to view the world, how to
experience it emotionally, and how to behave in it in relation to other people, to supernatural
forces or gods, and to the natural environment” (Helman, 2007, p. 2). For this reason, researchers
stress the importance of not making generalizations about individuals within a group without
considering that intragroup differences may be equally as pronounced as those between the
members of different cultural groups (Helman, 2007). It is also for this reason that researchers
cite as crude the operationalization of culture using nominal variables such as race and ethnicity
(Kagawa-Singer, 2012; Kreuter & McClure, 2004).
Culture influences perceptions of health, illness and death, beliefs about causes of
disease, approaches to health promotion as well as how illness and pain are experienced and
expressed (Canadian Paediatric Society, 2018). Framing conceptions of health and illness are
varied cultural definitions of anatomy, physiology and nutrition. In addition, cultural shapes “key
aspects of the treatment process including whether to seek help, what treatments to use, the
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resources available, and the relationships between families and professionals” (Ravindran &
Myers, 2012, p. 311).
Perceptions of health, illness and death are defined as a patient’s “cognitive appraisal and
personal understanding of a medical condition and its potential consequences (Broadbent et al.,
2015)” (Sawyer et al., 2019). All cultures have illness theory frameworks which explain illness
causality. Researchers cite three disease theory systems, or cultural explanations about the
underlying causes of health problems:
Naturalistic disease theories explain disease in objective, scientific terms and have the
core concept that illness occurs when the body is out of balance. For instance, the
Western biomedical model views disease as originating inside the body due to a specific,
identifiable “medical” cause or pathogen (viral, bacterial, etc.).
Personalistic disease theory attributes illness to intervention by an agent such as another
human, witch, sorcerer, non-human, or supernatural force.
Emotionalistic disease theories explain illness as caused by strong emotional states (e.g.,
intense anger, jealousy, shame, grief or fright). (Vaughan et al., 2009, p. 66)
Perceptions of illness shape how an individual emotionally responds to and labels illness as well
as perceived possibilities and duration of recovery (Sawyer et al., 2019). This in turn shapes an
individual’s perception as to whether an illness requires a clinical solution (Zborowski, 1969).
Health behaviors, actions taken by individuals that affect health or mortality, are shaped
by an individual’s disease theory system and other upstream social determinants of health (Short
& Mollborn, 2015). Using social psychology as a theoretical framework, Vaughn et al. (2009)
posit that health behaviors, like any behaviors, are “the manifestation of attributions- the causal
explanation process used to understand the world” which vary across culture and inform our
decision-making (p. 65). Health behaviors, which may be intentional or unintentional, include
“smoking, substance use, diet, physical activity, sleep, risky sexual activities, health care seeking
behaviors, and adherence to prescribed medical treatments” (Short & Mollborn, 2015, p. 1).
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Ravindran & Myers (2012) note that “Health behaviors such as when and where we seek help
when health is interrupted, how long to remain in care, and how to evaluate treatments are
influenced by culture (Furnham et al. 1994; Gupta and Singhal 2004; Narayan 2002)” (p. 312).
Vaughn et al. (2009) point to the following as examples of how disease theory systems shape
approaches to health promotion as well as locus of control for and adherence to treatment:
For instance, with regard to health beliefs in the U.S., African Americans may be likely
to attribute illness externally to destiny or the will of God (equity attributions) and
believe in the healing power of prayer (Gregg & Curry, 1994; Klonoff & Landrine,
1996). As compared to ethnic minorities in the U.S., Anglo Americans are likely to hold
more traditional Western health beliefs such as individual responsibility for health and
illness (Landrine & Klonoff, 1994 & 1996) and more “empirical” explanations of illness
(Furnham et al., 1999). Because of the emphasis on micro-level and natural causes of
illness, many White Americans believe that illness can be treated without reference to
family, community or deities (Landrine & Klonoff, 1996).
Although very diverse, Latino populations as a whole are likely to believe in attributional
equity as the cause of illness (e.g., God is punishing me for bad behavior and making me
ill) and utilize ethnomedical approaches to healthcare such as santeros
(practitioners/priests of Santería who combine indigenous rituals with the saints of the
Catholic church), herbalista (herbalists), and folk remedies (Murguía et al., 2000).
Among the U.S. Latino populations, Murguía and colleagues found that U.S. acculturated
Latino adults were less likely to make equity attributions about illness, and those Latinos
who made equity attributions were more likely to delay seeking healthcare when sick
(Murguía et al., 2000). Flores reported that Latino parents sometimes have false beliefs
about the cause of certain illnesses and therefore are more likely to delay vaccinations in
children and use home remedies (Flores, 2000). (p. 65)
Research “has consistently shown that individuals’ beliefs regarding the necessity of a
medication, and the level of concern about taking daily medications, differ among cultural
groups” (McQuaid & Landier, 2017, p. 201). Health behaviors are also evidenced in how social
networks communicate caring and provide social support in addressing health and illness
(Kagawa-Singer et al., 2010; Mandell & Novak, 2005).
Patient preferences are also culturally situated, resulting from cognition, experience, and
reflection and existing as the relatively enduring consequences of values (Brennan & Strombom,
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1998, p. 257). Situated at the pinnacle of Picker’s Eight Principles of Patient-Centered Care
(Gerteis et al., 1993), patient preferences include an individual’s subjective valuing of access to
and engagement in care, patient-provider communication, treatment, and health outcomes. One
example of patient preferences is decision-making. According to Kumar et al. (2010), patient
preferences for role in making health and health care decisions has been described using three
models:
the paternalistic model where the provider makes decisions based on what he/she thinks
is in the best interest of the patient, the shared model where the provider and patient
exchange information and make decisions together, and the consumerist model where the
provider presents information to the patient who makes the final decision. (p. 517)
While Eurocentric culture privileges individual autonomy, the desire for and employment of
decisional control varies across cultures (Cain et al., 2018). Cain et al. (2018) write “Whether an
individual expects to make decisions autonomously or with input from family members or
clinicians is derived, in part, from grossly glossed cultural orientations toward individualism or
communalism as primary values of how individuals express or suppress their autonomy” (p.
1413). Also framing patient decision-making are historical forces which may engender patient
mistrust and provider bias (Gamble, 1997; Schulman et al., 1999; van Ryn and Burke, 2000)”
(Institute of Medicine, 2003, p. 200).
Similar to patient decision-making preferences, sociocultural differences between patient
and provider influence communication and communication preferences (Eisenberg, 1979; Cain
et al., 2018). As Airhinhenbuwa (2020) writes, “Culture shapes language, which in turn shapes
communication both in message delivery and reception” (p. 2). Cain et al. (2018) write of patient
preferred communication patterns:
Communication patterns affect how patients interact with clinicians, such as preferred
degree of directness of communication about their condition, level of family
involvement, terms that are appropriate or inappropriate, and nonverbal cues. One of the
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clearly documented differences in communication styles, or the nature of the
communication, is in reference to patients’ desire to know the various details about their
disease. Some patients want to know as much as possible about the disease process,
trajectory, and prognosis (Parker et al., 2004; Deschepper et al., 2008). These beliefs and
practices are codified in the expected professional health care practice of autonomy in
decision making by the patient (Kagawa-Singer & Blackwell, 2011). Others believe that
discussing death hastens the process and do not wish to have direct communication on
these topics. (p. 1411)
Communication preferences, rooted more within cultural and subcultural backgrounds than
preferred language, make cross-cultural care both particularly challenging and integral to
effective clinical interactions (Cain et al., 2018). Patient-provider communication is directly
related to patient satisfaction, adherence, and subsequently, health outcomes (Institute of
Medicine, 2003). When communication preferences are not explored, results often include low
levels of patient satisfaction, poor understanding of and adherence to the health care plan, poorer
health outcomes, and racial/ethnic inequities in care (Betancourt et al., 1999; Cooper-Patrick et
al., 1999; Flores, 2000; Friedman et al., 2009; Institute of Medicine, 2003; Langer, 1999;
Morales et al., 1999; Sentell et al., 2011; Somera et al., 2016; Stewart et al., 1999).

2.3 Adverse effects of cultural norms on health care delivery
井の中の蛙大海を知らず。
Translation: A frog in a well does not know the great sea.
Meaning: People make judgments based on their own limited experiences, with no knowledge of
the world outside of those experiences.
(Scola & Bresler, 2019)
Despite having been multicultural for over 400 years, U.S. society and science operates
from a Eurocentric frame of reference which perpetuates differences and inequities in health
outcomes, incidence and mortality (Hartigan, 2010; Henrich et al., 2010; Kagawa-Singer et al.,
2016; Smedley et al., 2003). Hsieh (2016) writes that “this attitude may be fueled by the concept
of Parsons’ universalism, in which health professionals are obligated to treat all patients the
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same, thus avoiding the possibility of unequal services and discrimination” (p. 28). An additional
factor may also be assumptions or expectations of acculturation. Lavizzo-Mourey & Mackenzie
write:
Formerly, ethnic minorities were expected to "melt into" the pot of dominant culture and
to embrace all aspects of an America shaped largely by British society and values.
Becoming an American was supposed to entail leaving behind much of what was
distinctive about one's Old World culture. The "melting pot" theory was, in fact, at least
partially fictional. Many groups retained some connections to their motherland; witness
the vast array of ethnic foods available in any American city. But recently there has been
a new acceptance of multiculturalism in this country. Expressions of ethnic identification
and variety are starting to be valued as positive component of our culture. And because
systems of health care are cultural constructs, issues of ethnicity and multiculturalism
shaping the larger society also affect the practice of medicine. (p. 228)
As Hsieh notes, these assumptions of acculturation and the faulty premise that all patients ascribe
to biomedical model of health care are problematic in that quality of care is a cultural construct
(Harmsen et al., 2008):
Individuals from different systems are likely to define and perceive quality of care
differently (Campbell et al., 2000)… Quality of care cannot be separated from one’s
understanding of well-being, which is always culturally and socially situated (Ryan &
Deci, 2011; Williams, Teixera, Carraca, & Resnicow, 2011). In other words, it is possible
that a patient, a provider and/or interpreter do not share the same understanding of quality
of care. (2016, p. 143)
Thus, definitions of quality care are not only shaped through the lens of one’s culture but also
refract the ways in which one experiences health, health care services and health care
interactions. Schilder et al. (2001) write that to not incorporate a patient’s culture into care is to
fail to acknowledge a patient’s whole social and physical being (pp. 1643-1644).
The Lancet Commission on Culture and Health writes that “the systematic neglect of
culture in health is the single biggest barrier to advancing the highest attainable standard of
health” (Napier et al. 2014, p. 1). Table 1 sheds light on some of the most persistent inequities
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across U.S. racial and ethnic groups as defined by chronic health conditions and leading causes
of death.
Table 1 Health outcome inequities across racial and ethnic groups
Race/
Ethnicity
African
Americans

Hispanic
Americans
or Latinx
Americans

Asian
American
and Pacific
Islanders

American
Indians and
Alaska
Natives

Chronic Conditions

Leading Causes of Death

• In 2018, 13.8% of African Americans, compared to
8.3% of non-Hispanic whites, reported having fair or
poor health (Lucas & Benson, 2019).
• In 2013-2016, 80.6% of African American women,
compared to 64.6% of non-Hispanic whites, were
overweight or obese (CDC, 2019).
•42.1% of African Americans aged 20 and older,
compared to 28.7% non-Hispanic whites, had
hypertension (CDC, 2019).
• In 2013-2016, 80.4% of Hispanics, compared to
69.8% of non-Hispanic whites, were overweight or
obese (CDC, 2018).
• 21.5% of Hispanic adults over age 20, compared
with 13% of whites, have been diagnosed with
diabetes (CDC, 2019).
• In 2018, twice as many Hispanic men and had and
died from, liver cancer in comparison to non-Hispanic
whites (U.S. Dept. of HHS, 2020).
• Compared to non-Hispanic white women, Hispanic
women were 2.2 times more likely to be diagnosed
with stomach cancer and 2.4 times more likely to die
from it in 2018 (U.S. Dept. of HHS, 2020).
• In 2018, Hispanic women were also 40% more
likely to be diagnosed with cervical cancer and 20%
more likely to die from it compared to non-Hispanic
white women (U.S. Dept. of HHS, 2020).
• Asian Americans contracted tuberculosis at a rate of
35 times higher than non-Hispanic whites in 2017
(CDC, 2020b).
• From 2013-2016, Asian Americans were twice as
likely to develop chronic hepatitis B, as compared to
whites (U.S. Dept. of HHS, 2019a).
• In 2019, Asian Americans were diagnosed with
diabetes at a rate 40% higher than non-Hispanic white
Americans (U.S. Dept. of HHS, 2019b).
• 17.4% of American Indians and Alaska Natives,
compared with 8.3% of non-Hispanic whites, reported
having fair or poor health (Lucas & Benson, 2019).
• In 2016, American Indian/Alaska Native women
were three times more likely than non-Hispanic white
women to be diagnosed with AIDS infection (U.S.
Dept. of HHS, 2018a).
• In 2017, American Indian and Alaska Native adults
were almost three times more likely to have, and 2.5
times more likely to die from, diabetes than nonHispanic white adults (U.S. Dept. of HHS, 2019c).

• In 2017, the leading causes of death for African Americans
were heart disease, cancer and accidents (Heron, 2019).
• African Americans have the highest cancer mortality rate
(Heron, 2019).
• In 2018, non-Hispanic Black women had the highest infant
mortality rate of 10.8%, compared to 4.63% of non-Hispanic
white women. They also had the highest neonatal fatality
rate of 7.06% (Ely & Driscoll, 2018).
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• In 2017, the leading causes of death among Hispanics were
cancer, heart disease and accidents (Heron, 2019).
• In 2018, Hispanic women had twice the infant mortality
rate of non-Hispanic white women (9.39% compared to
4.63%) (Ely & Driscoll, 2018).

• In 2017, the leading causes of death for Asian American
and Pacific Islanders were heart disease, cancer and
cerebrovascular diseases (Heron, 2019).

• In 2017, the leading causes of death among American
Indians and Alaska Natives were heart disease, cancer, and
accidents (Heron, 2019).
• In 2018, chronic liver disease was the fourth-leading cause
of death for American Indians and Alaskan natives (U.S.
Dept. of HHS, 2019d).
• Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related deaths
among American Indians and Alaska natives (U.S. Dept. of
HHS, 2019d).
•This population had the highest suicide rates for males aged
15–24 and 25–44 in 2017 (53.7 and 58.1, respectively)
(Curtin & Hedegaard, 2019).

It is thereby of natural consequence that the same adverse patient outcomes are found in
the pediatric setting. According to Calvo & Hawkins, “children’s health depends on their
caretakers and there is evidence that parents’ perceptions concerning their children’s healthcare
influence their adherence to pediatric regimens (DiMatteo, 2004), utilization of preventive care
(Jokinen-Gorden & Quadagno, 2013), and use of the emergency department (Brousseau et al.,
2007)” (2015, p. 2223). Even when controlling for factors such as child health, socioeconomic
status, and health care access, pediatric inequities have been evidenced “across the health
continuum, spanning prevention efforts, access to care, chronic disease management, and quality
of care (Flores and The Committee on Pediatric Research, 2010)” (Herbst et al, 2015, p. 481). As
a result, “cumulatively lower quality health care, poor health outcomes, and ultimately, in
increased expenditures within the health care system (Flores & The Committee on Pediatric
Research, 2010)” are evidenced to persist into the adulthood of racial and ethnic minority
pediatric patients (p. 481).

2.4 The LEP patient
自分の言語の限界が、自分の世界の限界。
Translation: The limits of my language are the limits of my world.
(LinguaJunkie, 2016)
Similar to cross-cultural care, patients who do not share the same language as their health
care providers experience significant health care and health inequities (Hsieh, 2016). In 2015,
more than 64.7 million U.S. residents spoke a language other than English in the home and 25.8
million of which were considered to be of Limited English Proficiency (LEP) (Parades, 2018, p.
1220). The United States Department of Health and Human Services, Office for Civil Rights
defines Limited English Proficient (LEP) individuals as those “who do not speak English as their
primary language and who have a limited ability to read, write, speak, or understand English…
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and may be eligible to receive language assistance with respect to a particular type of service,
benefit, or encounter” (p. 47313). Eighty-percent of providers encounter LEP patients throughout
the year and 43% encounter them daily (Proctor et al., 2018, p. 82).
Brach (2002) reports that “communication with physicians presents a problem for one in
five Americans receiving health care, and the percentage rises to 27 percent among Asian
Americans and 33 percent among Hispanics” (p. 2). Often, LEP patients encounter structural and
clinical challenges such as the absence of interpreter services or appropriate health care
education materials (p. 83). This can adversely impact an individual’s health and use of health
services:
…including impaired health status (Kirkman-Liff & Mondrago´n, 1991; Hu & Covell,
1986), a lower likelihood of having a usual source of medical care (Kirkman-Liff &
Mondrago´n, 1991; Hu & Covell, 1986; Weinick & Krauss, 2000), lower rates of
mammograms, pap smears, and other preventive services (Marks et al., 1987; Woloshin
et al., 1987), nonadherence with medications (Manson, 1988), a greater likelihood of a
diagnosis of more severe psychopathology and leaving the hospital against medical
advice among psychiatric patients (Alpert et al., 1973; Baxter & Bucci, 1981), a lower
likelihood of being given a follow-up appointment after an emergency department visit
(Sarver & Baker, 2000), an increased risk of intubation among children with asthma
(LeSon & Gershwin, 1995), a greater risk of hospital admissions among adults (Lee et al.,
1998) an increased risk of drug complications (Gandhi et al., 2000), longer medical visits
(Kravitz et al., 2000; Hampers et al., 1999), higher resource utilization for diagnostic
testing (Hampers et al., 1999) lower patient satisfaction (Hu & Covell, 1986; Carrasquillo
et al., 1999; Morales et al., 1999) and impaired patient understanding of diagnoses,
medications, and follow-up (Baker et al., 1996; Crane et al., 1997). (Flores et al., 2003, p.
13)
These health outcomes are positively correlated with “self-reported difficulty communicating
and comprehending medical information from providers, including challenges with
understanding written information at the doctor’s office and reading prescription bottles (Kim et
al., 2011; Wilson et al., 2005)” (p. 1). Even after controlling for “literacy, health status, health
insurance, regular source of care, and economic indicators,” LEP patients have lower patient
satisfaction when compared to patients of the same ethnicity who do not fall under the LEP
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umbrella (Brach, 2002, p. 2; Carrasquillo et al., 1999; David & Rhee, 1998; Morales et al.,
1999). And the impact of LEP status reaches beyond the individual patient. According to Hsieh
(2016), family members of LEP patients receive lower quality of care in the form of less
interpersonal support and patient-centered communication in areas unrelated to language.
Pediatric health and health care inequities are also correlated with speaking a language
other than English at home and limited English proficiency (Flores et al., 2005, p. 419). Flores et
al. (2005) find that:
speaking a non-English language at home or having parents who choose to be
interviewed in a non-English language are associated with impaired health status
(Kirkman-Liff, 1991), a lower likelihood of having a usual source of medical care
(Kirkman-Liff, 1991; Weinick & Krauss, 2000) lower parental ratings of pediatric care
(Weech-Maldano et al., 2001), and impaired access to care for children with special
health care need (Yu et al., 2004). Children with LEP parents (compared to those with
English-proficient parents) have higher resource utilization for diagnostic testing
(Hampers et al., 1999), longer duration visits in the emergency department (Hampers et
al., 1999), and a greater risk of intubation when they have asthma (LeSon & Gershwin,
1995), and LEP parents have a higher risk of a poor understanding of their child’s
managed care coverage (Flores et al., 2004). (p. 419)
Further supporting the salience of relational aspects of health care, LEP parents of pediatric
patients also report a lower quality of health care than English-speaking parents of White
children (Calvo & Hawkins, 2015). Greater LEP parental dissatisfaction has been linked with
“less time spent with health care providers, as well as lower provider sensitivity to family values
and customs (Coker et al., 2010)” (Herbst et al, 2015, p 482).

2.5 Paradigmatic shifts & legislative action
病を知れば癒ゆるに近し。
Translation: When a man is aware of his faults, he can take steps to overcome them.
(GLN, 2014)
The call for medicine to be more responsive to cultural and linguistic diversity began in
the 1960’s during the birth of the community health and civil rights movement (Institute of
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Medicine, 2003; Chin, 2000). Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 introduced federal law
prohibiting discrimination based on national origin, including language preference, with specific
regulations banning discrimination in the provision of Medicare and Medicaid. This was
followed by Kleinman and Goode’s (1978) seminal Culture, illness and care: Clinical lessons
from anthropologic and cross-cultural research and the U.S. Secretary’s Task Force’s 1985
issue of the landmark Report on Black and Minority Health, also known as the Heckler Report,
which yielded the first comprehensive student by the U.S. government on racial and ethnic
minority health and U.S. Congress’s establishment of the Health and Human Services’ Office of
Minority Health in 1987.
While the Heckler Report elevated minority health and health inequities to the national
stage, the 1980’s and 1990’s also marked a paradigmatic shift from cultural sensitivity to
culturally competence in health and health care (Rios & Simpson, 1998; Welch, 1998; LavizzoMourey & Makenzie, 1996). Lavizzo-Mourey & Makenzie (1996) details of how this change in
conceptualization of medicine and medical practice was due in part to the rise of the
accountability movement:
Just as each physician must be competent to perform a physical exam, today’s society
demands that the physician be culturally competent. In other words, physicians must
understand how cultural diversity affects therapeutic outcomes.
Cultural competence, as we are defining the term, has three components: populationspecific health-related beliefs, epidemiology, and population-specific treatment
outcomes. These three components could form the basis for quality indicators that
measure the cultural competence of providers. Ensuring high-quality of health care for
the twenty-first century requires that we establish guidelines for cultural competence just
as we have established guidelines for cardiac catheterization, organ transplantation and
fetal surgery. (p. 226)
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While viewed as central to provider competency, definitions of cultural competence vary across
health literature. Lin et al. (2017) define cultural competence as an umbrella for cultural
awareness, sensitivity and skill:
Cultural awareness and sensitivity addresses the necessity to maintain an open mind to
perceive cultural differences and to respect other cultures. Cultural knowledge addresses
the need for sufficient knowledge to enhance cultural attitudes, perform culturally based
physical assessments in addition to core nursing tasks, consider and respect the cultural
beliefs and values of clients, and use resources to provide culturally sensitive healthcare.
Cultural skill addresses the need to evaluate cases promptly and to recommend
appropriate adjustments to care. Healthcare providers must master all three aspects of
cultural competence. Comprehensive mastery of cultural competence has been stipulated
by the American Association of Colleges of Nursing and the Association of American
Medical Colleges as a prerequisite for graduation for students in nursing and other
healthcare-related programs (American Association of Colleges of Nursing, 2008, 2009;
Association of American Medical Colleges, 2005). (p. 177)
These philosophical and graduation prerequisite mandates for culturally appropriate health care
services were followed by legislation recognizing and respecting the role of the patient’s primary
language in clinical interactions.
The August 2000 White House Executive Order 13166, Improving Access to Services for
Persons with Limited English Proficiency, prompted the creation of the Department of Health
and Human Services’ written guidelines requiring LEP access to federally conducted and
federally assisted programs. Created as a means of enforcing Title VI, the Executive Order
requires federal agencies and recipients of federal funding to provide “meaningful access” as
defined by: (1) the number or proportion of LEP persons in the eligible service population; (2)
the frequency with which LEP individuals come into contact with the program; (3) the
importance of the service provided by the program; and (4) the resources available to the
recipient (The United States Department of Justice, 2019). Additional legislation passed under
the Obama administration to address LEP access specifically to health care services includes:
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Section 1557 of the Affordable Care Act – applies both to federal fund recipients as well
as all programs and activities administered by the federal agencies and entities created
under Title I of the ACA, primarily federal and state marketplaces and qualified health
plans. The regulations implementing Section 1557 outline requirements for notifying
clients/ patients of language services, providing oral interpreting and including taglines
on significant written documents (45 C.F.R. Part 92).
Hill-Burton Act – hospitals that received funding under this Act have an ongoing
“community service” obligation which includes non-discrimination in the delivery of
services (42 U.S.C. § 291c(e), 42 C.F.R. § 124.603).These hospitals must post notices of
this obligation in English, Spanish, and other languages spoken by ten percent or more of
the households in the service area (U.S. Dep’t of Health and Human Services, Office for
Civil Rights, Medical Treatment in Hill-Burton Funded Healthcare Facilities).
Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act – requires screening, treatment and
transfer requirements which would be challenging to meet without effective
communication with a limited English proficient (LEP) patient (42 U.S.C. § 1395dd, 42
C.F.R. § 489.24). (Youdelman, 2019, p. 5)
In 2018, the National Health Law Program conducted a nationwide survey of statutes and
regulations addressing language access in health care. Youdelman (2019) writes of the state-level
measures which had been adopted as of 2019:
… every state and the District of Columbia had enacted multiple laws addressing
language access. California continues to have the most provisions with 257; however,
every state now has at least three such provisions. A limited number of states have
enacted comprehensive laws while most states’ provisions focus on a particular type of
health care provider, service, payer, or patient group. Some of these laws provide detailed
guidance; others note the importance of language access but do not specify activities to
improve it. (p. 4)
As of 2019, California, Illinois and New Jersey had passed more than 100 provisions aimed at
ensuring health care service access to LEP patients (Youdelman, p. 13). Thirteen states had
passed fewer than ten provisions (Delaware, Georgia, Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky, Mississippi,
Montana, North Dakota, South Carolina, Utah, Vermont, West Virginia, and Wyoming.) In early
2009, California became the first state to require health insurance companies to cover the cost of
interpreting and translation services. Currently, there are no federal requirements or
certifications for interpreter quality in health care settings (Chen et al., 2007).
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While the call for culturally and linguistically appropriate services is rooted in social
justice, its integration into practice is equally rooted in the bottom line (Kumagai & Lypson,
2009; Sue, 2001). Standards of business which aim at strengthening business practices and
development undergird the advancement of culturally and linguistically appropriate services
(Brach & Fraser, 2002), specifically the desire to gain competitive edge in the marketplace and
to decrease the likelihood of liability/malpractice claims (Cohen & Goode, 1999, revised by
Goode & Dunne, 2003). Annually, the United States spends over $2.2 trillion, or 16% of gross
domestic product, on health care (Borger et al. 2006; Poisal et al. 2007). LaViest et al.’s The
Economic Burden of Health Inequalities in the United States (2009), commissioned by the Joint
Center for Political and Economic Studies, found that “More than 30 percent of direct medical
costs faced by African Americans, Hispanics, and Asian Americans were excess costs due to
health inequities – more than $230 billion over a four year period” (Foreward). Using measures
of (1) direct medical costs of health inequalities, (2) indirect costs of health inequalities, and (3)
costs of premature death, they found:
•
•
•
•

Between 2003 and 2006 the combined costs of health inequalities and premature
death in the United States were $1.24 trillion.
Eliminating health disparities for minorities would have reduced direct medical care
expenditures by $229.4 billion for the years 2003-2006.
Between 2003 and 2006, 30.6% of direct medical care expenditures for African
Americans, Asians, and Hispanics were excess costs due to health inequalities.
Eliminating health inequalities for minorities would have reduced indirect costs
associated with illness and premature death by more than one trillion dollars between
2003 and 2006. (LaViest et al., 2009, p. 1)

Thus, in their argument that “social justice can be cost effective,” LaViest et al. note that this
argument for culturally and linguistically competent health care, while it should not “replace
moral deliberation,” is a compelling factor for the employment of culturally and linguistically
appropriate services (p. 6).
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2.6 CLAS standards
門前の小僧習わぬ経を読む。
Translation: “An apprentice near a temple will recite the scriptures untaught.”
Meaning: Like saying, “People are a product of their environment.”
(Scola & Bresler, 2019)

In 2000, the Health and Human Services Office of Minority Health released its National
Standards for Culturally and Linguistically Appropriate Services (CLAS), aimed at “[improving]
health care quality and [advancing] health equity by establishing a framework for organizations
to serve the nation’s increasingly diverse communities” (U.S. Dept. of HHS, Office of Minority
Health, 2018b). CLAS Standards establish a blueprint for achieving the principal standard to
“provide effective, equitable, understandable, and respectful quality care and services that are
responsive to diverse cultural health beliefs and practices, preferred languages, health literacy,
and other communication needs” (U.S. Dept. of HHS, Office of Minority Health, 2013, p. 13).
The purpose of this principal standard are as follows:
•
•
•
•

To create a safe and welcoming environment at every point of contact that both
fosters appreciation of the diversity of individuals and provides patient- and familycentered care
To ensure that all individuals receiving health care and services experience culturally
and linguistically appropriate encounters
To meet communication needs so that individuals understand the health care and
services they are receiving, can participate effectively in their own care, and make
informed decisions
To eliminate discrimination and disparities (p. 44)

Advancing the principal standard are fourteen standards categorized into three themes: (1)
governance, leadership, and workforce; (2) communication and language assistance; and (3)
engagement, continuous improvement, and accountability (U.S. Dept. of HHS, Office of
Minority Health, 2016). Updated in response to the HHS Action Plan to Reduce Racial and
Ethnic Health Disparities and Affordable Care Act and setting forth more inclusive definitions
of culture and health, the enhanced National CLAS Standards (2013) are as follows:
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Engagement, Continuous Improvement, and
Accountability
9. Establish culturally and linguistically appropriate
goals, policies, and management accountability,
and infuse them throughout the organization’s
planning and operations.
10. Conduct ongoing assessments of the
organization’s CLAS-related activities and
integrate CLAS-related measures into
measurement and continuous quality
improvement activities.
11. Collect and maintain accurate and reliable
demographic data to monitor and evaluate the
impact of CLAS on health equity and outcomes
and to inform service delivery.
12. Conduct regular assessments of community
health assets and needs and use the results to plan
and implement services that respond to the
cultural and linguistic diversity of populations in
the service area.
13. Partner with the community to design,
implement, and evaluate policies, practices, and
services to ensure cultural and linguistic
appropriateness.
14. Create conflict and grievance resolution
processes that are culturally and linguistically
appropriate to identify, prevent, and resolve
conflicts or complaints. and the general public.
15. Communicate the organization’s progress in
implementing and sustaining CLAS to all
stakeholders, constituents, and the general public.

Principal Standard
1. Provide effective, equitable, understandable, and
respectful quality care and services that are
responsive to diverse cultural health beliefs and
practices, preferred languages, health literacy,
and other communication needs.
Governance, Leadership, and Workforce
2. Advance and sustain organizational governance
and leadership that promotes CLAS and health
equity through policy, practices, and allocated
resources.
3. Recruit, promote, and support a culturally and
linguistically diverse governance, leadership, and
workforce that are responsive to the population in
the service area.
4. Educate and train governance, leadership, and
workforce in culturally and linguistically
appropriate policies and practices on an ongoing
basis.
Communication and Language Assistance

5.

6.
7.

8.

Offer language assistance to individuals who
have limited English proficiency and/ or other
communication needs, at no cost to them, to
facilitate timely access to all health care and
services.
Inform all individuals of the availability of
language assistance services clearly and in their
preferred language, verbally and in writing.
Ensure the competence of individuals providing
language assistance, recognizing
that the use of untrained individuals and/or
minors as interpreters should be avoided.
Provide easy-to-understand print and multimedia
materials and signage in the languages commonly
used by the populations in the service area.

CLAS Standards have been cited as serving as catalyst and conduit for efforts to improve the
quality of care and achieve health equity (Diamond et al., 2010; Joint Commission, 2010; Kairys
& Like, 2006), and in several instances have served as a guide for the creation of national
certification and accreditation regulations (e.g., Joint Commission, National Committee for
Quality Assurance) (U.S. Dept. of HHS, Office of Minority Health, 2016; Williams, 2018). In
June 2016, Office of Minority Health reported that 32 states engaged in one or more CLAS
activities in 2014–2015 while nine states adopted CLAS-specific policies, procedures, and
regulations (U.S. Dept. of HHS, Office of Minority Health, 2016). Yet how culturally and
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linguistically appropriate health care services should be and are defined remains largely
unexplored (Dressler et al., 2005; Hartigan, 2010; Henrich et al., 2010; Hruschka, 2009).

2.7 Drawing valid inferences through expanded paradigms & participatory research
現地現物。
Translation: Go see for yourself.
Meaning: Go beyond just looking at problems from afar and seeing the source of them yourself.
(EASE, 2018)
Despite research, federal and state legislative efforts, health inequities continue to grow
(Anderson, 2012; Weinstein et al., 2017). Weinstein et al. (2017) note that health inequities
research “faces significant research and practical application challenges that need to be addressed
in order to offer knowledge that can strategically and accurately inform interventions aimed at
reducing or eliminating health inequities” (p. 85). Cited as reasons for this inadequacy include:
1) traditional health behavior’s research tools, in particular the crude conceptualization and
operationalization of culture (Kagawa-Singer et al., 2016); 2) the use of research paradigms
rooted in monocultural, Eurocentric norms and devoid of community voice (Horowitz et al.,
2009; Kagawa-Singer, 2000); 3) recommendations being limited to programmatic efforts (Yang
& Kagawa-Singer, 2007), such as the Office of Minority Health’s CLAS; 4) the absence of
health care structures “designed with the intent of viewing cultural and linguistic difference as
assets instead of liabilities” (Yang & Kagawa-Singer, 2007, pp. 532-533); and 5) limited
research into how and why health practices differ across cultures (Kagawa-Singer, 2012;
Kleinman, 1980).
Referencing Rogler et al.’s (1987) steps to advance cultural sensitivity in multicultural
mental health research, Kagawa-Singer (2000) proposes an Expanded Paradigm with which to
address culture as a factor in the perpetuation of health inequities. First is the creation and
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articulation of the research question in collaboration with the community being studied. KagawaSinger writes:
When the researchers have credibility in the community, the likelihood increases
enormously that the correct question will be posed and that the correct template will be
used to judge the relevance and appropriateness of an issue (Initiative for Biomedical and
Behavioral Minority Health, 1998; Multicultural Outcomes Team, 1999). (p. 95)
This community-based participatory research approach has increasingly been used in health
inequity research (Wallerstein & Duran, 2010; Israel et al., 2010; Minkler, 2010). Communitybased participatory research (CBPR) principles are as follows:
• Community members and researchers contribute equally and in all phases
of research
• Trust, collaboration, shared decision making, and shared ownership of the
research; findings and knowledge benefit all partners
• Researchers and community members recognize each other’s expertise in
bidirectional, colearning process
• Balance rigorous research and tangible community action
• Embrace skills, strengths, resources, and assets of local individuals and
organizations
• Community recognized as a unit of identity
• Emphasis on multiple determinants of health
• Partners commit to long-term research relationships
• Core elements include local capacity building, systems development,
empowerment, and sustainability (Horowitz et al., 2009, p. 2634)
Horowitz et al. (2009) write that CBPR researchers—outside experts—in partnering with
community members—inside experts—reject objectivity of distance between self and subject
with the aim of “embodying the kind of local voice, participation, and action that can ignite new
initiatives and approaches and lead to sustainable long term results” (p. 2633).
Also central to the Expanded Paradigm are careful considerations made toward theory
development, design and sampling methods and measurement and translation. In developing
theory, theoretical constructs employed in research must be reassessed for their scientific
accuracy or validity across cultures. Design methods must concern “not only upon the questions
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asked by the study, but also upon how valid and applicable the theoretical framework is to the
population of focus” (p. 96). Kagawa-Singer’s recommendation is that the addition of inductive
measures to the deductive research paradigm will lend to greater validity and programmatic
success:
The criteria for “scientiﬁc rigor” as used in deductive research may be inappropriate (e.g.,
validity and reliability tests of standardized measures, random sampling, and informed
consent processes), and therefore ineffective with particular groups at this point in time in
their acculturation, and/or familiarity with and trust in the research process. More
fundamental, exploratory research using inductive methods may be warranted at this time
to better assess the assumptions that underlie particular design choices and sampling
strategies in underserved populations. (p. 97)
Sampling should consider intragroup variations, acculturation, assimilation, gender, age and
geographic regional differences. Moreover, representative sampling, rather than random
sampling, should be conducted. Lastly, comparing the success of mental health research to the
paucity of behavioral health in cross-culturally valid measurement and instrumentation, she
recommends conceptual metric and construct equivalence.
Fundamental to the implementation of the Expanded Paradigm is a culturally responsive
protocol that focuses on the “how’ of the administration” just as equally as the “what” (p. 99),
Kagawa-Singer cites the interviewer insider/outsider status as a factor in culturally responsive
protocol and the quest for validity:
Should the interviewer be of the group of interest or an outsider to the group? In groups
that have relatively impermeable boundaries, outsiders are sometimes able to obtain more
accurate conﬁdential information since members feel that no one within the group will
know about their personal opinions or experiences or such information may be difﬁcult to
share within the group since it may be viewed as a burden or inappropriate in their roles,
for instance, as female or male family leaders. On the other hand, outsiders may be
viewed with suspicion. Honest discussion may only occur with an insider who has gained
their trust as an intermediary for the research group. (p. 99)
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Likewise, depending on the research focus, trust and open disclosure may be engendered in
interviews in which the gender, age and life situation of the participants and interviewer are the
same.
The last key elements of the Expanded Paradigm are interpretation and dissemination.
Kagawa-Singer (2000) writes that the correct interpretation of research ﬁndings requires
“knowledge of the cultural meaning of the construct under study” and situatedness of the
“ecologic circumstances of the population” (p. 100). Key to interpretation is the “triangulation of
methods is also important, within the context of time and place” as well as the acknowledgement
of intragroup variations (p. 100). Finally, shared ownership of the results and dissemination
within the community under study is essential.

2.8 Conclusion
小打も積もれば大木を倒す。
Translation: You can make a tree fall with small hits.
Meaning: You can achieve much with patience and perseverance.
(YABAI, 2020)
The pursuit of health equity is “rooted in deeply held American social values and
pragmatic considerations, as well as in internationally recognized ethical and human rights
principles” (Braveman et al., 2011). Despite legislative and paradigmatic efforts over the past
fifty-five years, health care research and practice are still conducted within a Eurocentric
normative framework. Researchers project that the nation will become “minority white” in 2045
(Frey, 2018). And while the coronavirus pandemic has slowed the flow of international travel
and sojourning, globalization and immigration will likely remain constant.
Health inequities are costly, not only financially and economically, but more importantly
on their impact on the lives and well-being of populations of all ages, young to old. In the
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pediatric setting, “Children's disparities occur across the spectrum of health care, including in
mortality, access to care, use of services, prevention, quality of care, and organ transplantation”
(Flores et al., 2019, p. 842) Their impact reaches beyond the pediatric patient to the psychosocial
and physiological health of their families (Hsieh, 2016). Promising, however, is that “efforts to
lessen inequities in childhood may mitigate disparities in both children and adults” (McKay &
Parente, 2019).
While culturally and linguistically appropriate services have been cited as key to
redressing health inequities, how patient culture and preferred language impacts health behavior,
preferences, and ultimately health outcomes, remains largely unclear (Dressler et al., 2005;
Hartigan, 2010; Henrich et al., 2010; Hruschka, 2009). As Kagawa-Singer states, if health care
and outcome inequities are to be redressed, it is necessary to “…reassess the shortcomings of our
current approach to research designs and intervention strategies” (Kagawa-Singer, 2000, p. 93).
An expanded research paradigm framed by a qualitative, community-based participatory
research approach provides hope to addressing these shortcomings.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
3.1 Introduction
なせばなる。
Translation: If you take action, it will become.
(NihonShock, 2010)
This study began with a research topic of importance to the Japanese sojourning mother
community. I engaged former Japanese sojourning mothers in community-based participatory
research with the purpose of contributing emic knowledge to communities of practice and
research. I hoped the findings would generate social change and improve the well-being of both
sojourning mothers and their children. Former Japanese sojourning mothers were active study
participants throughout all phases of research, from recruitment to the confirmation or
clarification of findings. This study was approved by the University of Kentucky IRB under
Protocol 55256.
My aim in conducting this research was two-fold. First, I sought to explore how the
Japanese sojourning mothers with whom I spoke define culturally and linguistically appropriate
services within what had been presented to me as the stressful context of taking their children to
the doctor. I hoped that the study would provide insight into how Japanese sojourning mothers
conceptualize the principal standard of the National Standards for Culturally and Linguistically
Appropriate Services in Health and Health Care (CLAS). The overarching goal of CLAS as
defined by its principal standard is to: “1) Provide effective, equitable, understandable and
respectful quality care and services that are responsive to diverse cultural health beliefs and
practices, preferred languages, health literacy and other communication needs” (U.S. Dept. HHS,
Office of Minority Health, 2018). Through our research, I hoped to first elucidate how
participating Japanese sojourning mothers defined culturally and linguistically appropriate
services within the context of taking their children to the doctor. I framed the term “culturally
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and linguistically appropriate” using the language of CLAS’s principal standard: “effective,
equitable, understandable and respectful quality of care and services that are responsive to”
Japanese sojourning mothers’ cultural health beliefs and practices, preferred languages and other
communication needs.
Secondly, through the lenses of constructivism and intersectionality, I hoped to come to a
greater understanding the ways in which culture, gender and language shaped mothers’ health
care beliefs, behaviors and experiences in Lexington-area pediatric settings. In essence, how did
their definition of culturally and linguistically appropriate care compare with their expectations
for and perceptions of their interactions with the pediatrician, the interpreter, and the health care
plan? How did those interactions and their evaluations of them interface with their identity as a
sojourning mother? How did they support or interfere with their culturally informed beliefs
concerning how to best take care of their children?
In this chapter, I will address my study’s methodological, epistemological and analytical
frameworks as well as my rationale for their selection. I will also discuss my community-based
participatory research approach and how I attempted to ensure the credibility and responsiveness
of this cross-cultural and cross-lingual study.

3.2 Methodological framework
いちねんのけいはがんたんにあり。
Translation: The sum of the year is on New Year’s Day.
Meaning: Preparation and planning are the foundations of success.
(NihonShock, 2010)

I employed a qualitative, phenomenological method of interviewing in this research with
the goal of documenting and contextualizing the complex interplay of social, cultural and
political factors at play in participants’ pediatric-going experiences (Shelton et al., 2017). While
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quantitative exploration of health behavior has overwhelmingly resulted in misleading or invalid
findings due to its use of race as a proxy for culture and its poor operationalization (Pasick et al.,
2009; Kagawa-Singer, 2012), researchers like Kagawa-Singer cite that inductive methods may
elicit and identify “heretofore unrecognized domains of cultural influence” (2012, p. 360).
Qualitative methods promise to provide insight into the complex interplay of cultural health
beliefs and behaviors by “accessing tacit, taken-for granted, intuitive understandings… to
understand how participants live out these values daily” (Tracy, 2020, p. 7). I engaged in
phenomenological methods to uncover both the what and how of what was experienced by
Japanese sojourning mothers at the pediatrician’s office from their unique perspectives.
Combining these methods with an intersectional approach, I sought to come to a greater
understanding of how study participants’ complex identities—Japanese, woman, mother, former
sojourner, non-native English speaker— shaped their health care beliefs and the lenses through
which they evaluated their Lexington-area pediatric-going experiences. At the same time, I
sought a greater understanding of how these dimensions impacted participant perception of
agency in providing care for her child’s well-being.

3.3 Cross-cultural and cross-lingual considerations
初志貫徹。
Translation: Achieving one’s original intention
(Tofugu, 2012)
There are methodologically important issues to address when conducting cross-cultural
and cross-lingual qualitative research. For these reasons, I reviewed and then engaged in
research-recommended practices in cross-cultural and language discordant qualitative research as
detailed in this section.
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3.3.1 Cross-cultural considerations
Cited as key to cross-cultural research is “to unpack the role of power and privilege in the
research relationship… researchers often have the perceived power base of being experts with
“scientific knowledge” (Wallerstein & Duran, 2006). Stafford (2017) writes of how a researcher
should attend to cross-cultural inquiry, citing the following attributes:
safeguarding participants’ rights to confidentiality where requested by them; (ii)
affording them full respect and ensuring they are not reduced to “just” another source or
use value; (iii) understanding the effects on participants of recollection and the ways in
which remembering may harm as well as support them; and (iv) ensuring that, where
analysis and interpretation of narratives are undertaken by researchers, participants are
provided with opportunities to contribute to or comment on those processes.
In addition, particular care needs to be taken when working with indigenous and other
cultures possessing traditional knowledge; these engagements must protect customary,
spiritual, and intellectual property rights (WIPO 2015). (p. 3)
In this study, I sought to protect confidentiality through the use of pseudonyms. Sensitive, or
potentially identifiable, information per Japan’s Act on the Protection of Personal
Information was redacted during transcription. I also tried to ensure full respect of participants
and correct interpretation of narratives by using a community-based participatory research
framework, conducting unstructured interviews and member checks, and working in continuous
partnership with an interpreter from within the sojourning community, all of which are discussed
later in this chapter.
Additionally, cited as key to effective cross-cultural research, I employed pragmatic and
constructivist research frameworks (Soin & Scheytt, 2006; Light et al., 1966; Geertz 1973;
Skevington, 2002; Sonn et al., 1999). Pragmatists hold that inquiry is born out of a problematic
situation and that reality is not something “out there” to be found, rather realities to be socially
constructed, rooted in context, values and culture (Guba & Lincoln, 1982, 1989; Lincoln &
Guba, 1985, 1986; Manning, 2000). Pragmatic philosopher Dewey cited as central to pragmatic
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inquiry are questions of: “What are the sources of our beliefs? And, what are the meanings of our
actions?” (Morgan, 2014, p. 2). An additional hallmark of pragmatic inquiry is that research
results be useful. Our—participants, interpreter and my own—hope was that this research would
prompt greater reflexivity among health care researchers and practitioners and generate more
effective, relevant approaches to health care delivery, specifically in the Lexington-area which
serves the participating Japanese sojourning community.
Constructivism has been increasingly used in health care research (Appleton & King,
2002; Cipolletta et al., 2014; Hayles et al., 2015; Koch, 2000; Rosser, 2000) as it “offers
researchers an opportunity to examine in detail the labyrinth of human experience as people live
and interact within their own social world” (Appleton & King, 2002, p. 642). My
phenomenological research was guided by the following principles of constructivism:
•

•
•

Realities, which exist in the form of multiple mental constructions… are socially and
experientially based, local and specific in nature, and dependent for their form and
content on the individuals who hold them and on the groups to which those
individuals belong. (Lincoln, 1992, p. 379)
The inquirer and the inquired-into are merged into a single, interactive entity and
findings that result from the inquiry are literally created by the interaction between
the researcher and the researched. (p. 380)
…individual constructions are elicited and refined through iterative interactions
between and among investigator and respondents. They are also dialectic in the sense
that different constructions are compared and contrasted in an effort to come to a
consensus that is both more informed and more sophisticated than any of the
constructions held previously. (p. 380).

As discussed in the literature review, concepts of health and illness are socially constructed. By
using a constructivist paradigm, researchers can pursue “understanding in deeper and richer
terms, understanding that is rooted in a given respondent's set of circumstances, and health
research that is related directly to, and interconnected with, individuals' and groups' beliefs and
values about their own health and personal behavior” (p. 383).
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Central to constructivist inquiry is empowerment of research participants (Lincoln, 1992).
I, with my interpreter, engaged in empathic research guided by the following attributes: ‘1) see
the world as others see it; 2) non-judgmental; 3) understanding another’s feelings; 4)
communicate the understanding” (Wiseman, 1996, p. 1165). Throughout the study, participants,
the interpreter and I shared common experiences, recognizing the interrelated facets of our
identities with the narrators (as women, mothers, and interpreter and participant as sojourners)
and in an effort to address any imbalances of power and privilege among participant and
researcher roles (Gluck & Patai, 1991). Likewise, gaps in power between interviewer and
narrator were addressed through explicit conversation regarding my role as a student of
participant journeys and frames of reference. The construction of interviews and meaningmaking was a collaborative event between the interviewee, interpreter and me.

3.3.2 Cross-lingual considerations
Squires writes that researchers who “fail to systematically address the methodological
issues translators present in a cross-language qualitative research design can decrease the
trustworthiness of the data and the overall rigor of the study (Edwards, 1998; Mill and Ogilvie,
2003)” (p. 278). To assist me in interview interpretation, cueing and meaning-making was
another Japanese sojourning mother and friend with qualitative research experience. Like me,
she negotiated the identity of insider-outsider by virtue of being a new resident of Lexington who
was unaffiliated with the Japanese automotive company community. On the other hand, with her
insider status as a Japanese sojourning mother, she was able to assist me in developing culturally
responsive recruitment and consent materials, negotiating scheduling and serve as a culturallyinformed interpreter. Choi (2012) writes that interpreters “who fully understands the participants’
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culture and language will reduce potential threats to the validity of the data” (p. 64). Her
sociolinguistic competence in English was advanced due to her multiple studies and sojourns in
countries which spoke English as a primary or secondary language. In situations where the
sojourning mother’s account included a description for which there was no conceptually accurate
translation, she followed best practice by providing both direct translation as well as her
knowledge regarding the subject matter, local and contextual knowledge (Squires, 2009). Her
role in this study was social-constructionist and feminist in nature:
a social-constructionist or feminist researcher accounts for the effects of translator or
interpreter identity on translation services (Temple, 2002). This perspective integrates
cultural interpretation of the participant’s statements into the data analysis process
(Adamson and Donovan, 2002; Hole, 2007; Lange, 2002). The translator, therefore,
becomes a producer of research data who shapes the analysis through their identity and
experiences (Adamson and Donovan, 2002; Temple, 2002; Temple and Young, 2004).
(Squires, 2009, p. 279)
Together, we first transcribed interviews into the languages in which the interviews were
conducted. Translation occurred during analysis as described in Section 3.6. This process was
used to adhere to participants’ narrative and word choice. Together, the interpreter and I then
catalogued and translated the three Japanese words participants used describe their pediatricgoing experiences. My goal, in partnership with the study interpreter was to ensure that
translations arrived “at the same meaning and maintain relevance in the cultures of both the
original language (non-English) and the study language (English) (Regmi et al., 2010; Squires,
2009)” (Choi, 2012, p. 656).
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3.4 Participants & participation
お疲れ様です。
Translation: Thank you for your efforts.
(Guidable, 2017)

I used representative and theoretical-construct sampling methods (Corbin & Strauss,
2015) to collect my data. I disseminated the research study invitation via email to former
Japanese sojourning mothers who had lived in the Lexington area (see Appendix A). Due to the
fact that the research was conducted via Zoom, consent was garnered with a cover letter in
Japanese which was sent and discussed prior to the interview (see Appendix B). The interpreter
assisted with translating and answering questions prior to obtaining consent. The interpreter and
I interviewed participants, and I then, with her assistance conducted a preliminary analysis of the
data. We returned to the field for further inquiry until each analytical category was “well
developed in terms of density and variation” (p. 137). We engaged a total of twelve former
Japanese sojourning mothers in interviews.
According to Etter-Lewis (1993), “The most important variable in producing an oral
narrative is the relationship between the narrator/interviewee and the interviewer” (p. xiii). To
my study participants, I was an insider-outsider. They, their children or their friends had been my
English language students for a period of at least one year. I had spent five years informally
studying the scene as an EL instructor within the Japanese sojourning community. In most cases,
I had visited their homes at least once a week, often twice a week. And they and their children
had visited my home for holiday celebrations or sojourning mother farewell parties. Trusting,
candid and mutually beneficial relationships with participants existed prior to this study. In
addition to my proximity to local voice (Horowitz et al., 2009), I also benefited from my outsider
status which enabled me to obtain accurate, honest information from participants without fear of
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my sharing participant accounts within the tightly-knit Japanese sojourning community
(Kagawa-Singer, 2000).
I do not assert that my participants’ narratives and beliefs are representative of the entire
sojourning Japanese mother community. Wallerstein and Duran write, “The question of who
represents the community always remains a challenge, as no community is homogeneous” (2016,
p. 315). While all women were mothers, had at least an associate degree, were native Japanese
speakers, lived in Japan the majority of their lives, were middle to upper middle class, and had
resided in Aichi prefecture before and after the study, there was diversity in this sample. Two
participants had lived in an English-speaking country before, one as a student and the other as a
child. Some women were engaged in work outside of the home prior to their move while others
identified primarily as housewives. There was great variation in the ages of the women’s
children, some had given birth while in Lexington while others had seen their children off to
college. Their fluency in and comfort-level speaking English also varied as did their connection
with the Japanese sojourning community. Some women’s husbands were employed by a larger
company which had a developed set of resources and a clearly established framework for the role
of the sojourning mother while in America. Others’ husbands were employed by smaller
companies which offered less support outside of the workplace.
Recognizing their ownership in this inquiry, I sought to engage participants in a
community-based participatory research (CBPR) approach. Minkler (2010) defines CBPR as
“not a research method but an orientation to research that emphasizes ‘‘equitable’’ engagement
of all partners throughout the research process, from problem definition through data collection
and analysis to the dissemination and use of findings to help affect change” (p. 81). In
partnership with sojourning mother participants, I hoped to generate “community participation
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and decision making, local theories of etiology and change, and community practices into the
research effort” (p. 313). As Horowitz (2009) notes, “Interventions created solely by outsiders
may perpetuate the inequalities that researchers aim to address, create an atmosphere that
discourages community experts from sharing invaluable perspectives and ideas, and thwart entry
of researchers and their work into communities” (p. 2636). CBPR’s orientation toward the
equitable partnership between community insider and researcher offers promise:
The use of community-based participatory approaches to research (CBPR; Israel, Schulz,
Parker, Becker, & Community–Campus Partnerships for Health, 2001; Leung, Yen, &
Minkler, 2004) is very helpful in increasing the ability of the research community to hear
other voices—those of the actual community members. CBPR increases the likelihood
that we answer questions that are relevant applicable and acceptable to the populations
participating in research, use methods that are likely to yield more valid and reliable
findings, and utilize more informed perspectives in interpreting findings. In the work
represented in this supplement, Pasick and colleagues have demonstrated an excellent
model for such an approach—involving multiple community voices of participants from
professional and lay backgrounds as team members in the entire research process,
stretching well beyond the individual perspective. (Kagawa-Singer & Emmons, 2009, p.
173)
The community insider’s collaborative participation is key to the credibility and relevance of
findings. Furthermore, shared ownership in the research process offers promise to developing
sustainable, effective culturally valid health care tools and practices.

3.5 Interview protocol
おたずねしてもいいですか？
Translation: May I ask you a question?
(LiveJapan, 2020)

After obtaining participant consent, the interpreter and I scheduled Zoom interviews. The
interpreter and I offered all mothers interpretive assistance prior to the interview. I conducted
seven interviews in Japanese with interpretive assistance and five in English in which the
interpreter was not present. I recorded interviews on both my local Zoom account. Each
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interview lasted between one and one and a half hours. The interpreter and I used an interview
guide (Appendix C), and not a script, to frame our interviews. This guide included topics I
wished to pursue, but we gave participants the freedom to shape their narrative. This was not
only a more cross-culturally appropriate interviewing format, but it’s flexibility also allowed “the
narrator to teach the interviewer things he or she did not already know ensuring that the
information the interviewer sought is also obtained” (Yow, 2015, pp. 80-81).
Interviews conducted in Japanese were a collaborative effort between the interpreter and
me. While I led introduction of the interpreter to participants and raised each question, the
interpreter negotiated the careful translation and contextualization of my research questions,
asking for follow-up or elaboration when needed. During some stretches of conversation, I was
the silent participant, observing nonverbal cues and attempting to actively as well as
empathically listen despite my own limited proficiency in Japanese. The interpreter would then
round back with translation of the participant’s narrative which in turn informed my further
inquiry. On a few occasions during pauses for Japanese to English translation, the interpreter
vocalized an inquiry which prompted me to ask additional questions. Participants’ accounts were
not bound to the interview itself; some participants extended the conversation into email and text
for clarification as well as elaboration.
At the onset of each interview, my interpreter and I engaged participants in discussion
reassuring them of the confidentiality of their narratives. This was particularly important given
the tightly knit nature of the sojourning mother community. Additionally, we made explicit that
the goal of the research was to record their stories, not to capture answers to interview prompts.
During several of the interviews, their children, many of whom I had tutored, were present in the
back and foregrounds. I began all interviews with the grand tour question of “tell me about your
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experience taking your children to the pediatrician in the Lexington area.” Through open-ended
questioning, the interpreter and I then invited mothers to 1) share their health care beliefs as well
as their definitions of culturally appropriate and linguistically accessible health care services and
2) reconstruct and analyze their pediatric-going experiences. The open format of the interview
created “opportunities for raised consciousness” (Manning, 2000, p. 149) in that the interview
was the first time for many to make explicit their tacit health care beliefs. I asked mothers
probing, clarifying and “what if” questions to elicit further insight. We then ended by asking the
same two questions. First, the interpreter and I asked mothers to share how Lexington-area
pediatric practices could deliver more effective, culturally and linguistically appropriate care.
Second, we asked them to share three words in their native language that they would use to
explain their pediatric-going experience to other mothers.
Data were not limited to transcribed interviews. I included field notes and memos which I
routinely took throughout the study to capture reflections and additional lines of inquiry. I also
catalogued as data communications between the interpreter and me which provided further
interpretation of my lines of inquiry and cultural information. Last, but not least, I included
additional email and text correspondence from study participants who followed up with
additional thoughts post-interview, in the data set.

3.6 Analysis
ちとくはくるまのりょうりんのごとし。
Translation: Wisdom and virtue are like the two wheels of a cart, they cannot be separated.
(Japanese Realm, 2014)

I analyzed data using an inductive, constructionist grounded theory (CGT) approach.
Charmaz writes that in contrast to Straus’s grounded theory which derives from objectivist,
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concrete lines of inquiry, CGT enables the researcher to explore the study participants’
subjective experience. Underscoring its alignment with phenomenological inquiry and the
constructivist paradigm, Charmaz compares an exploration of pain and relief through
constructivist and objectivist lines of questioning. In contrast to traditional grounded theory
which pursues such concrete questions as “What gives pain relief to people with arthritis?”,
Charmaz writes of her approach’s aim to derive meaning, not truth:
I start by viewing the topic of pain subjectively as a feeling, an experience that may take
a variety of forms. Then I ask these questions: What makes pain, pain? (That is, what is
essential to the phenomenon as defined by those who experience it?) What defining
properties or characteristics do ill people attribute to it? When do they do so? These
questions lead into a question I share with Strauss and Corbin (1990, 1998): How does
the person experience this pain, and what, if anything, does he or she do about it? … As a
result, a constructivist grounded theory may remain at a more intuitive, impressionistic
level than an objectivist approach. (2000, p. 526)
While positivist, grounded theory methods, as Charmaz argues, “foster externality by invoking
procedures that increase complexity at the expense of experience” (p. 525), CGT methods
advance phenomenological inquiry by seeking meanings within study participant views, voices
and values. Corbin and Strauss (2015) write that due to CGT’s pursuit of beliefs and meanings
and value of study participant voice over categorizations and codes that the method has “proven
to be culturally sensitive and applicable to individuals as well as to larger organizations and
societies” (p. 11).
CGT also differs from Strauss’s grounded theory in that abductive, rather than purely
inductive, methods are employed in data analysis. Charmaz, founder of this approach, writes of
how CGT “redirects the method from its objectivist, mid-20th-century past and aligns it with
21st-century epistemologies (Charmaz, 2000, 2006)”:
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My constructionist approach makes the following assumptions: (1) Reality is multiple,
processual, and constructed—but constructed under particular conditions 1; (2) the
research process emerges from interaction; (3) it takes into account the researcher’s
positionality, as well as that of the research participants; (4) the researcher and researched
co-construct the data—data are a product of the research process, not simply observed
objects of it. Researchers are part of the research situation, and their positions, privileges,
perspectives, and interactions affect it (Charmaz, 2000, 2006; Clarke, 2005, 2006). In this
approach, research always reflects value positions. Thus the problem becomes identifying
these positions and weighing their effect on research practice, not denying their existence.
Similarly, social constructionists disavow the idea that researchers can or will begin their
studies without prior knowledge and theories about their topics. Rather than being a
tabula rasa, constructionists advocate recognizing prior knowledge and theoretical
preconceptions and subjecting them to rigorous scrutiny. (2008, p. 402)
In some cases, I engaged in abduction, “an inferential creative process of producing new
hypotheses and theories based on surprising research evidence” (Timmermans & Tavory, 2012,
p. 170) to build upon inductive findings in an effort to build phenomenological understanding,
specifically in regard to participating Japanese sojourning mothers’ health behaviors. In these
cases, local Japanese theories and decision-making models were referenced to ensure crosscultural validity of assertions.
I engaged the interpreter in the translation of interview data during the analysis per
research-recommended practices in cross-lingual grounded theory research (Suh et al. 2009;
Larkin et al., 2007). First, I employed inductive analysis, using sensitizing concepts derived from
the research questions; this was guided by the interpreter’s transcribed interpretation of
participant statements. I then engaged in constant comparative analysis, comparing data with
each other and grouping them under the same conceptual heading. Next, I studied the
relationship between concepts in pursuit of identifying themes found across mother definitions
and experiences. In a few cases, abduction was employed in an effort to better understand

1 I [Charmaz] come close to the Marxist view of history here because I acknowledge human agency but assert that it always

occurs within a preexisting social frame with its constraints—of which we may be unaware and which may not be of our
choosing (see also Charmaz, in press).
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sojourning mothers’ health behaviors. Lastly, word for word translation of selected data was
performed to convey participants’ voice.
While “it is humanly impossible for an interviewer or any other researcher to be totally
objective and entirely removed from the narrative process, just as it is for narrators to be
absolutely candid about all of the details of their personal lives” (Etter-Lewis, 1993, p. xiii),
credibility was pursued through the use of induction and multivocality as well as interpreter and
member checks. Throughout the analysis, I engaged in reflexivity, rereading and coding the
interview “to scrutinize parts featuring tension, contradictions, or conflicting codes” in an effort
to ensure legitimate interpretations (Hamberg & Johansson, 1999, p. 458). I then discarded
interpretations that conflicted with the data or the interpreter’s culturally informed understanding
of the data. I also engaged participants in membership reflections (Tracy, 2020), giving them the
opportunity to react as well as respond to my data analysis and noting this in my findings.
Due to the multiplicity of participant realities- definitions, perceptions and experiences-,
any "inquiry into these multiple realities will inevitably diverge (each inquiry raises more
questions than it answers) so that prediction and control are unlikely outcomes although some
level of understanding (verstehen) can be achieved" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 37). Thus, the
pursuit of some level of understanding of the sojourning mothers pediatric-going experiences,
not generalizability, was the goal of this research.

3.7 Conclusion
目八分.
Translation: To hold a gift politely
A Japanese proverb “Paper is the mirror of the soul” denotes how the practice of
packaging and boxing is carefully choreographed to be an aesthetic experience of unwrapping
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the concealed (Saito, 1999). Designed to enhance the temporal experience and reflect the
sensitivity of the gift-giver, “Japanese believe that the feelings of respect or gratitude of either
the presenter or the seller of a package are revealed in the way in which he has wrapped it”
(Saito, 1999, p. 261). It is with the aforementioned methodological framework and respect for
gifts received—Toyota to Kentucky and these Japanese sojourning mothers to me in the form of
our relationship and their stories—that we seek to carefully unbox this study’s findings.
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS

4.1 Introduction
This section presents insight into how the Japanese sojourning mothers with whom I
spoke: 1) define culturally and linguistically appropriate services within what had been presented
to me as the stressful context of taking their children to the doctor; and 2) the ways in which
culture, gender and language shape the health beliefs, behaviors and experiences of Japanese
sojourning mothers in Lexington-area pediatric settings. I present the study’s findings as voiced
by participating former Japanese sojourning mothers and through their preferences, beliefs and
reflections on lived experiences. In an effort to use participants’ emic voice, each heading in this
section is subtitled with a word mothers used to describe their Lexington-area pediatric-going
experiences.

4.2 In their words
混んでいる [Busy]
When I asked participants about their beliefs regarding illness and health, it became
readily apparent that conceptualizations of health and wellness were tacit or had yet to be
realized—let alone verbalized—by the former Japanese sojourning mothers I interviewed. Upon
asking Ryoko, a former sojourning mother who works in the health care industry in Japan, what
her cultural health care beliefs were, she replied: “あんまり 意識 し た こと が ない か
な 。 こういう、こうしたいとかって。”[ I don't think I've been very conscious of it. I've
never really thought about what I want.] Yet, former Japanese sojourning mothers’ health care
beliefs became readily apparent both in their reflections on their pediatric-going experiences and
narrations of health-seeking behaviors during their sojourn.
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Figure 1 presents the three words each mother chose to describe her experience taking
her children to the pediatrician. Word size illustrates frequency of use; the words “nervous” and
“tiring” were communicated using two different Japanese words. Words expressing difficulty or
anxiety were used by ten out of eleven mothers to summarize their experience. As one mother
relayed and was echoed by all study participants, “う〜ん・・・。そうだねえ。できれば避
け、避けたい。ずっと元気でいてって言う。” [Well, I would like to avoid going to the
clinic if possible. I would say “please always stay healthy” to my kids]. On the other hand, five
mothers also communicated gratitude for the growth they had made in navigating care for their
children and/or the kindness of Lexington-area pediatricians. Yuka explained, “とてもプレッシ
ャーのかかる大変なことですけれどもやりがいがあり幸せなことでもあるなと思いま
す。守るべき人がいるっていう。” [It is a hard thing to do and is a great pressure, but I think
that it is also rewarding and my honor that I have someone to protect.]
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Figure 1, In their words
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4.3 Access to care: normative differences, perceptions and impact on health-seeking
behaviors
気軽に行けない [Not easy to visit]
Atop of the mothers’ hierarchy of health care beliefs was ready and easy access to
pediatric care. Accessible care—framed by study participants as entry into the system through
finding a pediatrician, concepts of timeliness, ease of appointment scheduling, and privacy—was
conveyed as paramount to quality pediatric care. Mothers relayed the comfort they found in their
native country’s free access system which allowed them to visit any clinic with their child at any
time. Chieko explained, “If you make a reservation in Japan, you will be consulted at that time,
and it will be over quickly.” Fumi highlighted her native country’s ready access to pediatric
services:
So, we go to hospitals quite often. When you're not sure that they really need to go to the
hospital, or if we need to stay at home to see that he will get better eventually. Even if
you're not sure, we go to hospitals because it's free, and it’s not like we make
appointments. So, basically it’s a first-come-first-see kind of system. So, it's more easy to
visit hospitals in Japan.
Juxtaposing the American medical system against Japan’s, Chieko continued, “I feel that the
waiting time is very long when I go to a U.S. hospital reservation compared to Japan.” Junto
explained that the difference in accessibility was “kind of still a barrier to me, to us medical
system. It's complicated to us. Yeah. So that's hard to find.” Barriers to pediatric health care
access in America included locating a primary care physician, scheduling an appointment and
interpretive services.
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4.3.1 Barrier to Access: Locating primary care physician
疲れる [Inconvenient]
Mothers reported confusion as to how to find a primary care physician for their child.
When asked to share her general experience taking her children to the doctor, Saori explained
she felt lost, wondering “まずどこの小児・・・小児科がどこにあるのか?” [First of all,
which clinic should I go to… where are the pediatric clinics?]. Naomi, who felt similarly,
explained the normative differences which resulted Japanese sojourning mothers feeling
confused upon how and where to seek care for their children:
アメリカ の ホーム ドクター 制度 っていう の が 日本人 は 慣れ い ない
ので まず 初診 に 受ける の が 大変だと思うんです 。… そうですね 。 そ
の とき も ホーム ドクター を 探す こと を し た ん です けれど 、初診
が 2 ヶ月 後 とか。… 今 見 て ほしい という こと が でき ない の が す
ごく ・・・。 慣れ、 慣れ て い ない分、 何で 見 て もらえ ない ん だろ
うっていう 。 感じ を 受ける ので、来たら レキシントン の 駐在 を 初めて
来た方も初診 が 受け やすい 。…それ こそ ソーシャルセキュリティ とか、
銀行 口座 を 開く みたい な 形 で 、まず 病院 の お 医者 さん に 会う っ
ていう機会 が あっ たら いい なって。[We Japanese people are not used to the
family doctor system in America, so I think it is difficult to get an initial consultation in
the first place. At that time, I tried to find a family doctor, but my first appointment was
two months later or something like that. It was very frustrating not being able to see a
doctor right away, since I was still getting used to this place, and I didn’t understand why.
I wish it is easier for people who are new to Lexington to make first visits to doctors, like
getting social security (numbers) or opening bank accounts.]
Junto was similarly unsure of how to find a pediatrician for her child. She reported having taken
her son to the Lexington-Fayette County Health Department’s Public Health Clinic, a facility
which serves the needs of individuals without private insurance. Junto sought out care here as
public health centers in her native country, known as ほけんじょ (hokenjo), are the site at which
mothers receive routine care for their children. Junto, speaking in English, relayed how an
individual at the Public Health Clinic referred her to what ended up being her kids’ pediatrician,
“Yeah, that actually I went [to the Public Health Clinic] two times. Yeah, but the front man told
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us, you do not need to come here. Yeah. Because I know this doctor near you.” While mothers
whose husbands were affiliated with a larger Japanese company were provided a list of health
practitioners, including pediatricians, in the company’s sojourner orientation handbook, others
like Naomi and Junto, whose husbands worked for smaller companies, did not have the cultural
knowledge of how or resources with which to readily establish care for their children.

4.3.2 Barrier to Access: Appointment Scheduling
疲れる [Tiring]
The second barrier to access to pediatric care most noted by mothers was the need to
schedule appointments, a health behavior which is not required by Japan’s walk-in clinic system,
but a means by which physical access to pediatric care is garnered in America. Saori commented
that upon her arrival, “どうやって予約するのか、もうそこから分からなかった”。 [I
didn’t even know how to make an appointment.] Despite the fact that many Japanese sojourning
husbands receive care from University of Kentucky’s (UK) Executive Health due to the clinic’s
relationships with their companies, many of the mothers interviewed decided to find care for
their children outside of the UK system as they experienced difficulty or had heard it was hard to
make an appointment. Difficulty was defined by mothers as the need to as well as the act of
scheduling the appointment, in particular over the phone, and the lag between making the
appointment and being seen.
Throughout my years teaching in the community, I had often heard of Japanese
sojourning mothers driving to clinics to make appointments due to the fear and stress of
scheduling over the phone. The mothers participating in this study were no exception, stopping at
the clinic while running errands or venturing out of their home for this sole reason. The concern
by many was how to communicate in English their child’s symptoms and schedule the
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appointment. Of scheduling her first appointment, Junto commented, “I was a little bit nervous
because over the phone is all the time difficult for me, right?” To prepare for scheduling the
appointment, mothers like Junto would write down a script with information in advance of the
call.
Ryoko, who had limited English proficiency, relayed how she sought to schedule all
appointments in person and in advance, but nonetheless still encountered difficulty:
次 の 予約 は 病院 に 受診 し た 最後 に 予約 を 取る か、 または 直接
病院 まで 毎回 行っ て 対面 で 予約 を 取っ てただ 何 か 取り まし た 。
それで メモ 書き で 次回 の 予約 時間 って 書い て もらっ たり する、 し
た こと が あっ た ん です けど 、手書き の 数字 が アメリカ 人 の 書く
数字 が 日本人 の 数字 と 違っ て い て、 26 日 の アポイントメント って
書い てあった の を 24 だ と 思っ て、 24 日 に 行っ た こと が あり ま
し た。[I made next appointment at the end of the visit to the hospital, or I went directly
to the hospital reception each time to make an appointment. Then they would write down
the appointment date and time on a piece of paper for me, but their handwriting was
different from ours, so I misunderstood the appointment date and visited on 24th instead
of 26th.]
Ryoko also detailed, while laughing, that when she had to schedule appointments over the phone
that miscommunication led her more than once to report to the wrong site—on the opposite side
of town—for her child’s appointment.
But even those mothers with high degrees of English proficiency, like Fumi, were faced
with anxiety in scheduling their children’s appointments. Of scheduling her first appointment,
Fumi shared:
It was the first time. I didn't have any idea what to be asked and what information we
need. Of course, I understood some of what they were telling me, but it's the first time, so
I was kind of nervous. That was really hard. Honestly [the receptionists] were kind of
irritated when I don't understand what to say, and they have accents sometimes. So, I
took some time to understand that, so I asked them repeatedly. I understand they were
kind of irritated, I guess.
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While Junto and Hazuki reported a sense of confidence with becoming more familiar and
comfortable with scheduling routine appointments after five years of living in Lexington, other
mothers wished that they would have had the ability to schedule appointments online. They
suggested that this be done not only to advance access to care but also alleviate the burden of
helplessness many of them faced.

4.3.3 Barrier to Access: Interpretive Services
待ち時間が⻑い [Long wait]
An additional barrier to access was interpretive services. While “Few studies have
described the patient’s perspective on barriers to medical interpretation and experiences in the
clinical setting” (Brooks et al., 2016, p. 30), mothers in my study shared that scheduling an
appointment in coordination with the interpreter, the lengthened duration of appointments due to
interpretive assistance, interpreter gatekeeping, and privacy concerns were all perceived as
barriers to access to pediatric care.
The barrier most often noted by former Japanese sojourning mothers was scheduling an
appointment in coordination with the interpreter. To garner interpretive services, mothers would
have to 1) get in touch with the interpreter, which was often difficult at larger health care sites as
interpreters were often away from their desks on the floor all day and 2) coordinate a time that
worked for all parties: pediatrician, mother and child, and interpreter. At the clinic Misaki
brought her children to, she would have to leave a message for the interpreter, who was assisting
other patients, and wait hours or until the end of the day for a response. Yuka, a mother of two,
said of the coordination of interpretive services “りハードルは高 ” [the hurdle is high], making
pediatric care less accessible than she was used to in Japan. Saori explained how the combination
of a primary care doctor system and interpretive services was an obstacle:
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先生 が たくさん いらっしゃっ た ので 何 か、 何て 言う ん です か 。 担当 の 先
生 は 今日 は 空いて い ませ ん、みたいな 。 他 の 先生 なら ・・・ すぐ 見 られ
る けれどもっていう。 その 先生 と の 予約 が 合わ ない とか、まああの 通訳 さ
ん と 会わ ない とか いろいろ な パターン は あっ た ん です けど 。そうですね
。 先生 の 予約 が いっぱい に なっ ちゃっ てる っていう の が 多かっ た かな。
[There were many doctors at the hospital, and sometimes when our primary doctor
wasn’t available that day they offered the option to see other doctors. So, there were
times when the primary doctor’s schedule didn’t work out, or the interpreter wasn’t
available. I guess most of the time the doctor’s schedule was full.]
On the other hand, while Chieko’s children’s pediatrician offered walk-in interpretive services,
she was never sure of how long it would take to be seen. She explained:
通訳、電話通訳も１０分で捕まるかもしれないし、１時間かもしれないですし、
取り敢えずお願いしてずっと待っているので、それがどのくらいかかるかわから
ないんですよ。[Interpreters, even telephone interpreters, might be caught in 10
minutes, or it might be an hour, and you never know how long that will take. I just have
to ask and wait whatever it takes.]
During one visit, Chieko waited for hours only to be told that an interpreter would not be able to
assist. The need to coordinate interpretive services was seen as a delay to the treatment of their
children and anxiety-inducing.
Once an interpreter was garnered, the amount of time taken in the clinical interaction also
doubled from what mothers were used to in Japan. Fumi explained:
…because I understand the English that doctors would talk in, I would respond to them
directly when I really understand that I know I could answer that with my words. It really
takes time to really wait for what the interpreter will say or explain, because we could
cut, say time, if I directly talk to the doctor. It really doubles the time when you have
there be an interpreter. Really have them interpret what the doctors are saying, and most
of the time we have lots of questions for the doctors, and so it really means time.

Appointments felt tiresome to mothers who then chose not to verbalize questions they had about
their child’s condition or the health care plan in an effort to end what seemed to be a neverending clinical interaction. Chieko expressed that she would be so tired by the end of her child’s
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appointment that it stopped her from asking clarifying questions or participating in greater
coordinated decision-making with the doctor: “もうそれまでに散々時間待ってるんで、もう
疲れちゃってもはやもう薬を貰って帰りたいみたいな。” [I've been waiting for so long be
then, and I'm so tired that I just want to get my medicine and go home.]
Acting as an additional obstacle in this process was one interpreter who was known in the
community for serving as a strict gatekeeper of care. Of this interpreter, Misaki commented:
When I called... When, I wanted to make an appointment, sometimes she refuses.
Refused to take...the appointment…[For example] one day, [my child] had a kind of
fever. A very high fever and I wanted to make an appointment but when I called [the
interpreter], she said, "no, you don't have to come. It's just a fever. You don't have to
come.” And I was like, what? And I couldn't make an appointment because she refused.
Refused.
Frustrated with the reoccurrence of the interpreter’s gatekeeping, Misaki later bypassed her and
made an appointment for her child directly with the clinic. This caused the interpreter to become
upset with Misaki, who eventually stopped going to the clinic for this reason.
This same interpreter was used for obstetric care by Junto while she was pregnant with
her second child. Of that experience, Junto shared with a reflective air of disbelief:
I really wanted a baby, so I found the positive…Yeah. And I was so excited, but I was
bleeding at the time. That was bad. Yes. So, I called the interpreter to do it, and I want to
make an appointment right away because I was bleeding. She said, yes; but she says, I
will call back to you. But she didn't call back me… I was waiting for a day. Or two days,
but still bleeding. So, I called her and I [said I wanted an] appointment and she said, Oh,
I will go to there [with you], I forgot [to call the] OB. Yes, this afternoon. So, then I will
make an appointment on the time.
While it is unknown whether the interpreter had been given specific directives to conserve
pediatric resources, Misaki and Junto perceived the interpreter to be an obstacle to accessible
care for their children.
An additional perceived barrier to care related to interpreter use was privacy. Many of the
interpreters encountered by mothers were individuals who assumed other roles in their
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community. Keiko relayed that because so many Japanese sojourning families used the same
interpreter and due to families’ interconnectedness by virtue of their husbands’ work in the same
or related companies, there was concern about interpreters sharing personal information with
others. Referred to in more than one of our interviews with former Japanese sojourning mothers,
one particular interpreter was discussed by Manami in answer to my question of what skills or
characteristics are most important for an interpreter working within the Japanese community to
have:
まあ、知り合いじゃない通訳さんであって、あんまり、こう、深く介入してこな
いと言うか、余分な事を事を話さない感じの、秘密を守ってくれそうな方が、私
は信頼できる通訳さんだと思います。友達の方が、会ったら知っている方だった
のでちょっと嫌だったという話を聞いたことがあります。[I think that an
interpreter who you don’t know personally, who does not intervene too deeply, or who
does not talk about unnecessary things, and who seems to protect confidentiality, is an
interpreter I can trust. I've heard that a friend of mine was a little uncomfortable when she
found out the that the interpreter was someone she knew.]
Fumi also spoke about her community’s concern about interpreter maintenance of family
privacy:
Yeah. I don't have that experience before, but some of the moms told me that, not with
the kids, but when they were pregnant and at the clinic waiting for the doctor with the
interpreter, some of the interpreters asked them about some of their private information.
I'm not really sure exactly what that was. My friend told me that the interpreter told that
information to other moms. She found out from other moms the fact that the interpreter
was telling that information to other moms or to other patients.
Due to both the free access system in Japan and perceived barriers to interpretive assistance, the
former Japanese sojourning mothers with whom I spoke saw themselves as having two choices:
1) choose a pediatrician based on the community’s satisfaction with the interpreter (which will
be discussed in 4.4), or 2) forgo language concordant care in favor of access.
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4.3.4 Bypassing perceived barriers for ready access to pediatric care
良い経験 [Good experience]
Forgoing language concordant care in favor of quick access to pediatric care, several of
former Japanese sojourning mothers we interviewed either elected to go to Kroger’s Little Clinic
or to a pediatrician without coordinating interpretive assistance. Explaining this health behavior,
Keiko, a mother who had lived in the U.S. before, spoke of why she favored Little Clinic for her
children’s care:
…we went to walk-in clinic a lot in Kroger… because it was nearby my house. It was
easier to go to and I don't have to make appointments… No, I'm not good at taking
reservations stuff. I'm not that kind of person… [At Little Clinic,] we have to wait a lot. I
mean we have to wait long time. But it's better than taking appointments. So, not that big
of a deal. Sometimes explaining how my kids are doing, sometimes I had trouble
understanding what they're saying, the medical words. So, I… translate words in
Japanese on my phone. Then if I get that word, medical word, then I understand what
they're trying to say.
Nearly all mothers referenced taking their children to Little Clinic due to accessible, walk-in
care. Here, former Japanese sojourning mothers sought annual check-ups for their children and
immunizations. Mothers appreciated the short wait time but did express dismay that only nurses,
not doctors, were on-site. Nonetheless, mothers felt that communication, linguistic
appropriateness and demeanor with Little Clinic’s health care provider was similar to that
offered by their children’s pediatrician.
During my teaching experience within this community, I had heard and observed children
serving as interpreter during their pediatric appointments. Manami, a mother with limited
English proficiency, bypassed perceived barriers to care when electing for her daughter to
navigate clinical interactions without interpretive services. Manami explained that after the initial
pediatric appointment during which she used the interpretive services offered by her husband’s
company, she didn’t employ an interpreter as she felt confident that her older daughter, who had
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little health issues, could navigate cross-lingual medical encounters. Manami explained that she
was pleased with the doctors’ politeness but that there really wasn’t much interaction between
her and the doctors; most interaction occurred between the physicians and her daughter.
Manami relayed that there were situations where her daughter didn't understand what
the doctor said, but that she didn't really feel responsible for understanding everything. She
relayed that instances in which her daughter misunderstood communication revolved mostly
around appointment scheduling. Her daughter overall felt comfortable in her interactions with
the pediatrician as they were mostly for vaccinations and annual visits, both of which she had
experienced numerous times in Japan.

4.4 Provider Choice
挑戦する [Challenging]
Due to mother prioritization of access, perceived barriers to care, as well as Japanese
culture’s orientation to collectivist decision-making, mothers selected their children’s
pediatricians based on the availability of same-day appointments, the clinic’s interpreter, the
practice’s proximity to their home and recommendations by those in their social network.
Ryoko selected her clinic on the basis of hearing from others within her community that
it was easy to make same-day appointments. Using her words, the ability to make same day
appointments meant peace of mind.
When asked what she observed to be the most important variable in her community’s
selection of a provider aside from easy access, Junto replied without hesitation that her
sojourning mother community’s choice was based on the clinic’s interpreter. Evidence of this
was both Misaki and Junto transitioning the care of their children to a different clinic due to their
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frustration with the interpreter. In Saori’s case, the interpreter’s outreach via an advertisement in
a Japanese grocery store helped her establish care.
Many mothers selected a pediatric clinic based on its proximity to their home and ease of
wayfinding. Misaki explained why proximity was important:
So, walk-ins are more common in Japan, but it's fine. And in Japan, clinics are very
smaller, much smaller than the ones in the United States… I'm not really scared [of U.S.
clinics], but I think it is not convenient [and] it's so far away… In Japan, we can walk to
clinics. There are so many small clinics, so maybe easier to go there.
Proximity to home was equated with ease of access. While the Lexington area’s largest Japanese
company provides a list of area clinics to sojourning mothers and has an established relationship
with the UK to provide annual core health check-ups (Ippan kenshin) to its employees, most
Japanese sojourning families live north-east or south of downtown Lexington. Traveling to the
center of town to attend a UK pediatric clinic was conveyed as intimidating and tiresome with
wayfinding a considerable concern. Naomi shared:
まずあの、一番初めに行くときは、その病院に無事到着できるかが心配、Google
マップを見ていくんですけれど、本当に入り口はこれで合っているかとか、時間
にちゃんと間に合うだろうかとかが不安だったので、その周辺の病院周辺の写真
とか病院の入り口はこれ、病院の入り口のドアを入ったらこのエレベーターで２
階上がる、とかそういうのが、そういうルートが前もって完全に見える状態で分
かっていると、ドキドキはちょっと減ったかなと思いますね。… そうですね、
毎回行くたんびに緊張はしましたね、運転は。[First, when I visited for the first
time, I was worried about whether I could arrive at the hospital safely. I always used
Google Maps to get there. But still, I was worried if this entrance was really correct or if I
could make it on time. So, if I had been able to see the route to the pediatric clinic
perfectly with pictures, like neighborhood of the hospital, of the hospital’s entrance and
then which elevator I am supposed to use to go to the second floor, in advance, I think
that the pounding could have decreased a little. …Well, I was nervous every time I went
there by car.]
Navigating Lexington’s downtown area and its one-way streets was seen as a barrier for mothers
to overcome which could be mitigated by pursuing care along the city’s perimeter.
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The decision of what pediatrician to oversee their children’s care was also influenced by
the mother’s social network, predominately composed of her husband’s company and other
Japanese sojourning mothers. Misaki shared that her husband’s employer recommended where
to initially take their children for care. Other moms like Fumi chose a doctor on the basis of what
others in her community of sojourning mothers advised. Fumi explained, “Because I had no
information of the doctors there at the hospitals, I asked other moms which hospital they go to.
So automatically, I was introduced to that hospital…Without knowing which doctor is great…,
we just visited and asked whoever it is ‘Please, we need to see a doctor.”

4.5 Role of Mother Social Networks
良かった [Good]
Mothers used their network of fellow Japanese sojourning mothers as well as company
resources and coworkers not only to select a pediatrician but also for interpretive assistance.
While their aid was often used, it was not without concern for family privacy nor worries about
inconveniencing their network. Husbands were also used for interpretive assistance though they
were often equally if not less proficient in English than their wives.
Mothers called upon their husband’s bilingual coworkers to help schedule their children’s
pediatric appointments or to serve as an interpreter during their first pediatric appointment or
during an emergency visit. Chieko explained of how an individual from her husband’s company
helped her establish care for her children and complete registration documents:
あ、通訳さんについてきてもらって一緒に手続きをしてもらいました。えっと、
うんと旦那の職場の通訳さん。… あ、いつもは着いて来てくれないんです。最
初だけ。…うーん、空いてたら多分来てくれると思うんですけど、そんな毎回毎
回病院について来てくれる様な感じではないんで。あの彼も仕事があるので。…
普通に職場とかで働いてて、で、初めて赴任で来た人に生活ちょっと手助けして
くれるっていう感じなので。[Oh, I had an interpreter come with me to go through the
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procedures. Well, it was an interpreter from my husband's workplace. ... Oh, he doesn’t
usually come with me. Only when I first moved here ...Well, if he's available, he might
be able to come if I ask, but I feel like it is not appropriate to ask him every time. He also
has a job (not as an interpreter). ...He works at the same office as my husband, and he
helps people with various things who have just been transferred to Lexington.]
This same individual assisted Chieko in an emergency room department after her son had fallen
off of a bed at home and cut his mouth open. Junto’s husband’s company secretary also
provided interpretive assistance when transitioning to a new pediatric clinic due to the former
interpreter’s gatekeeping behaviors. While Junto was grateful for her husband’s company’s
assistance, she was troubled by thoughts of inconveniencing her husband’s workplace and wasn’t
secure in sharing personal health information in front of her husband’s secretary. Likewise,
Chieko reported being thankful for her husband’s coworker’s assistance but recognized his
service in an interpretive role and their rights to health privacy might be concerning for other
mothers pursuing obstetric care.
Former Japanese sojourning wives also relied on the assistance of their husbands for
interpretive assistance. While their husbands, by their wives’ assessments, were not all
necessarily more proficient in English, their support and willingness to try to converse in English
put the mothers at ease. Hazuki, who had lived in America for a total of fourteen years over a 24year period, relayed that she had never used an interpreter but instead relied upon her husband
for assistance. She said of her husband’s English proficiency, he was “not beginner, but almost
beginner. But he... knows a lot of words, English word. But conversation was not good, but he
tried.” Like Hazuki, Naomi’s husband accompanied her to her obstetric and pediatric
appointments. She relayed, however, that her husband’s ability to accompany her was likely not
the common Japanese sojourning mother experience, as her husband’s company was very
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accommodating. Indeed, both Hazuki and Naomi’s husbands’ companies were not affiliated with
the larger auto manufacturers in town which required stricter hours of their employees.
Mothers also relied heavily upon their friends for interpretive assistance. When language
concordant patient registration forms were presented to her, Junto found support from a friend
with greater English proficiency who attended her children’s first pediatric appointment with
them to complete the paperwork. Upon arriving in America and realizing that her children
needed immunizations, Hazuki’s English language teacher, despite her lack of Japanese
proficiency, offered language assistance at her children’s first pediatric appointment.

4.6 Pediatric provider communication preferences
ワクワク [Excited]
Mothers in general preferred the communication style of Lexington pediatricians to their
children’s doctors in Japan. Nonetheless, there were discrepant cases and situations in which the
former sojourning mothers with whom we spoke felt silenced. Mothers shared their
pediatrician’s best practices for language discordant interactions as well as their communication
preferences.
The mothers appreciated the demeanor of American pediatricians whom they described
as “すごく優しくて安心できる” [very kind and reassuring.]. Junto relayed feeling that their
kindness compensated for the difficulties she experienced in navigating the medical system.
Yuka agreed, comparing her Lexington pediatrician to those she had seen with her children in
Japan, “小児科の先生と内科の先生は本当に日本よりもむしろ優しいぐらいで。” [I
feel like pediatricians and internal medicine doctors here are kinder than in Japan.] Ryoko
explained how doctors communicated their kindness:
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子どもを楽しませようとしてくれたり、自分の方や子どもの方をしっかり見てく
れ たり、丁寧に説明をしてくれる点だったかと思います。[I think it was the fact
that they tried to entertain my child, looked at me and my child in the eye when they talk,
and explained things carefully.]
Hiroko concurred, reflecting, “子供を褒めるってことはしないですね日本では。だけどや
っぱ褒めてくださると嬉しい。嬉しかったのを覚えています。”[ In Japan, (generally)
doctors do not adore or praise the children,but it makes me happy when they do. I remember
how happy I was.]
There were of course discrepant cases in which doctors, frustrated with the language
barrier, treated some of the former mothers unkindly. Junto relayed of one experience in
particular:
I don't remember so much, but like just, it's hard to say seizure. Febrile seizure. I know
that word, but the pronunciation is hard for me, so I shouted…And, the doctor, maybe
he's an Indian, Indian doctor though or something, and he asked me [my child’s] height
and weight but I couldn't answer because (laughing)… I was really upset. And the
measure system is differences. So, I was really upset, but he told me. It's, he's too light or
something, but I can’t catch up him. So, finally, maybe he got angry to me… Cause I
couldn't, I couldn't answer the questions. There's no interpreter, you know?
Junto relayed that “Because I had so many bad experiences with my kids here,” she was
prompted to become more active and assertive in seeking out health care information for her
children.
When I asked the mothers how pediatricians could most effectively communicate with
their community, their responses centered on speaking slowly, providing written instructions,
and using simple, but varied vocabulary to communicate a single idea. Using varied, simple
vocabulary was referenced as an important way of giving mothers multiple opportunities and
methods with which to understand the doctor’s communications.
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Most mothers, even those with high degrees of English proficiency, employed some sort
of translation application during the pediatric encounter. Fumi explained of her use of an
application while completing registration forms for her child:
I needed to look at the words with my phone, because all the diseases are...I could
understand allergy, the word allergy, but I didn't know what allergy that is. Each word is
really difficult. I couldn't have any idea what that is. I think every mom has to look at the
words in a dictionary. They have phones, so probably they have the app to look at.
Keiko confirmed stating of her experience, “Sometimes explaining how my kids are doing,
sometimes I had trouble understanding what they're saying, the medical words. So I use my
translator on my phone... Then if I get that word, medical word, then I understand what they're
trying to say.
One preferred method of communication mentioned many times by mothers was using
written instructions. Naomi explained:
私 個人 として は 英語 を ゆっくり 話し て もらう か、 文字 に 出して も
らいたいなって 思ったことがあります。 たぶん 日本人 特有 な の かも しれ
ない です けど、 文字 に すれ ば 分かる たくさん。… まず 医療 英語 を
あまり 使わ ない 。簡単 な 英語 で 話し て くる 先生 が すごく 助かりま
す。… ハイリスク担当の私の主治医が あの、身振り だっ たり とか、 写真
だっ たり とか を 使っ て 話し て くれ た ので、 すべて が わから なく
て も 言い たい こと が なんとなく 伝わる。[Personally, there are times when I
wish they would speak English slowly or write it out for me. Maybe it's a Japanese thing,
but I can understand a lot of it if it’s written down. ... If they use simple words to explain
rather than using medical terms, that helps a lot. My doctor, who is in charge of high-risk
patients, used gestures and pictures, so I could understand what he was trying to say even
if I didn't understand everything.]
While not provided to all mothers, but desired by all, written instructions provided some a means
to check their comprehension of the health care plan using a translator post-appointment or in
conversation with those in their social network. In situations where the health care plan was not
written down, former Japanese sojourning mothers felt anxious about remembering what the
doctor told them and whether they had properly understood the communication.
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Additionally, since Japan does not have an over-the-counter medical system, mothers
appreciated written instructions including drawings of the medication container and likely
location information in addition to the name of the medicine. This helped alleviate the stress they
felt in locating medicine at the pharmacy. Ryoko used doctor written communications to also
clarify the health care plan with her pharmacist:
あり まし た 。 薬 の 飲み 方。 どんな 薬 が 出 て 何 回 飲ん で 何 週間 飲む と
いう よう な 薬 の 処方 が 出 た とき に 、はっきり 理解 でき ない けれども また
後で 看護 師 さん とか あと 薬局 の 人 に 聞け ば いい か な と 思っ たり し て薬
の こと はちょっと わから なかったです。[How to take medicine. When I get a
prescription for what kind of medicine comes out, how many times I take it, how many
times I take it, and how many weeks I take it, I don't understand clearly, but I also
wonder if I should ask my nurse or pharmacy later. I didn't know a little about drugs.]
This was particularly useful as mothers often felt that there was not time or space allocated for
their questions during the pediatric encounter.
Almost all mothers, regardless of their use of interpretive assistance, felt that pediatric
appointments were hurried and left little room for them to ask questions. Fumi explained that
regardless of their attempt to communicate nonverbally their need for clarification:
If I did show "I have a question" kind of face, probably there wasn't much time to do that.
If you need to really stop them, then I'd go to the interpreter to stop. But usually, they
don't have that time… Most of the doctors I've met, they always talk, talk, talk, and then
if I show any face that I have a question, they would...I don't know how to say that…
they stop really quickly. They say that's the end really quickly… I think most moms
would feel the same way. But they are really…I don't know… they don't look like they're
ready to sit there and wait for questions. They just stand up really quickly.
Naomi concurred explaining that although her pediatrician was nice, asking questions of “the
doctor was difficult because every time he was in a rush. He was very busy.” Creating space for
questions is particularly important among the Japanese sojourning mother population as Fumi
later explained, “Because most Japanese don't cut conversations, maybe you are familiar with
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that? Yeah, most of the Japanese wait until the end, so that's probably one of the reasons that we
don't question much.”
For this reason, many of the mothers wrote down questions prior to the pediatric
appointment. In situations where interpretive services were used, mothers sometimes passed
along questions to the interpreter as a cue to not only ask them but also to create time for their
inquiries to be addressed. In cases in which an interpreter was not present, mothers were able to
pose these questions to the nurse prior to the doctor’s arrival or were prepared to jump into
conversation with questions if prompted by the pediatrician.

4.7 Linguistically Appropriate Services
学ぶ [Learning]
Mothers’ definitions of linguistically appropriate pediatric care included the provision of
translated registration and health information materials, communication tools and interpretive
services. Some of the mothers were unsure of how to garner interpretive assistance for their
pediatric appointments, while others recalled seeing a placard in Japanese explaining how to
request an interpreter. Interpreter absence was also detailed as a barrier to understanding the
health care plan and impacted mothers’ sense of self-efficacy.

4.7.1 Registration, health materials and communication tools
難しい [Difficult]
A barrier to linguistically accessible care was the dearth of registration and health
materials translated in Japanese. Mothers at all levels of language proficiency struggled to
complete registration forms without interpretive assistance. A discrepant case, one private clinic
did provide Japanese registration materials. Yet, while appreciative of the stride the clinic made
in attempting to provide these forms in her native language, Junto shared, “The words were in
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Japanese. So that was so helpful. But the words is translated, not correctly. I found this one
that's weird, but I could understand what they want to say.” Saori, who brought her children to
the same private clinic as Junto, did not encounter registration or health information materials
written in her native language, but she did recall having received consent forms in Japanese. She
also shared that her clinic offered specific interpretive services with which to schedule
appointments and pre-recorded phone messages in Japanese reminding patients of scheduled
appointments.
Another private clinic provided a platform through which parents could email their
pediatrician. Hazuki explained of how she benefited from this service:
It was really good system because I could think the English words or sentence. And if
doctor's answer was really difficult, I could search doctor's words. Or so I had really more
time, enough time for checking, or searching, or something. And after that, so hundred
percent understands doctor's answer. And after that I could reply with more question or
something. It was really good system.
Participants explained that they have limited opportunities to speak and listen to native English,
and English instruction is focused more on reading and writing instruction, written
communications served as an invaluable tool with which to directly communicate with their
doctors. Naomi concurred, explaining, “私 個人 として は 英語 を ゆっくり 話し て もらう
か、 文字 に 出して もらいなって 思ったことがあります。 たぶん 日本人 特有 な の か
も しれ ない です けど、 文字 に すれ ば 分かる たくさん。” [Maybe it's unique to the
Japanese, but there are a lot of things that can be understood by writing it.]
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4.7.2 Interpreter Absence
不安 [Anxious]
Though not a pediatric encounter but instead a segue into their roles providing care for
their first-born children, two mothers detailed the impact of the intermittent absence of
interpretive service while pregnant and in labor. During her pregnancy, Naomi relayed that she
did not receive interpretive assistance and Hiroko explained her confusion over the use of the
call button when she experienced pain during her seven-hour labor:
出産は無痛分娩と・・・アメリカでは無痛分娩があの・・・私も無痛分娩でやり
ました。でもやり方とかを後から考えると多分私にはうまく伝わってなくて、無
痛分娩の点滴をやらないと押さないといけないのが多分分かってなくて、うまく
いけなかった。あとから思うと上手く伝わってなかった部分もあるのかなって。
[And for the delivery, here people use epidurals to take away the pain, so I did that too.
But when I think back, I probably didn’t understand the procedure properly. And I didn’t
know I had to push this button to get medicine when I felt pain, so it didn’t work for me. I
think there were things we didn’t communicate well.]
Post-delivery, Hiroko explained that several doctors and nurses came to check in on her and the
baby. She explained, “英語なので全てがわかるわけではないので、で出産してすぐで疲
れているのでストレスは感じました。” [I didn’t understand everything because it was all in
English. I was so tired after giving birth and felt stressed.]
While the children of the mothers we interviewed were mostly healthy, the absence of
interpretive services did affect some mothers’ comprehension of the health care plan. This
occurred in Ryoko’s case. She had registered her daughter as a patient at a private clinic after
being told by other sojourning mothers that it was easy to schedule a visit there. However, unlike
the other larger clinics in Lexington, Ryoko wasn’t aware that interpretive services were offered
at her daughter’s clinic or how to request support. From Ryoko’s perspective, access to the
doctor was more important than language concordant care. Though she shared that her work in
the health care field provided her with some context to anticipate the pediatrician’s questions and
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recommendations, she anticipated that she only understood 50% of the communication with the
front desk and 20% of what the pediatrician said. Ryoko relayed of her trouble understanding
the health care plan:
基本できてたとは思うんですけれど。昨日夫とそのこと話してたんですけど、8
割ぐらいは、会話の８割ぐらいは勘でなんとなく合っているかなって言う感じ
で。英語が、英語の私たちの理解度はたぶん２割ぐらいで、その２割から何を言
っているのか予測するような形。…ありました。薬の飲み方。どんな薬が出て何
回飲んで何週間飲むというような薬の処方が出た時に、はっきり理解できないけ
れどもまた後で看護師さんとかあと薬局の人に聞けばいいかなと思ったりして薬
のことはちょっとわからなかったです。 [I think I was able to do the basics.
Yesterday, I talked with my husband about that, but about 80% of English conversations
seemed to be somehow intuitive. In English, our understanding of English was probably
about 20%, and from that 20% we predicted what was said… Yes, how to take the
medicine. When I was given a prescription, I didn’t understand clearly what kind of
medicine it was, how many times to be taken in a day, and for how many weeks. But (I
didn’t ask the doctor because) I thought I could ask the nurse or the pharmacist later.
There were many times I didn’t understand about the medicine.]
Ryoko relayed that she had to guess a lot when trying to interpret what the doctors were saying.
Detailing one particular experience, Ryoko shared how numeracy, or the skill with
numbers and calculations, can translate differently across cultures as well as languages and
impact one’s adherence to the health care plan. She explained:
いくつ か あっ て その 薬 を 処方 さ れ た とき に テーブル スプーン と
ティースプーン の 処方箋 が 初め よく わから なく て。… でも 使っ てる
うち に 同じ ティースプーン の T が 一緒 だっ た ので 何 か 私勘違い し
ちゃっ て ティー スプーン で いい のに、 テーブル スプーン で あげ 、 何
か 何 日 か あげ て て 、 なくなり、なくなる の が 早い な って 思っ た
ら テーブル スプーン って、 ティースプーン って 書い て ある の を テー
ブル スプーン で 渡し て 飲ま せ て たんですね。 [When I was prescribed
some of these medicines, I didn't know what a tablespoon and a teaspoon were at first.
So, I got confused as I gave it to my child, and I used a tablespoon when I should have
used a teaspoon. Then after a few days, I noticed the medicine was running out too fast.
That’s when I realized I was using a wrong spoon to give my child the medicine.]
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Ryoko’s experience supports the work of Andrulis and Brach (2007) who point out that
medication labels calling for teaspoons of medication can cause confusion and overmedication
by individuals from cultures who don’t use spoons.
Ryoko expressed how these language discordant interactions with her daughter’s
pediatrician left her feeling helpless:
そう 、 だから やっぱり 心細かっ た の は ある か な 。 うーん、そうです
ね。うん、 うん。 何 か 大丈夫 か な っていう の は なんか こう 安心 し
た って 感じ で 帰って くる ん じゃ なく て ちょっと 大丈夫 か な ってい
う 気持ち は あり ながら 帰っ て き てた かも しれ ん 。[Yes, I felt
somewhat lonely and helpless. Yes, I guess so. I didn't always come home with a sense of
relief that my child would be okay, but rather with feelings of worry and insecurity
(because I didn’t understand everything and worried if something would happen to my
child because of it).]
While some of the sojourning mothers with whom we spoke elected not to use interpretive
services due to lag time in coordinating services, the experience of navigating language
discordant interactions due to uncertainty about how to garner interpretive assistance was not
uncommon. As Fumi shared, “I think most moms don't know how to prepare an interpreter for
themselves.”

4.8 Interpreter preferences
期待 [Expectation]
The mothers with whom we spoke defined a professional interpreter as someone who
protects patient privacy, serves as a liaison through which to readily access and communicate
with the doctor, is kind, is able to conduct simultaneous translation and has a firm grasp of
medical terminology. Speaking of how she valued the coordination of her interpreter with her
pediatrician’s office, Naomi shared of her pediatric-going experience:
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ワグナーさん自身 が 長く そこ で 働い て いる の も あっ て、 ワグナー さん と
お 医者 さん 、ドクター の 信頼 関係 も もちろんある 、 とても フランク って言
ったらいいの。あまり こう、緊張 する よう な 場面 っていうのは 少なかっ た
です。[Because the interpreter had been working there for a long time, she had a good
relationship with the doctor for sure. I would say they were relaxed and frank. (Because
of that atmosphere) there were few times I felt nervous and insecure.]
Synchronicity was also mentioned by Fumi who spoke about professional interpretation
involving simultaneous translation of the pediatrician’s communication. This included the
interpreter’s knowledge of when and confidence to stop or interrupt the doctor to allow space for
interpretation and questions to occur.
Unfortunately, more than one mother experienced what she defined as a lack of
interpreter professionalism. In addition to gatekeeping and privacy issues discussed in Section
4.3.3, some of the mothers felt that the interpreters they encountered the lacked linguistic
competence with which to translate medical communications. Junto explained, while cringing, “I
had a bad experience with the translator. She didn't know the words is and she all the time look
for the words.” Misaki concurred, sharing of her experiences with one interpreter:
She's a really nice person. But yeah, sometimes she makes the mistakes… It made me
uncomfortable and uneasy, becaus I really wanted her to interpret properly because she
did it for them… But you know, she made a lot of mistakes and I realized that; I was not
really happy about that.
This lack of fluency, Fumi relayed, led some of her interpreters to seek constant clarification
from the doctor. Fumi juxtaposed her experience with interpreters in Lexington against those
she encountered at a larger regional hospital while seeking care for her son:
I wasn't really always sure about their skills. They're not really professional most of the
time. Most big hospitals, like [the larger regional hospital we attended]… they have
sometimes more professional interpreters. They're not always there for us, they're
working for lots of patients. It's kind of pure luck which interpreter you will get. That's
kind of frustration.
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Yet mothers, despite noting lack of professionalism or mistakes in interpretation, did not voice
these concerns to the clinic due to the cultural and gender-specific expectations that Misaki
raised: “I am a Japanese. Japanese people don't want to point out other people's mistake directly.
Sometimes I was like, oh she could've [made a] mistake, but I don't want to be rude.”
In terms of interpreter mode, study participants’ preferences varied. The Cross Cultural
Health Care Program (CCHCP) proposes four roles of health care interpreters:
A conduit is the default role and involves rendering in one language literally what has
been said in the other without any additions, omissions, editing, or polishing. A clarifier
is a role interpreters assume when they adjust speakers’ register, interject their
explanations, describe terms that have no linguistic equivalent, or check for
understanding when necessary. A cultural broker provides a necessary cultural
framework for understanding the message being interpreted. An advocate works on
behalf of the patient outside the bounds of an interpreted interview, ensuring the patient’s
quality of care in addition to quality of communication. (Hsieh, 2016, p. 19)
Half of the mothers interviewed appreciated direct translation offered by interpreters in the
conduit role. Hiroko shared:
通訳さんでも自分の意見とか考えを伝えてくる方もみえたので、自分のとしては
訳してくれるだけで充分に感じました。[Some of the interpreters also gave me their
opinions and thoughts, so I felt enough just to translate them.]
This directness was interpreted by some moms as cool in the beginning of their relationship. But
as Junto explained, “Yeah but I thought finally I found it's a good way. She maybe she respected
me. She respected me, my opinion.” Yuka reflected on this interpreter’s reputation within her
community compared to her own experience:
通訳さんはものすごいスピーディで 。ええ。本当にパパパパパッと、もうすご
い、話すのも早くて。それで私はそれでもテキパキ対応していただけているとい
う感じで、私はうれしかったんですけれど、人によってはちょっと怖いと思った
り、ちょっと威圧感があるみたいに感じる方もいたかもしれないですね。電話の
方の通訳の方は電話っていう情報が少ない中でよくくみ取っていただいて本当に
ありがたかったなと。[The interpreter was very fast. Yeah. Really dramatically
speedy. It was awesome. And the interpreter’s talk was also fast. So, I was personally
really happy that the interpreter handled this in a fast speed, but some people might feel a
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bit scared or a bit intimidating. I was really grateful that the translators on the phone were
able to take the information well even though it is harder to communicate on phone.]
Yuka was satisfied by the interpreter’s directness as this enabled her pediatric encounters to be
brief, something which many mothers communicated valuing.
Interestingly, not all former Japanese sojourning mothers perceived this interpreter to be
a conduit. Others, who communicated preferences for direct translation, perceived her to be a
clarifier with an uncomfortable degree of visibility in the clinical interaction. These mothers
communicated that the interpreter interjected her thoughts or failed to appropriately translate
symptoms by elaborating upon the mothers’ communication. Misaki explained:
…sometimes added her opinion. When, I said I feel sick. She interprets that into... She is
sick and she feels dizzy, but I didn't say I feel sick, I feel dizzy. I just said I feel sick. But
she thinks sick and dizzyThe mothers communicated concern that this slight aberration in interpretation could lead to
them getting a health care plan or answer from the doctor that did not align with their initial
communication.
Hiroko shared of her dissatisfaction with another interpreter who similarly used the
clarifier role to project her expectations regarding how and where the baby should sleep:
娘が６ヶ月の時に頭の形が一方が平で、［その小児科］に掛かってたんですけ
ど、（…）に紹介されて、整形外科の方にヘルメットをかぶった方がいいという
ことで・・・その時に全然関係のない、「時に寝かしつけはどうしているの？」
みたいな・・・「日本では一緒に添い寝するのが普通？けどアメリカでは… も
う一人で寝かせてミルクとかも夜やらないけど、どうしてるの？」っていう感じ
で聞かれて、で「一緒に寝てる」っていうのを言ったら「もう一人で寝かせても
いいんだよ」っていう感じで。[When my daughter was 6 months old, one side of her
head was flat and I had been visiting the [pediatrician]. And I was recommended to go to
orthopedic hospital… and there, I was told that it’s better to use a helmet… While I was
there, I was asked an irrelevant question, "How do you put your child in bed?"…" In
Japan, it may be common for parents to sleep with their children, but in the United States,
parents let their children sleep by themselves, and they do not breastfeed their children at
night, but what about you?” This is what I was asked, and when I said, "We are sleeping
together," I was told like, "You can let your child sleep alone."]
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This interaction made Hiroko feel ashamed. For this reason, Hiroko shared her preference that
interpreters not give their opinions and thoughts but limit their communication to direct
translation.
Saori’s interpreter, on the other hand, acted as a welcomed advocate. It was her
interpreter who shared information on her services within the Japanese community grocery
stores. To Saori, who developed an illness in America due to stress, her interpreter was like an
“American mother”:
なんかもう、あのー、人間的に・・・結構好きな人でした（笑）。なんかアメリ
カのお母さん、みたいな感じでもういつでも助けを求めてる感じの人でした。…
私がちょっと体調を崩して、…それで、もうその時に、あのー、もうなんて言う
んですかね、もうとにかく心配してくれて。頼ん、頼んでもないのに勝手に動い
てくれると言うか。もう勝手が私もわからなかったので、もう何かこうしたらい
いんじゃないか。ああしたらいいんじゃないかっていうことを、もう色々やって
くれて、で、あのー、なんというかね、もう通訳だけじゃなくて、子供のために
私がご飯が作れない時にご飯作って…もうなんか、本当に、もう夜中、夜中とか
もう夜遅くに調子が悪くなった時でもぱっときて、一緒に病院行って通訳してく
れて、とかもう本当に本当に親身になってくれますよね。 [It’s like, well, I really
loved her personality. She was like my mom in America, and I was always asking her for
help. …When I got sick a little bit, then at that time, well, how am I supposed to explain,
she cared so much about me. I did not even ask, but she made an action for me
voluntarily. I did not understand anything, so she gave me advice like “why don’t you do
this” or “what about doing that this way.” She did everything. And then, how can I say,
well, not only as an interpreter, she served a meal for my children when I couldn’t due to
my sickness. And really, literally, for all the night and at midnight, when I got sick, she
came quickly and took me to the hospital and translated for me… She really, really was
kind.]
Naomi, who had the same interpreter as Saori throughout her pregnancy and the first months of
her child’s life concurred:
あの、先生の話していることをその場できちんと通訳してくれてた。… ただ待
合室で心配なことがどんなことがあるかとか、世間話、そういうので自分の時は
こうだったよ、みたいな。お母さんの先輩ですよね。…病院に、あの、病院に行
くとどうしても医療英語が難しく、難しいし、日本人特有だと思うんです、すご
く聞き取りが私自身すごく苦手で。本当にちゃんと聞き取れているか心配なとこ
ろもフォローしてもらえるので、そこがすごく助かりました。 [She interpreted
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what the doctor was talking about on the spot... She asked me if I had any worries, and
we talked about small things in the waiting room. She talked about her experience and
how it used to be like in her time. She was like a mother's senior…when I went to the
hospital, medical English was difficult. I think it's unique to Japanese people, and I was
terrible at listening to English. She helped me understand the parts I could not
comprehend, and that was really helpful.]
Naomi appreciated the interpreter’s support in making an appointment with her child’s
pediatrician even when she wasn’t sure if it was warranted. Naomi shared, “異文化の土地 とい
う か アメリカ の 土地 で ちょっとこう、 支え に なっ て くれ た すごく 感謝 し て い
ます 。”[I'm very grateful for this kind of support in the land of the different cultures or the
land of the United States.]

4.9 Satisfaction with Remote Interpreter Modalities
⼼配/ [Worry]
In our exploration of study participants’ definitions of linguistic accessibility, I found that
former Japanese sojourning mothers appreciated how tele-interpreters provided ease of access to
linguistically-concordant pediatric care but still preferred face-to-face interpretation. Mothers
were concerned that remote interpreters, either via phone or video, without the ability to fully
visualize their health situation could not fully participate in the clinical encounter. Hiroko was
given a tele-interpreter when delivering her child but was in so much pain that she had a difficult
time communicating with and hearing the interpreter. Chieko worried more about the use of teleinterpretation in the case of a child’s injury. She relayed, 電話だとやっぱり怪我とかの場
合、症状が上手く日本語でもその通訳さんに伝えられないっていうか。”[In the case of
injury, I wonder if the symptoms can be communicated well to the interpreter even in Japanese
when I talk on the phone.] This occurred with Saori whose son was rushed via ambulance after a
fall at school. Saori reflected on the experience, stating:
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うーん、何かいないよりはあったほうがもちろん良かったんですけど、何かやっ
ぱりそこにいないというか、電話だけでやりとりをしてるんで、なんかもうよく
なんとなく不安。[Well, of course, it was better to have something than having nothing.
But since I'm just talking over the phone, and nobody is here, I was worried somehow.]
Mothers felt like Yuka who stated,“ ただその子供の診察に関してはやっぱり通訳さんが直
接その場にいて頂けると精神的な安心感っていうのが大きかったかなと思います。
[Regarding the child's consultation, I think it would have been a great feeling of mental security
if the interpreter had been able to be with me at the place].

4.10 Treatment Preferences
ドキドキ [Nervous]
Normative differences between what medication was used as well as where, when and
how treatment was administered was reflected upon as being a source of confusion and anxiety
for the former Japanese sojourning mothers.

4.10.1 Preference for on-site treatment
心地良い [Comfortable]
Due to the accessibility of Japanese doctors and their greater use of prescription
medication in the pediatric treatment plan, mothers communicated a preference for on-site
treatment. Fumi explained of this normative difference between American and Japanese pediatric
systems:
The big difference is that [American doctors] don't treat in the office. Because when we
go to hospitals [in Japan], we look for the treatment at that site. Especially with the
pediatricians. Not every time, but sometimes the doctor's office in Japan gives us some
medicines or some creams to put on. Sometimes they can do that treatment in that office.
But the doctors in America, they would just prescribe us medicines, and then we would
need to go to pharmacy afterwards. And then we need to do that treatment by himself.
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For this reason, mothers expressed discomfort and confusion with America’s use of the over-thecounter medication system which is not employed in Japan. First, mothers were unsure of how
to find the medication at the pharmacy. Additionally, mothers like Hazuki did not feel
comfortable with the idea of choosing between two options like Tylenol or ibuprofen for
treatment: “Some medication is just three days. And so [for all viruses], you have to take that. I
can take that or not, both are okay. And I don't understand that.” For this reason, mothers like
Hiroko preferred prescription medication: “処方してくれる薬だと嬉しいなっていうのがあ
ります。[I would be happy if it is a prescribed medicine rather than a commercial medicine.]
As an extension, most mothers were surprised by American pediatricians’ treatment of
viruses. Hazuki explained:
Yeah, and I was really surprised... one thing because in America… virus sickness, they
don't have any medication, right? So, for example, cold. Just cold. So, the clinic, if you
have a normal cold, they don't have any medication for us. But in Japan, anytime they
have medication. So just a little cold, no runny nose, no cough, no sore throat, but I can
get medication.
Saori was surprised by the treatment of viruses by keeping children at home from school and
treating it with over-the-counter medication. Ryoko was similarly confounded by the pediatric
office’s recommendation that mothers wait to see if their child’s symptoms persist instead of
bringing the child in for immediate care:
で、こういうものを使ってまずは様子見て 2、3 日しても、とか、症状が続くよ
うだったらまた連絡してくださいっていうような形で、不必要に病院に来なくて
もいいですよみたいな感じ？で、日本だとわりともう医療費がタダだったり子ど
もの医療費がタダの自治体もあったりするので、もう電話をした時ってこういう
症状があるので受診したいって病院に電話するともう小児科なんかはもう必ずじ
ゃあ来てくださいって断られることもなくそれは様子見なさいっていうこともな
くて、わりとこう、とにかく病院に行って軽症でもとにかく病院には行けるとい
うか行くというか。[So, I was told like, “Let’s see if this works for 2 to 3 days,” or
“Please call us if the symptom persists,” and they were like, “You don't have to come to
the hospital unnecessarily.” In Japan, medical expenses are almost free, and in some
municipalities, children's medical expenses are also free. So, when you call the hospital
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in Japan, you explain the symptoms and say you want to visit the hospital. You will be
told to come to the hospital especially for pediatric clinic. You will never be refused to
come or advised to see how your child is for few days. It’s more like, I can go or just go
to the hospital even if it is a small symptom.]
The pediatrician’s decision to have the child wait it out was perceived as a refusal of health care
services.

4.10.2 Perceived strength of American medication
怖い [Scary]
Many mothers reported the community belief that American medications were stronger,
or more potent, than those found in Japan. Hazuki, shared of the recurring theme:
I don't know, but Japanese think American's medicine is very strong… I take a medicine,
American's medicine, and a dosage, doctor's request a dosage, I took that… When a
doctor requested the medicine to my friends… my friends [think], “oh, Americans on
medicine is too strong, so I take half of dosage” or something so herself. And almost
everybody think that.
Keiko agreed, sharing her belief that this was due to Japan’s stricter regulation of medication:
One thing, I don't know if this is true or not, I think is that the medicine is stronger in
America then in Japan. I think. Because Japan has lots of laws that they can use and they
cannot use. So, they are strict. So, the medicine is more weaker I think. So, whenever I go
to the clinic, they gave us stronger medicine. So, it went well. I mean, they get well
soon… Japan is more strict for using medicine.
Ryoko, our mother with health care experience, explained that perhaps American medication was
stronger due to the population’s larger bodies.
This belief that American medication is stronger than that found in Japan led some
mothers to bring medication from home with them for their sojourn. Yuka explained:
初めは多分アメリカの医療にかかることが怖いだろうから、日本からたくさん薬
を持っていったりもしていたんですけれどやっぱりそちらでの生活が長くなるに
つれてやっぱり そちらでの生活に合わせていった方がいいなとも思いました
し、みんなそのアメリカ式でやって何も問題ないんだからきっと大丈夫なんだろ
うみたいな感じでちょっとおおらかになったっていうのが大きいのかなと思いま
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す。[At first, I was probably afraid of getting medical treatment in the United States, so I
took a lot of medicines from Japan. But as my life continued in America, I thought it
would be better to adapt to my life there. And since everyone was OK with American
style and there was nothing wrong, I thought it was going to be fine. So, like this way, I
became more tolerant.]
Others as described in Section 4.11.3 used only half of what was directed by the over-the-counter
medication’s packaging or the doctor’s prescription.

4.10.3 Preference for natural recovery
幸せ [Happy]
Despite Japanese doctors’ higher rate use of prescription medication, mothers
communicated their preference for their children to recover naturally without the use of
medicine. Keiko explained that this was because of mothers’ concerns regarding the risks
associated with medical interventions. Chieko confirmed relaying her health care preferences for
her children, “あぁ、なんかなるべく強くない薬で自然に治したいというか” [Ah, I want
my child to heal as naturally as possible with less strong medicine.] Saori discussed in particular
of how a natural recovery from viruses was a preferred method in Japan:
それ を 殺し ちゃ ダメ みたい な こと を 言わ れ て 、無理 し て 使わ な
く て いい です って 言わ れ て た ので 、結構 熱 出 てる 、はい 使っ て
、はい 使っ て っていう の が 最初 は ちょっと 抵抗 が あって 。 本当に
使っ て いい の か な っていう の が あっ た ん です けど 。… なんかま
ず ひとつ は、 アメリカ は タイレノール とか でも そう です けど、 熱 が
ある ので 下げ ましょ うっていう 。とにかく 解熱剤 で 熱 を 抑え ましょ
う って いう 風 な 感じ に 私 は ちょっと 感じ られ た ん です けど、 日
本 は 解熱剤 は もう ほとんど 使わ ない で くれ っていう か 、熱 が 高く
て も 元気 で あれ ば。… 使わ なく て いい です っていう 風 に 言わ れ
て い た の、あの何 か、 菌 が 体 の 中 で戦っ てる ので。[One of the first
things I found was, in the U.S., when you have a fever, they tell you to use Tylenol or
something similar to lower the fever. I got the feeling that first thing you should do is to
use antipyretics to suppress the fever. But in Japan, doctors tell us that we don’t need to
use antipyretics if the child has a high fever but seems fine. This is because having a
fever means that the body is fighting the bacteria on its own.]
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The one anomaly found was Japanese mothers’ acceptance of an epidural during the delivery of
their children. While Keiko explained that Japanese normative beliefs associate the pain of
childbirth to the mother’s care and concern for her child, all three study participants who bore
children while in Lexington elected to use it. Hiroko shared that while it is not offered in Japan,
her decision was based upon: “それについても痛くないなら痛くない方がいいなっていう
のがあって、せっかくアメリカにいるから無痛分娩でやりたいなって感じました。” [If
it doesn't hurt, it's better not to hurt. And since I'm in the United States, I felt like doing painless
delivery.]

4.10.4 Absence of therapeutic interventions in Japan
ストレス [Stressful]
Similar to epidural usage, mothers whose children were recommended for therapeutic
interventions during their stays in America relayed that such practices were uncommon in Japan.
Therapies referenced included head braces and developmental interventions. Both Fumi and
Hiroko’s children were recommended by their pediatricians for baby helmet therapy to correct
the shape of their babies’ developing skulls. This practice, uncommon in Japan, prompted
anxiety in both mothers who were unsure as to the risks involved in this practice. Hiroko relayed,
“すぐにじゃあ子供に被せようっていうのにはならなくて、ちょっと迷ったんで。どう
しようかなって。日本でそういうのは言われないので、文化が違うので、しばらくちょ
っと迷ってやろうって決めたんですけど。”[ I didn't want to put it on my child right away,
because I was a little bit anxious about it. I was wondering what I should do. I would never be
told this kind of thing in Japan, and the culture is so different. Eventually, after a while, I decided
to try it though.]
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Similar to Hiroko, Fumi had no reference point with which to navigate the therapeutic
interventions her pediatrician recommended for her developmentally delayed child. Fumi
relayed:
Us foreigners can easily get therapies any time anywhere, it's really easy. Doctors will
just send orders to the therapies, it's really easy. In Japan, it's not really common to go to
therapies. There are those services, but they're not really common. [In America,] doctors
will recommend to go to therapies more. It's more accessible to all those kids who have
special needs.
Fumi was appreciative for America’s greater access to therapies. However, the perceived lack of
availability of her pediatricians to field her questions coupled with the absence of linguistically
appropriate information with which to make informed decisions regarding her child’s care led
Fumi to feel anxious. She shared:
My case was probably different from other moms because my child had milestone delays.
And that's not really common to other kids that I've met, so I don't really have that
information in Japanese or in English, or in experience in Japan or experience in
America. So, that was kind of difficult. I didn't know how to get that information, so I
mostly talked to the doctors or therapists in America only; so, I didn't have Japanese
friends to share. That wasn't fun.
Lack of information and opportunities with which to ask questions led Fumi to feel a great sense
of social and emotional isolation as a sojourning mother with a special needs child. She also felt
a lot of pressure as her family in Japan was worried about her child and had many questions
about how she was navigating her child’s care.

4.11 Decision-Making
ドキドキ [Heart-racing]
In general, the mothers we interviewed were not given treatment options, but rather
directives, for their children’s health care. Given that none of the mothers’ health care beliefs
were solicited, the pediatrician’s plan for their children sometimes conflicted with their
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preferences and health-seeking behaviors. Mothers did not broach conversation regarding the
conflict between their health care beliefs and the pediatrician’s health care plan due to normative
communication differences, concern for damaging their relationship with their health care
practitioner or interpreter, general respect for the doctor, and the perceived power differential
between the doctor and mother. Nonetheless, most mothers desired greater shared decisionmaking in partnership with their child’s pediatrician.

4.11.1 Normative Japanese mother-Japanese pediatrician dynamics and their role in decisionmaking
大変 [Hard]
The normative dynamic between Japanese females and Japanese male doctors impacted
mothers’ decision-making behaviors and preferences while they sojourned in the Lexington-area.
Junto shared, “some of Japanese doctors look down on moms because I am not a doctor. So sure.
You have to listen to me like that.” Mothers relayed that it is not typical to be given treatment
options in Japan. Relaying one experience in Japan to demonstrate the gendered power
differential between a doctor and female clients, Junto explained that the doctor told her that if
she did not allow him to perform an exam on her that she would have to find another doctor.
Adding insight, Saori shared how normative Japanese patient-provider interactions coupled with
language discordance shaped her treatment preferences:
なんかそうやって上から威圧された言い方されると、ちょっとただでさえ英語が
わからないので、もうどうしていいかわからないというか。[When I was told
something in a condescending way, since I don't even understand English, I had no idea
what to do anymore.]
While it was perceived as normal for mothers not to be asked their treatment preferences during
the clinical interaction, the linguistic and cultural barriers present in Lexington-pediatric
interactions created additional tension and uncertainty in the clinical encounter.
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Mothers relayed that it is not normative practice to question a doctor’s health care plan.
Yuka explained, “あんまりされないんじゃないかなと思います。先生にもよると思うん
ですけど。” [I don't think they do that very often. I guess it depends on the doctor.] For this
reason, when reflecting on their Lexington-area pediatric visits, several of the mothers stated that
it would be impolite to interrupt the pediatrician with a question; and even if they wanted to,
many would not have ready access to the vocabulary with which to do so. Interrupting another
individual, in particular an authority figure, with a question is perceived in Japanese culture as
troublesome, rude or daring. Keiko, a discrepant case, commented on how her time living abroad
as a child led her to become comfortable with asking questions of authority figures and how this
is perceived as strange or brave to her peers:
For me, I don't care what people think, so I ask a lot of questions until... Well, especially
in America, because I had trouble... language problems. So, I ask like two or three times
until I understand… Yeah…Japanese friends think I'm a little weird. And they think I'm
funny. But I... for example, when I was in sixth grade, when I first went back to Japan,
the first day I went to school in Japan, I asked a teacher a question, just regular question
that I had thought of. And the girl who was sitting next to me said, "You are so brave that
you're asking a question to a teacher."… I did not think that... Yeah, I was so surprised.
Why can't you just ask one question? It's not a big deal. But they are... I don't know, I
think they are not scared, but they think they are not allowed to make a question. That's
strange isn't it? But I feel... Well, I sometimes feel that too sometimes. I just don't... I'm
not afraid of making questions, but I also have a little... feel that I don't want to make
people a trouble. I don't want to involve people to make them in trouble… If it's about
only me, I don't care. But if I involve somebody, then I feel that way too sometimes.
Aside from the concern of troubling others, mothers communicated concern of seeming arrogant
to the pediatrician. Saori shared:
そう な ん ですよね。う〜ん、なん です か ね 。ちょっと それ d 私 の 性格
も ある の かも しれ ないです 。 なんか こう 強気 に 出 られ ない 。…
そう な ん です よ ね 。 まあ先生 が そう やっ て 言ってる なら っていう
、 素人 が こう 先生 が こう 下し て いる 判断 に いやいや いや って い
う の は ちょっと やっぱ おこがましい の か な 。 [Hmmm, I don't know,
maybe it's just my personality, but I can't be bullish with doctors. You know, if the doctor
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says so, then I feel that it is a bit presumptuous for a layperson to say no or no to the
decision the doctor is making.]
Saori then continued to explain that in Japan, if the mother or patient is not confident in the
doctor’s diagnosis or treatment plan, she or he can easily go to another clinic for a second
opinion or different care options.

4.11.2 Normative practice: Bypassing barriers to choice
疲れた [Tiring]
The mothers relayed that in Japan they would normally bypass conflicts between health
beliefs and the pediatrician’s recommended health care plan for their child by going to another
clinician. Keiko explained:
I don't see anybody refusing a medicine that doctor is giving. If they want Kampō (a
Chinese herbal medicine), then they will go to those [doctors who are known for
prescribing Chinese medicine]... They will search into the internet before they go to a
doctor, I think… There’s lots of people who find a right doctor... They go to different
places to find the right one.
However, as Keiko went on to explain, the process of navigating a conflict between health care
beliefs and a pediatrician’s recommended health care plan is more difficult for the sojourning
mother:
But they will change if that person is living in abroad. Then she might not do that,
because the language problem. Because it takes so many time and you have to... If we
have to call an interpreter all the time, that's annoying, isn't it?
Indeed, several mothers referenced that America’s primary care doctor system, as well as the
energy spent establishing themselves at the office and with interpretive assistance, kept them
from vocalizing perceived conflicts with the health care plan.
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One discrepant case was Yuka who went to several pediatric dentists in pursuit of one
who would treat her son’s multiple cavities without general anesthesia, the use of which ran
counter to her health care beliefs:
歯医者さん。アメリカではすごい削られてしまうので 。… 日本だとあんなに大
きくは削らないというか慎重に進めるんですけど、ものすごい大きく削られてし
まって。…私も大変な思いをしましたしその説明もなかったので 。… 子供の歯
の治療も日本だと 1 本ずつ時間をかけてやるのが、アメリカだと麻酔をして全身
麻酔をして全部一遍にやるというふうに聞いて。ちょっと怖いなと思って治療を
断念して帰国後に治療したっていうことが子どもに関してはありました。[As for
a dentist, in the U.S., they shave down teeth so much. ... In Japan, they try not to cut
down teeth too much, and they proceed more carefully. But, here they shave teeth really
big. ...I had a hard time too, and there was no explanation about it.... In Japan, children's
dental treatment is done one at a time, but I heard that in the U.S., it is done all at once
under general anesthesia. I thought it was a little scary, so I gave up on treatment here
and had it done after I returned home.]
As she would have done in Japan, Yuka sought the opinions of two different dentists in hopes of
finding an alternative plan. However, at each appointment, the same course of action was
recommended without explanation. Yuka delayed treatment of her son’s cavities until they
returned to Japan from their three-year stay in America.

4.11.3 Decision-making in American pediatric office: Two Choices
緊張 [Nervous]

Since mothers were in general not asked their health care beliefs and would not normally
vocalize concerns to their Japanese pediatricians, many mothers felt that they had two choices: 1)
follow the pediatrician’s recommendations even if concerned about the health care plan or 2)
make independent decisions regarding their child’s care.
Many mothers likened their experience to the adage Saori referenced in her interview,
“When in Rome, do as the Romans do,” yet without the sort of agency that is implied by the
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maxim. Mothers instead felt lost amidst American normative pediatric health care plans,
linguistic barriers and perceived power differentials between pediatrician and mothers. Chieko
relayed:
もうお薬さえ貰って良くなるんだったらなんでもいいやじゃないですけど、あん
まりアメリカの薬の知識とかもないし、先生の言われるようにしようかなってい
う。[I don't mind anything if I could get medicine and get better. And I don't know much
about American medicine, so I was like, OK, I will do whatever the doctor tells me to
do.]
The perceived absence of space allowed by the pediatricians and normative beliefs regarding
questioning the doctor led some mothers to feel that they had no choice in their child’s health
care plan. Yuka relayed her struggle to participate in her children’s health care interactions upon
her arrival in America as it related to prescribed medication:
やっぱり詳しいことがわからないしインターネットとかで調べてもよく英語でわ
からないので最初はそれ恐る恐る飲むというか。これでいいのかなっていう感じ
で恐怖感はありましたけども言われたことを信じるしかないので。[I didn't know
the details of the medicine, and even if I looked it up on the Internet, I couldn't
understand it all because it was in English. So, at first, I felt insecure if it was safe to take
it, but I had no choice but to trust what the doctor told me.]
Yuka explained of wanting to ask more questions of her pediatrician regarding her children’s
health care plan, “こちらに余裕のあるときはするんですけど、聞かずに帰ってきて後悔
することも多いです。” [I do it when I can afford it, but I often come home without asking a
question. So, I often regret it.] While she then went on to describe how her time in the United
States led her to become more comfortable with American medication, it is notable that clinical
interactions were still devoid of engagement with her health care beliefs and choice.
The mothers’ other option was to make independent decisions regarding their child’s
care. Hiroko reported feeling muted in her attempts to communicate to her doctor her concern
over taking American prenatal vitamins, supplements she considered too big and with
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unnecessary artificial coloring. After struggling to find space in which to communicate her
concerns to her doctor, she decided not to take the recommended vitamins and to instead use
supplements she had brought from Japan; neither of these details were shared with her health
care provider despite attempts she felt she had made, or intention, to express them. Similarly,
Chieko, wary of over-the-counter medication and concerned about its strength, administered only
half of her pediatrician’s recommended dose to her child, while others reported giving
medication with fluids in an effort to dilute its potency. Many mothers made the choice of
whether or not to use pediatrician-prescribed medication on the basis of what those in her social
network thought or Google searches in both Japanese and English languages.

4.11.4 Shared pediatrician-mother decision-making: the discrepant case
良い経験 [Good experience]
Out of the twelve mothers interviewed, one mother, Junto, was provided space and
support for agency in addressing her son’s skin condition. Due to her prior experience within the
Japanese community, the pediatric dermatologist knew of mothers’ fear of using topical steroids
to address atopic dermatitis. After not following previous doctors’ recommendations due to the
perceived barrier of topical steroids, Junto’s course changed with this doctor’s acknowledgement
of her health care beliefs:
… But [my child’s] skin condition getting really worse. The whole body. When [my
child] was three or four, [it] wasn't in preschool and the preschool teachers, maybe they
thought I didn't care of [my child]. Uh, they called me many times, and yes, they asked
me to visit the office about the skin condition. But actually the Japanese no, not so many,
but some of my Japanese moms doesn't want to use a steroid all the time. So, I didn't use
that. [My child’s] condition was getting worse. So, and, uh, actually, we went to the
cosmetic dermatologist. One time they recommended to use that one, but it's kind of
over-the-counter medication or something. So, not prescribed. So, actually I didn't know
how to get it. The over-the-counter …they maybe they explained to me about, it's, um,
I've never experienced that to buy the over-the-counter medication at the time, so I didn't
buy it. So, then finally we went to see the child dermatologist- the derm-, it's hard to say.
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Dermatologist in Cincinnati with my friend… And, and she understood the Asian kids
has atopic. Yes. And she, she knew that we don't want to use the ointment, but this is,
she told me, this is safe. The short time using is very safe and good for [your child]. So,
you have to use this. She explained really good and I believe her. Yeah, I started using.
It was perhaps due to her acknowledgment of Japanese cultural health care beliefs regarding
steroid use that the pediatric dermatologist was able to address and mollify Junto’s concerns.
She provided space for questioning and enabled Junto to participate in the decision-making
process. As a result, Junto applied the topical steroid to her child’s skin and its condition
improved.

4.12 Conclusion
When asked what recommendations they would make to American pediatric health care
practitioners in managing the care of Japanese patients, Saori emphasized the importance of
doctors, nurses and interpreters asking about the family’s health care beliefs:
う〜ん。 どう な ん だろ う な 。 でも どう か な 。 そんなに ・・・。
何 かまあその レキシントン だ から とか に 限ら ず 、なんて 言うのかな。
こちら の 意見 とか 思っ て いる こと を 汲ん で、 汲ん で くれる と い
う か。 聞い て くれ ない ドクター ？ とりあえず 自分 は こう 、もう、
こう する べき だ という こと を バッて言っ て くる だけ の ドクター も
チラホラ い た ので。なんかそう やって 上 から 威圧 さ れ た 言い方 さ
れる と、 ちょっと ただ で さえ 英語 が わから ない ので 、もう どうして
いい か わから ない と いう か 。 なので こっち が 何 を 不安 に 思っ て
いる か という こと を きちんと 聞い て くれ た 上 で 治療 の 方針 とか
を 提示 し て ほしい かなっていう。 [Hmmm. I don't know how to say… this is
not limited to Lexington… there were doctors who don't listen to you, who just told me
what they thought I should do and what I should do. I don’t know what to do because it’s
already hard for me that I have to deal with it in English when I am treated in an
intimidated manner. So, I would like a doctor to listen to what I am worried about and
then present me with a treatment plan.]
While health care beliefs were tacit for many of the study participants, most of the former
Japanese sojourning mothers with whom we spoke do want their children’s pediatricians to
engage them in greater conversation regarding their communication and treatment preferences,
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as well as normative health-seeking behaviors, so that they may play a more informed role and
equal partner in decision-making processes. Key to supporting sojourning mothers’ care of their
children, they shared, is: 1) asking what their health care beliefs are; 2) offering more readily
accessible care; 3) providing linguistically-appropriate services by way of online appointment
scheduling, augmented on-site professional interpretive assistance, more communication of
instructions and information in written English; and Japanese registration materials; and 4)
facilitating cued space within the clinical interactions for mothers’ questions.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
5.1 Introduction
My aim in conducting this research was two-fold. First, I sought to explore how the
Japanese sojourning mothers with whom I spoke define culturally and linguistically appropriate
services within what had been presented to me as the stressful context of taking their children to
the doctor. I hoped that the study would provide insight into how Japanese sojourning mothers
conceptualize the principal standard of the National Standards for Culturally and Linguistically
Appropriate Services in Health and Health Care (CLAS). That is, how do mothers define
“effective, equitable, understandable and respectful quality care and services that are responsive
to diverse cultural health beliefs and practices, preferred languages, health literacy and other
communication needs” (U.S. Dept. HHS, Office of Minority Health, 2018b)? Secondly, through
the lenses of constructivism and intersectionality, I aimed to come to a greater understanding of
the ways in which culture, gender and language shaped the experiences of these mothers in
pediatric settings.
My research was constructivist and pragmatic. Rooted in social justice and constructivist
philosophies, I sought to acknowledge the validity of their ways of living and knowing by
helping the health care community understand how these women engage in cross-cultural,
language discordant pediatric interactions and how to deliver care to their children. And with
pragmatism, I strove to reciprocate the gifts conveyed in the form of these women’s narratives—
and Japan’s contributions to the Bluegrass—by presenting their voices to build more effective,
empowering collaborations between these mothers and their children’s health care providers.
In this section, I summarize and discuss my findings within the context of the research on
the Japanese sojourning mother (5.3.1), the Japanese English learner and LEP patient (5.3.2), and
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Japanese population health preferences, communication and behavior norms (5.3.3-5.3.5). In
these sections, I make recommendations to pediatricians working with the Japanese sojourning
population and raise questions for further research. This is followed by my discussion of my
study’s limitations. I then end this chapter by discussing the implications of my research on the
more global pursuit of health equity.

5.2 Mother definitions of culturally and linguistically appropriate pediatric services
臥薪嘗胆
Translation: “Going through thick and thin to obtain one’s objective.”
(Tofugu, 2012)
Health care beliefs, behaviors and preferences are culturally situated, resulting from
cognition, experience, and reflection and existing as the relatively enduring consequences of
values (Brennan & Strombom, 1998, p. 257). Consequently, as I learned in my research, health
care beliefs are often tacit, all together unexplored or untranslatable. Specifically, I point to our
study participant, Ryoko. While it was surprising to hear that a health care worker with crosscultural living experiences hadn’t considered her health care beliefs, this was likely due to the
narrow scope of my question (What are your health care beliefs when it comes to pediatric care
for your child?) and its lack of conceptual equivalence. Discussing Japanese illness beliefs, Sato
et al. (2015) write, “the word, ‘beliefs,’ is a very complex idea to translate into the Japanese
language” (p. 23). Due to this, the interpreter and I engaged in continuous revision of how we
framed and posed questions aimed at eliciting participant health care beliefs. We found that
engaging participants in inquiry into their preferences as juxtaposed against their unique
pediatric experiences generated greater understanding of their health care beliefs and behaviors.
Just as “culture is a complex, integrated, and dynamic conceptual framework that is incongruent
with the way it is operationalized in health behavior theories” (Kagawa-Singer, 2012, p. 356), I
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argue that so are health care beliefs. For this reason, I contend that continuous, dialogic,
phenomenological inquiry instead of instrumentation offers both the clinician and researcher a
greater breadth and depth of understanding into conceptualizations of health.
The former Japanese sojourning mothers with whom I spoke defined culturally
appropriate pediatric services as those which were readily accessible, offered on-site or
prescribed treatment, and those which elicited and then engaged their health beliefs in decisionmaking processes. The mothers defined respectful and effective pediatrician-mother
communications as those which were kind and patient in interaction, offered treatment options
versus directives for their children and enough information with which to make informed, shared
decisions. The mothers also highlighted as culturally responsive the clinical interactions in
which the pediatrician did not appear rushed and gave the mother many cued opportunities with
which to ask questions.
The mothers defined linguistically appropriate health interactions as those which offered
not only interpretive services but also opportunities to communicate via reading and writing in
English. This included access to online platforms through which to schedule appointments and
communicate with clinical staff. They also appreciated written treatment plans and
communications which they could then translate, decode and discuss with others within their
social network after the clinical interaction. The use of varied vocabulary to communicate a
single idea while speaking slowly was cited as key to understandable pediatric interactions. Also
cited as key to providing linguistically appropriate pediatric services were professional Japanese
translations of registration and information materials, such as child developmental progress
markers. Due to perceptions of interpretive services as barriers to accessible pediatric care,
linguistically appropriate pediatric service was defined by the presence of multiple on-site
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professional interpreters. Professional interpreters were defined as those who had a command of
medical terminology, protected patient privacy and did not have another professional role in the
community (e.g., teacher), and could provide simultaneous, direct translation of the
pediatrician’s communication.

5.3 The role of culture, gender and language in pediatric-going experiences of Japanese
sojourning mothers
温故知新
Translation: “Learning from the past.”
(Tofugu, 2012)
The pediatric-going experiences of study participants were shaped along many axes: e.g.,
woman, mother, Lexington-area sojourner, wife/company wife, Japanese (more specifically,
resident of Aichi prefecture), English learner, and member of Japanese middle to upper-middle
class. This study illuminates how these axes of culture and preferred language shaped the health
beliefs, behaviors and experiences of twelve former Japanese sojourning mothers in Lexingtonarea pediatric settings. I engage in this discussion with a pluralistic approach in which Japanese
sojourning mothers—both those in my study and as a community—are not a homogenous whole
but exist as individuals operating from and within a variety of subcultural frameworks. The
pursuit of some level of understanding of the sojourning mothers pediatric-going experiences,
not generalizability, was the goal of this research. While axes of identities cannot be segmented,
I discuss the pediatric-going experiences of Japanese women by exploring the Japanese
sojourning mother (5.3.1), the Japanese English learner and LEP patient (5.3.2), and Japanese
population health preferences, communication and behavior norms (5.3.3-5.3.5).
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5.3.1 Japanese sojourning mother
出る杭は打たれる。
Translation: “The stake that sticks up gets hammered down.”
Meaning: “If you stand out, you will be subject to criticism.”
(Leonard, 2017)
The sojourner experience has mostly been documented with the expatriate employee as
the unit of analysis (Izumi, 2015). My study adds to the literature in that few studies have
engaged in exploration of the Japanese sojourning wife experience (Ishizaki & Ishizaki, 2001;
Izumi, 2015; Ozeki and Mizuguchi, 2007; Saint Arnault, 1998, 2002; Saint Arnault & Roles,
2012; Toyokawa, 2006) and none have specifically focused on how mothers navigate crosscultural health care for their children.
According to Kendall et al. (2013), “compared to mothers in other industrialized
countries, Japanese mothers express little confidence in their parenting abilities (Kazui, 1997;
Holloway et al., 2005)” (p. 454). Challenges to mothering self-efficacy are exacerbated by the
sojourning experience. Nakagawa et al. (1992) find that the first six months for Japanese
sojourners are most difficult as they navigate the challenges of parenting in another country and
culture. Izumi (2015) explains:
Japanese mothers have reported challenges related to childbirth, interacting with medical
professionals, isolation due to cultural and language difficulties, child rearing and
education, and missing support and guidance from extended family in Japan (Ishizaki &
Izhizaki, 2001; Ozeki, 2008; Ozeki & Knowles, 2009; Ozeki & Mizuguchi, 2007)…
Sojourning mothers have reported difficulties interacting in the local community because
of limited language proficiency in the country where they live. As a consequence, they
can feel socially and emotionally isolated from the surrounding community (Ishizaki &
Ishizaki, 2001; Kurotani, 2005; Ozeki & Mizuguchi, 2007). Japanese mothers abroad can
feel lonely because their husbands work long hours and they miss support from family in
Japan (Ozeki, 2008). Given their work hours and perspective on fatherhood, fathers do
not take care of children as much as they, the mothers, do (Abe, 2006). (pp. 4-5)
Ishizaki & Ishizaki (2001) found that due to these stressors, coupled with experienced social,
linguistic and emotional isolation, one in every four sojourning Japanese wives met the
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diagnostic criteria for “minor psychiatric illnesses.” Ozeki and Mizuguchi (2007) found that one
in every three Japanese sojourning mothers reported high-risk scores on the General Health
Questionnaire.
Similar to Ishizaki & Ishizaki (2001) and Izumi’s (2015) studies, my study pointed me to
the psychiatric toll the sojourning mother experience. Since mothers were not authorized to work
in the U.S., they perceived their primary responsibility as taking care of their children. They
explained to me that navigating cross-cultural and language discordant health care interactions
was a significant source of stress.
Nearly half of the mothers shared with me that the pursuit of health care for their children
contributed to their emotional distress. When asked what words they would use to describe their
pediatric-going experiences, all mothers shared at least one word communicating malaise: ドキ
ドキ [heart-racing], 緊張 [nervous], 不安 [anxiety], 不安 [insecure], ストレス [stressful], 怖い
[scary], 不安 [uneasy], and ⼼配/ [worry]. In addition to these words used to describe going to
the pediatrician, mothers shared narratives of heightened concern for keeping their children
healthy so as to avoid the anxiety of going to the pediatrician. As Yuka explained, “病院に行か
なくても済むように、病気をするな、みたいな、体調を崩さないでっていうところへの
ストレスが大きかったです 。” [There was a lot of stress in the place where I didn't get
sick, like not getting sick so that I didn't have to go to the hospital.] Instead of finding relief in
the care the pediatricians provided, some mothers like Ryoko, who visited the pediatrician
without interpretive services, relayed to me that she never left an appointment feeling fully at
ease, but instead hopeless, wondering if she had understood the doctor’s communications.
Others expressed concern about the pediatrician’s health care plan and its conflict with
their health beliefs or normative Japanese treatment. This impacted many mothers’ self-care.
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Mothers disclosed to me that the pediatric-going experience was so stressful for them that they
forewent their own health care during their stay in America. This concurs with Saint Arnault’s
(2012) inference that “Asian women may place the familial context as central to their selfevaluation, thereby being more likely to neglect their own health in order to fulfill their familial
responsibilities” (Saint Arnault, p. 2).
Researchers in both the west and the east posit that a patients’ social network has a
profound impact on health outcomes, reduces all-cause mortality and advances mental health
(Berkman, 1979, 1986, 2000; Broadhead, 1983; House, 1982; Luke, 2007; Suzuki et al., 2009).
Suzuki et al. (2009) cite that within Japanese communities, social networks can influence health
through: “(a) social influence and social regulation of health behaviours by others within a
network; (b) the health benefits of social engagement and participation; and (c) the exchange of
social support” (p. 692). In addition to seeking pediatrician recommendations and ad hoc
interpreting from their network, mothers told me that they often sought out advice from their
network in making health care decisions. This coincides with Japanese research on health
literacy and social networks which has found Japanese females likely to rely on their community
for sources of health information (Ishikawa et al., 2012) and health literacy as a “a distributed
resource available within an individual’s social entourage” (Ishikawa et al., 2018, p. 815).
Due to isolation from friends and family, common to the mothers’ sojourning experience
was dependency on the husband and his company’s social network as a primary reference group
for support (Saint Arnault, 2012). The mothers in my study relied on their husbands’ company
and company wives to bridge the gap in both cultural awareness, knowledge and skills as well as
the linguistic ability needed to navigate the American medical system. Members within their
social network assisted with explaining the U.S. primary health care provider and insurance
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systems, recommended both interpreters and providers, and offered interpretive assistance.
However, concurrent with Saint Arnault’s (2012) research on the social network of Japanese
sojourning mothers, I found that the nature and degree of support offered by this network
depended on the size of the husband’s company. The former Japanese mothers who with whom
I spoke whose husbands were affiliated with smaller companies had less ready access to health
literacy and interpretive resources.
Regardless of network size, of particular note is that the Japanese sojourning mothers’
connections are different than they would be at home; they are grounded in social obligations
with “relative strangers, occurring in overlapping social circles” and carry with them “increased
social scrutiny and the threat of gossip or ostracism.” (Saint Arnault, 2012, p. 11). In her study
on Japanese sojourning women’s social networks, Saint Arnault (2012) found that they were
assigned a role as company wife which had rules and expectations. Coupled with their
engagement with other Japanese as their primary reference group, their social network “exerted a
level of social control that caused distress and disabled help seeking” (p. 5).
Indeed, many of the mothers in my study who had relied upon their network for
interpretive assistance expressed concern rooted in the Japanese normative fear of troubling
others. While some mothers welcomed the assistance of those within their husband’s company or
friend network, others expressed unease regarding protection of privacy in regard to the use of
clinic-contracted nonprofessional interpreters who held additional roles within the community
outside of interpreter. While the use of ad hoc interpreters, or non-professional interpretive
assistance from within a patient’s social network is extremely common, if not the norm, in health
care settings (Hsieh, 2016), mothers in my study recommended that translators not be drawn
from sojourning Japanese women’s community. This concurs with Saint Arnault’s (2012) study
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of Japanese sojourning mothers in the Detroit area which found that due to their complicated
support network, the use of community interpreters may inhibit a mother’s ability or willingness
to speak freely.
Pediatricians should seek to recognize the burdens that Japanese sojourning mothers
quietly carry and their potential impact on both child and mother health. Mothering self-efficacy
and mental health are directly linked with child health outcomes (Coleman & Karraker, 2000;
Rogers et al., 2020). As such, pediatricians should take pulse of the Japanese sojourning
mothers’ health and pursuit of health care as well as her perceptions of her environment. The
complicated nature of the Japanese sojourning mother social network and the role of networks in
supporting positive health outcomes suggests that pediatricians should also provide mothers with
additional health resources and interpretive service options.

5.3.2 Japanese English learner
日進月歩
Translation: Steady progress
(Tofugu, 2012)
All of the mothers in my study were non-native English speakers with only half of them
proficient in English per The United States Department of Health and Human Services, Office
for Civil Rights definition. Despite the worldwide recognition of its education system, Japanese
“English language education in public schools has been especially and constantly criticized for
its failure in communicative language acquisition” (Hosoki, 2011, p. 199). The average TOEFL
score for Japanese is one of the lowest among countries in Asia (ETS, 2019). While Japanese
public school systems have recently added English language to elementary school education,
traditionally English education has been limited to less than 1,000 hours of instruction over
middle and high school (Hosoki, 2011). Reading and writing skills, keys to passing prestigious
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university entrance exams, have been prioritized over communicative English skills by both
students and teachers (Hosoki, 2011). As illustrated in my study and documented by
considerable research (Hohashi & Honda, 2011; Mojaverian et al., 2012; Ozeki, 2008; Ozeki and
Knowles, 2009; Ozeki & Mizuguchi, 2007), limited language proficiency is a significant cause
of stress on Japanese sojourning wives.
Research also cites that in addition to increased psychological anxiety, language
discordant interactions often lead to “medically significant communication errors for already
anxious patients, something to which patients in language-congruent encounters (i.e. shared L1)
are less vulnerable (Bowen, 2000)” (Meuter et al., 2015, p. 1). While the children of mothers in
my study were mostly healthy, examples of communication errors due to anxiety included
Ryoko’s administration of one tablespoon instead of one teaspoon of medicine to her child and
Junto’s inability to readily translate and calculate her son’s weight in pounds after he had passed
out due to a febrile seizure.
In Ryoko’s case, an interpreter was not present due to her uncertainty as to how to
schedule one. Junto, on the other hand, was in an emergency situation where an interpreter was
not readily available. Hsieh (2016) writes that in the United States “professional interpreters are
consistently used for fewer than 20 percent of LEP patients (Ginde et al., 2010; Schenker et al.,
2011).” Lack of perceived or objective availability and time pressure have been cited as reasons
for providers underutilization of professional interpreters (Lee et al., 2006; Ramirez et al., 2008).
However, few studies have described patients’ concerns about interpreters (Ragavan & Cowden,
2018).
Half of the mothers in my study shared concern that interpreter use could potentially
infringe upon patient and family privacy, particularly in situations where the interpreter held an
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additional role in the sojourning community. This concurs with Brooks et al.’s (2016) research
which found that even when interpreters are available, patients elect not to use services due to
patient-imposed time constraints or mistrust. Many mothers in my study reported interpretive
services as barriers to accessible care and decidedly either prioritized immediate pediatric care to
language concordant interactions or used trusted ad hoc interpreters from within their social
network.
In addition to concern regarding mother anxiety and medical communication errors,
language discordant health interactions threaten the doctrine of informed consent (Betancourt &
Jacobs, 2000), or provider provision of relevant information regarding health and health care
options to their patients for the purpose of informed decision-making. This is even more in
jeopardy in cases in which children like Manami’s serve as interpreters for their own care. While
it is not uncommon for children to act as language brokers or independently manage
communications for their own care, “current best practice holds that children should never be
asked to interpret during clinical encounters due to the high risk of incomplete communication
and poor outcomes” (Ragavan & Cowden, 2018, p. 271). Furthermore, Section 1557 of the
Affordable Care Act prohibits the use of a “minor child to interpret or facilitate communication,
except in an emergency involving an imminent threat to the safety or welfare of an individual or
the public, where there is no qualified interpreter for the individual with limited English
proficiency immediately available” (Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, 2020).
As Ragavan and Cowden (2018) note, scenarios like Manami’s or those in which ad hoc
interpreters are employed by patients and their families give rise to tension between ethics of
patient-centeredness and patient safety. They write:
Is it patient-centered care to use an interpreter against a patient’s wishes? On the other
hand, is it patient centered care if the patient does not fully understand the clinical
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encounter? Furthermore, is it the right of the provider to determine how much English is
‘‘enough’’ to conduct the visit without an interpreter? (p. 71)
Pediatricians need to spend more time with patients and families in “unpacking” their language
preferences (Ragavan & Cowden, 2018). This includes engaging mothers in conversation
regarding barriers to interpretive service use and offering the presence of a professional
interpreter when ad hoc interpreters are used.
When asked what Lexington-area pediatricians could do to make the pediatric-going
experience less stressful, many mothers responded with the request for more professional, on-site
interpreters so as to provide accessible, on-demand language concordant pediatric care. Mothers
defined professional interpreters as those interpreters who have a command of medical
terminology, protect patient privacy and do not have another professional role in the community
(e.g., teacher), and can provide simultaneous direct translation of the pediatrician’s
communication. Clinical interactions in which professional interpreters are used report
significantly lower errors of potential clinical consequence than those in which ad hoc or no
interpreters are used (Flores et al., 2012). To the contrary, studies in which ad hoc interpreters or
no interpreter is used have been found to “approximately double the odds of professional
interpreters of committing errors of potential clinical consequence” (p. 550).
Nonetheless, while interpreter training is “more likely to include developing knowledge
and skills about medical terminology, adhering to guidelines for effective interpretation, and
learning how to avoid common interpreter errors” (p. 551), the definition of professional
interpreter varies across states (VanderWielen, 2014). Federal regulations do not require
interpreter licensing or certification. The latest cross-state comparative report on U.S. medical
interpreter training programs notes that certification hours can range from anywhere between 2
hours to 200 or more hours (National Council on Interpreting in Health Care, 2011).
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Furthermore, as inquiries into mothers’ definitions of linguistically accessible care illustrates,
definitions of quality interpretation also hinge on interpreter mode and modality (face-to-face,
phone or video) preferences.
Due to the variety of language needs displayed by mothers in my study, I recommend that
prior to the family’s visit, the pediatric clinic ask not only whether an interpreter is needed for a
visit and what the family’s native language is but also patient preferences regarding language
services. As demonstrated by Fumi, in cases where a mother has a good command of English,
direct translation services may act as a perceived barrier to interpreter use by elongating the
duration of the appointment. Instead, it may be more appropriate to have an interpreter present to
translate and ensure communications integral to informed consent. Language service needs
should be assessed at each intake as language proficiency evolves and demands may be informed
by mother health literacy as well as anxiety as related to her child’s health issue.
In general, health care providers should be trained to manage complex scenarios—such
as privacy and gatekeeping behaviors—involving interpreters (Ragavan & Cowden, 2018).
Pediatricians should be mindful of interpretive services impact on not only the provider-patient
dynamic (Ragavan & Cowden, 2018) but also patient voice and visibility (Hsieh & Kramer,
2012). In addition to using varied, simple vocabulary with or without an interpreter present,
providers should present mothers with written communication to translate, decode and discuss
with others within their social network after the clinical interaction. Access to online platforms
through which to schedule appointments and communicate with clinical staff are also integral to
ensuring access.
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5.3.3 Cultural impact on perceptions of access
粉骨砕身
Translation: Work oneself to the bone
(Tofugu, 2012)
Research indicates that perceptions of barriers to health care access can be equally if not
more predictive of behavior than objective barriers (Clarkson et al., 2010). For this reason,
pediatricians and clinicians in general should seek to elicit and understand family and patient
expectations for and evaluations of health care access.
The mothers in my study perceived the primary care physician system, appointment
scheduling and the securing of interpretive services as barriers to accessible health care for their
children. These perceptions are not surprising given Japan’s universal health and free access
infrastructure. Japan’s health care delivery system, composed of hospitals, clinics, health centers
providing public health services, and pharmacies (Zhang & Oyama, 2016) serve as infrastructure
to Japan’s free access system in which patients can elect to seek care at any health facility
regardless of the severity of their illness, insurance status or referral. Sakamoto et al. (2018)
found that “Compared with data from the United States of America, children in Japan more
frequently visit both community physicians and hospital-based outpatient clinics” (2018, p. 121).
Referencing Ishida Y et al.’s (2011) study using a representative panel of households, Sakamoto
et al. write that:
among 1000 children per month, 872 had at least one symptom, 335 visited a physician’s
office, 82 a hospital based outpatient clinic, and 21 a hospital emergency department in
the last month. Two were hospitalized, and four received professional health care in their
home. (p. 121)
The Japanese perceive and have experienced health care resources as limitless and offering same
day accessibility.
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U.S. medical system practices of scheduling an appointment, compounded by the need to
coordinate interpretive services, created anxiety among many of the mothers in my study who
had become accustomed to the immediate guidance of a pediatrician. Research suggests that
Japan’s universal free access health care system has led to Japanese being passive receivers of
care and is the reason that Japanese have lower health literacy levels than other European
countries (Nakayama et al., 2015). This dependence on doctors to provide a health care plan for
their children may explain in part why mothers reported concern and confusion over
recommendations made by interpreters or pediatric front desk personnel that children wait out a
virus or fever.
American parents’ health behavior of finding one pediatrician to provide continuity of
care for their child was also not only foreign to study participants but was perceived as an
obstacle to access to care. The Japanese healthcare system does not encourage continuity of care
through the selection of and partnership with a primary care physician. Instead, portable wellchild records called boshi techo, given to women at pregnancy, are employed to ensure that all
covered well-child care is received. There is no patient registration system and patients often
change their physicians and healthcare facility. In fact, at multiprovider centers, parents are
discouraged from using a single provider (Kuo et al., 2006). Perhaps it is due to these normative
health behaviors that mothers shared with me uncertainty about how to secure a primary
pediatrician for their child and that the need to wait for the availability of one pediatrician to
evaluate their child was a source of stress.
Mothers in my study echoed Kuo et al., 2006’s findings that the absence of a primary
physician system in Japan also leads patients to shop for care. This health behavior enables
mothers to schedule same day appointments. Mothers explained to me that due to the absence of
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a referral system in Japan, mothers have quicker access to specialty care. Some mothers who
visited the American pediatrician with their child for allergies or developmental issues reported
doubt as to how they could serve as a specialist in all areas of children’s health. I suggest that
whether or not this affects sojourning mother implementation of the health care plan is an area
for further research.
Mothers in my study also communicated that shopping for care enables patients and
families to resolve any dissatisfaction with a pediatric encounter by discontinuing visits. As
Keiko explained to me, mothers in Japan often avoid conflict between their health care beliefs
and the pediatrician’s treatment plan for their child by simply leaving the practice. While
Americans may also exercise this choice, though to a lesser degree, it is more difficult for the
Japanese sojourning mother who has to navigate establishing new care, including insurance and
registration, across languages and secure a new trusting relationship with an interpreter. It is for
this reason that secondary to the ability to schedule timely appointments that mothers selected a
pediatrician on the basis of the interpreter’s reputation and demeanor.
More ready access to pediatric care and shopping for care behaviors in their homeland led
many mothers to attend walk-in clinics like Kroger Little Clinic. While nurse-run walk-in clinics
reduce emergency department burden (Bicki et al., 2013), the American Academy of Pediatrics,
American Medical Association, and American Academy of Family Physicians have expressed:
(1) unease regarding quality and safety of care, (2) apprehension regarding potential
impact on coordination and continuity of care, and (3) anxiety regarding scope, oversight,
and interaction with traditional PCPs. (Reid & Mehrotra, 2013).
Reid et al. (2013) report that visiting a retail clinic in lieu of a primary pediatrician is associated
with less continuity of care, including the absence of a routine physical and visit with the
primary pediatrician, the following year.
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To address these concerns, I suggest that greater coordination and communication of care
is integral. Reid & Mehrotra (2013) recommend that primary care providers and retail clinics like
Kroger’s Little Clinic establish a process for transmitting visit summaries to encourage
continuity of care. In addition, pediatric clinics should elicit patient perceived barriers to care and
build capacity for access. Local governments and hospitals should consider partnering with area
Japanese companies to develop language concordant internet resources introducing sojourning
families to medical and insurance systems as well as to area pediatric practices, their
pediatricians and interpreters. Furthermore, pediatricians serving Japanese sojourning families
should consider providing translated materials which inform mothers of their clinic rights,
including access to nurses, walk-in hours and the ability to leave messages for the doctor. All of
these services which are commonly provided by Lexington-area pediatricians provide additional
avenues of pediatric access. Yet, none of the mothers with whom I spoke were aware that these
services were afforded by U.S. physician offices.

5.3.4 Normative pediatrician-mother communication
言わぬが花
Meaning: Silence is golden.
(Linguanaut, 2013)
Cain et al. (2018) cite that an individual’s communication preferences are shaped by both
cultural health beliefs and practices and affect both processes and outcomes of care.
Communication preferences include how patients, or in our case, parents of patients, “interact
with clinicians, such as preferred degree of directness of communication about their condition,
level of family involvement, terms that are appropriate or inappropriate, and nonverbal cues”
(Cain et al., 2018, p. 1411). Successful health communication is cited as requiring a cooperative
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effort from both the doctor and the patient (Baker & Watson, 2015); however, research indicates
that ethnic minority populations participate less in medical encounters than members of the
majority population (Schinkel et al., 2019, p. 1469). In this section and in 5.3.5, I attempt to
address my study participants’ perceptions of Lexington-area pediatricians in light of Japanese
doctor-patient communication norms and recent research on migrant engagement in health care
interactions.
Street’s (2001) linguistic model of patient participation in care posits that patients’
engagement in clinical encounters is correlated with their belief in the appropriateness of
participation. Research suggests that collectivist cultures might be less predisposed to participate
in clinical interactions due to the desire to maintain social harmony (Gudykunst et al., 1996). Wa
(or keeping harmony with other people) is cited as “a fundamental Japanese value related to
communication” (Madooka, 1990, p. 477). In contrast to the individualistic values of the West,
the Japanese concept of a human being is:
not an individual but a 'contextual' (Kanjin: a person-in-human-nexus). That is, the
minimum unit of the Japanese society is not an individual but an interpersonal relation
and Japanese communication behaviour changes drastically in accordance with the
person they are interacting with or the situation where the interaction takes place. (p. 479)
Comparing the communication behaviors of Western people to non-Western people, Schinkel et
al. (2019), write:
In general, Western people tend to communicate in a low-context style in which
communicators are direct, precise, open, and quickly get to the point (Hall, 1976), while
non-Western people tend to communicate more in a high-context style, a more indirect
and implicit style in which people do not explicitly come to the point but expect others to
infer meaning from the context of the conversation, both verbally and non-verbally
(Gudykunst et al., 1996; Korac-Kakabadse, Kouzmin, Korac-Kakabadse, & Savery,
2001). In addition, low-context people are more solution oriented and confrontational,
whereas high-context people are less solution oriented and more non-confrontational
(Chua & Gudykunst, 1987). (p. 1470)
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In addition to degree of directness, complicating communication between doctor and patient is
“the degree of intimacy between communicators, the mutual relationship in the vertical hierarchy
they belong to, and the definition of the situation (public are private)… greatly affect Japanese
communication behavior” (Midooka, 1990, p. 477). Some mothers in my study referenced this
vertical hierarchy and its subjugation of the mother beneath the pediatrician. As Junto stated,
“some of Japanese doctors look down on moms because I am not a doctor.”
Japanese research indicates that communication and trust between doctor and patient
impact outcomes of care (Ohtaki et al., 2003). Street’s (2001) linguistic model of patient
participation in care also cites as key to patient engagement their perceptions of rapport with
their provider. Nonetheless, Hagihara et al. (2006) report that:
Japanese physicians are likely to be less active communicators with their patients,
provide less explanation and seek less feedback than physicians with other national
backgrounds. These characteristics have contributed to the traditionally physiciandominated medical communication norm in Japan (Kreps and Kunimoto, 1994). (p. 92)
Referenced in many Japanese patient-provider communication studies is the role of gender
(Inoue, 2019; Noro et al., 2018). With Japan ranking last among OECD nations in 2016 with just
21% of all doctors being female (Inoue, 2019, p. 1842), researchers posit that “Current Japanese
patient–doctor relationships are somewhat coloured by paternalism and Japanese patients
generally prefer to rely on doctors rather than to act independently (29)” (Iihara et al., 2004, p.
422). While “recent changes in the Japanese health care and information environment may have
affected the attitudes of consumers toward information relevant to their health” (Sakai, 2012, p.
205), traditionally Japanese women perceive doctors as hard to approach (Otake, 2017).
In general, the mothers in my study appreciated the efforts Lexington-area pediatricians
made in complimenting and entertaining their children as well as asking them about their daily
lives. They also reported that U.S. doctors were much more engaged in developing relationships
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with them and their children than Japanese pediatricians. This concurs with Ohtaki et al.’s (2003)
comparative reports that U.S. doctor-patient encounters spend more time in social talk to build
and maintain rapport.
Despite the comfort they found in their rapport with the Lexington-area pediatrician,
mothers in my study felt less engaged in health communication than desired. Mothers desired to
understand more fully why a treatment plan was being recommended and to ask questions. A
National Institute for Japanese Language and Linguistics report (2005) cited that Japanese
patients desire additional explanations on specialized medical terms, particularly those that are
foreign-origin terms. Unfortunately, mothers in my study reported difficulty in finding space in
which to pose these questions. Referencing the clinical participatory behaviors of migrants,
Schouten et al. (2007) assert that physician’s communicative behavior has a stronger negative
impact than patients’ individual characteristics. This suggests that mother hesitancy or
skillfulness in surmounting Japanese patient-practitioner communication norms, mother
language discordance, communication anxiety and perceived communication competence may
be less at play than their pediatricians’ communicative behavior. U.S. physician-patient
encounters have been cited to include significantly fewer pauses than those in Japan (8.2%
compared to ~30% of the whole visit) (Otake, 2017). I suggest that further observational
research be conducted on American pediatrician communicative behaviors with Japanese
sojourning mothers and the use of pauses in clinical interaction to determine strategies for greater
elicitation of mother involvement, in particular questioning.
Since research has found an association between patients’ understanding of the health
care plan with both patient satisfaction and adherence to recommended treatment (Kasahara,
Ohno, & Sugo, 2002; MacGregor, 1997; Pitkin, 2002; Takayama, Yamazaki, & Katsumata,
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2001), Lexington-area pediatricians should consider how to more actively engage Japanese
sojourning mothers. In Saint Arnault’s (2002) study of mental health-seeking behaviors of
Japanese sojourning wives, provider-patient level of intimacy was positively associated with
wives asking for help. The use of open-ended questions, as opposed to physician directives, is
proven to lead to greater satisfaction among Japanese patients (Noro et al., 2018). Ohtaki et al.
(2003) also cite as potentially constructive the use of doctor back-channel responses (verbal
markers such as “hmm” and “ok” which are used by the listener to assure attention) for improved
communication between U.S. physicians and patients. These pediatrician behaviors may, coupled
with longer, more frequent pauses in the clinical encounter, lead to greater mother participation
and alleviate mother uncertainty regarding the health care plan for her child.

5.3.5 Normative health decision behaviors in transition
縁側の下の力持ち
Translation: “There’s a powerful person underneath the porch.”
Meaning: “There’s always a powerful person somewhere in the background making the
decisions.”
(LinguaJunkie, 2014)

Despite the traditionally narrow locus of control of Japanese patient participation in
health decision-making, mothers in my study desired greater voice. Vahdat et al. (2014) write
that patient participation in healthcare decision-making “empowers patients and improves
services and health outcomes” (p. 1). Goto et al. (2019) posits that there are there are three main
approaches to health care decision-making:
(1) paternalistic decision-making, in which the medical professional makes decisions; (2)
“informed decision-making,” in which the patient makes decision after receiving
information from the medical professional; and (3) SDM, in which the medical
professional and patient make decisions together. Recently, there has been a shift from
informed decision-making to SDM, wherein medical professionals try to understand the
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patient’s values and preferences in a better way and involve the patient in making
medical and care choices (Charles et al., 1999). (p. 208)
Kuga et al. (2016) state that paternalistic decision-making has traditionally been widely used in
Japan. Sekimoto et al. (2004) explain of why patient and family role has been more limited in
Japanese health care settings:
Ishiwata suggested that two deeply seated factors are major contributors to the
paternalism of Japanese physician – an absence of the spirit of informed consent on the
physician's side, and the practice of omakase (entrusting one's care to one's family and
physician, on the assumption that they will make the decisions most beneficial or
appropriate to oneself) on the patient's side (1994). As he put it, "Given the strong
paternalism, patient passivity, and the exclusiveness among medical professionals in
Japan, there is scarcely any opportunity for patients to participate in medical decision
making." Others attribute physician paternalism to Japanese behavioral traits, religious
beliefs, and their trust in nature. Morioka (1989) and Kitao (1989) concluded that the
prevalent "mentality of individuals willing to entrust themselves to another person or to
nature" and "the lack of self-consciousness regarding life and death," explain (at least
partly) patient passivity as an aspect of the Japanese cultural tradition. (p. 5)
However, Sakai (2012) cites that Japanese patient culture may be in a state of transition due to
changes in health care and information environments:
First, as in the global health care industry, patients’ rights and duties have been expanded.
For example, after informed consent and free access to medical records were granted by
law in 1997 and 2000, second opinions became more popular (Naraoka, 2004; Yomiuri,
2008) and more health care options became available. (p. 205)
These factors, coupled with changes in Japanese medical school curricula, have led to Japanese
patients wanting to engage in greater shared decision-making (SDM) (Sakai et al., 2012). Shared
decision-making is proven to lead to “reduced decision-related regret and conflict, better
understanding of the treatment, increased satisfaction and trust in the treatment, improved quality
of life, reduced anxiety, and behavioral changes in patients, such as improved adherence to
treatment (Charles et al., 1999; Shay & Lafata, 2015)” (Goto et al., 2019, p. 209).
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Many of the mothers in my study walked away from their pediatric appointments with
regret for not having asked questions and/or were unsure or anxious about the about the
treatment plan. Some encountered conflict between the recommended health care plan and their
health beliefs and did not adhere to the health care plan. I suggest that SDM could potentially
address all of these unfortunate clinical outcomes and should be further explored.
Regardless of their desire for greater participation, either due to normative
communication differences or linguistic barriers, most of the mothers in my study did not
express to their pediatricians their conflict with the health care plan. Sekimoto et al.’s (2004)
study of Japanese patients' preferences for involvement in treatment decision-making which used
vignettes involving different levels of illness severity and difficulty in decision-making found
that “A majority of the respondents for each vignette (68% to 75%) expressed a preference for
making treatment decisions in collaboration with a physician” (p. 4). Nonetheless, Sekimoto’s
study participants’ desire for shared decision-making was seemingly complicated by normative
paternalistic patient-provider norms:
About 60% of the respondents for each vignette chose to respect the physician's
recommendation when it conflicted with their own preference; while for 30% their own
preference remained paramount. (p. 4)
This behavior of respecting the physician’s recommendation despite family treatment
preferences was evidenced in my study. In the face of perceived barriers or conflicts with their
health beliefs, mothers did not voice their concern. Others decided without communicating to the
pediatrician to not adhere to the health care plan.
Absent from mothers’ Lexington-area pediatric interactions were their health beliefs and
perspectives. Iihara et. al’s (2004) write that “One of the most striking reasons for lack of
progress in adherence research is the absence of patients’ perspectives (8–11)” (p. 417).
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Research finds that adherence to a health care plan is directly impacted by patients’ beliefs about
taking medicines without anxiety and patient levels of comprehension about the medication
(Benson & Britten, 2002; Iihara et al., 2004). Illustrating this are mothers in my study who out of
fear of the strength of American medication or anesthesia elected not to follow the health care
plan or delayed treatment of their children until they returned home. Our discrepant case is Junto
whose pediatric dermatologist was aware of Japanese heath beliefs regarding the use of topical
steroids. Though the pediatric dermatologist did not elicit Junto’s personal health beliefs, she
acknowledged her community’s fears regarding the medication and mollified her concerns. In
turn, Junto administered the medication to her child.
This prompts the question as to whether pediatricians, by eliciting family health care
beliefs or using knowledge of population health as a springboard for conversation, can develop
better communications and interventions to encourage mother participation in pediatricianrecommended health care plans for her child. Used widely by researchers and practitioners to
predict whether an individual with a certain set of health care beliefs and health status will adopt
the health care plan is the Health Belief Model (HBM). Developed in the 1950’s by social
psychologists in the U.S. Public Health Service employing constructs from behavioral and
psychological theory, the HBM uses the following concepts, framed by modifying factors such
as demographics, health literacy and personality, to predict whether an individual will engage in
health prevention, screening or treatment:
Perceived Susceptibility: Belief about the likelihood of contracting an illness.
Perceived Severity: Feelings about the severity of getting ill using evaluations of medical
and social consequences.
Perceived Benefits: Perception of how actions may reduce threat to health.
Perceived Barriers: Obstacles for engaging in recommended health behaviors or action.
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Cues to Action: Internal or external stimuli prompting engagement in health behavior or
action.
Self-Efficacy: Belief that one can engage in the action or behavior needed to produce
given health outcomes.
The HBM has subsequently been built upon and validated for use in Japanese studies of health
behavior (Yoshitake et al., 2019). Based on my study’s findings, of particular relevance in
engaging Japanese mothers in conversations regarding their child’s health care plan may be the
concepts of perceived barriers, cues to action and self-efficacy.
I found mother-perceived barriers to access and treatment (anesthesia, steroids and
perceptions of stronger American medicine) throughout my interviews. Benson & Britten’s
(2002) and Iihara et al.’s (2004) research asserts that adherence to a health care plan is directly
impacted by patients’ perceived barriers; these include beliefs about taking medicines without
anxiety and patient levels of comprehension about the medication. As discussed earlier, none of
the mothers in my study were asked their health care beliefs for their child. Furthermore, almost
all mothers did not ask questions regarding the recommended care plan for their child due to fear
of troubling, communication competence or anxiety, and/or lack of space in the clinical
interaction. The absence of these conversations in the pediatric interaction meant that little to no
attention was paid by pediatricians in eliciting mothers’ perceived barriers to care. The
discrepant case, of course, was Junto. While her pediatric dermatologist did not directly elicit
Junto’s health care beliefs, she was aware of the sojourning Japanese population’s perceived
barriers towards using topical steroids and acknowledged these potential concerns with Junto.
Cited as an additional variable in a patient’s engagement in health prevention, screening
or treatment is self-efficacy, or the belief that one can engage in the behavior needed to attain a
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certain health outcome. Albanese et al. (2019) found that parenting self-efficacy is similarly at
play in parents’ health promoting behaviors for their child:
Parental self‐efficacy (PSE), which has been defined more recently as “parents' belief
about their ability to influence their child in a health and success‐promoting manner
(Eccles & Harold, 1996), has emerged as an important clinical target for parent and child
well‐being in the intervening decades. (p. 333)
Figure 1 suggests that Japanese sojourning mother PSE within the context pursuing care for their
children in America is relatively low. I recommend that further research be conducted to explore
Japanese sojourning mother adherence to their child’s health care plan and PSE. Additional
studies should also be conducted to determine how Lexington-area pediatricians can assist
mothers in developing greater PSE. I suggest that more culturally and linguistically appropriate
care, as outlined in the recommendations I make in this chapter, may be key to bolstering PSE;
this involves alleviating mother stress and anxiety in clinical interactions, supporting greater
health literacy and enabling greater shared decision-making.
Lastly, culturally-appropriate cues to action, the least understood component of the HBM,
have a great “influence on behavior in situations where perceived threat and benefits are high
and perceived barriers are low” (Champion and Skinner, 2008). In the first Japanese study to
explore the cross-cultural validity of the HBM on tuberculosis prevention, Yoshitake et al.
(2019) found that communication cues increased the likelihood of performing the behavior and
perceived susceptibility to the illness. In the case of Junto, the pediatric dermatologist’s
knowledge of Japanese concerns regarding topical steroids enabled her to recognize perceived
barriers to its use and dismantle them, thus cueing Junto to action. Culturally-responsive cues to
action is an unexplored area in cross-cultural health and communication which warrants research
to ensure patient-centeredness and improved health outcomes.
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5.4 Limitations
継続は力なり。
Translation: “Continuing on after a setback is its own kind of strength.”
(Liguanaut, 2013)
My study had some limitations. My research methods were to originally include
observation of pediatric interactions with mothers currently sojourning in America.
Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, access to hospitals and clinics were restricted to
essential employees and several sojourning families returned to Japan. For this reason, I shifted
to relying solely on interviews of former sojourning mothers who had returned to Japan and with
whom I had a pre-existing relationship. These pre-existing relationships form a convenience
sample which precludes generalizability, though this has never been my goal. My study only
reflects the accounts of participating mothers.
Additionally, because my study participants had returned to Japan one to three years prior
to my study, my research relies on retrospective evidence. However, memory research suggests
that if an event or situation was significant or intensely emotional for the interviewee that it will
be remembered with greater clarity (Yow, 2015, p. 23). The elapsed time between mothers’
American pediatric interactions and participation is also irrelevant in that research finds that
“more is forgotten the first day than in succeeding weeks, months and years (Hoffman, 1996)”
(Yow, p. 23).
Finally, due to funding limitations, I was unable to translate all transcripts verbatim. I
used interpreter transcribed interpretations to cue me towards areas for analysis and direct
translation. Nonetheless, as explained in Section 3.6, translation during the analysis process is
recommended in cross-lingual grounded theory research (Suh et al. 2009; Larkin et al., 2007).
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5.5 Implications

酒は酒屋に茶は茶屋に
Translation: For sake a liquor store, for tea a tea house.
Meaning: It’s best to ask an expert on a particular subject.
(Caicedo, 2020)
Japanese sojourning mothers seek care at a variety of health care settings which, on the
whole, practice from Eurocentric normative frameworks (Kagawa Singer et al., 2016; Hartigan,
2010; Henrich et al., 2010; Smedley et al., 2003). This approach precludes other ways of
knowing and living, thereby working counter to ethical health care delivery principles of
autonomy, beneficence, non-maleficence, and justice (Rogers & Kelly, 2011). It perpetuates and
widens health care and outcome inequities (Institute of Medicine, 2003; Flores and The
Committee on Pediatric Research, 2010; Herbst et al., 2015; Brach & Fraser, 2002).
Furthermore, I argue that it conflicts with our moral imperative to perform our duties (giri):
reciprocity towards Japanese companies, their workers and their workers’ families who have
invested so much by way of time, money, work, and gifts in our region.
While culture has been understood as an important factor “associated with health and
health behaviors, as well as a potential means of enhancing the effectiveness of health
communication programs and interventions (Institute of Medicine, 2002 & 2003)” (Kreuter &
McClure, 2004, p. 439), little attention has been paid to identifying how to conceptualize culture
as well as how cultural processes influence health and health behaviors (Kagawa Singer, 2016).
Furthermore, conceptualizing culturally appropriate care from the patient and family’s
perspective has remained largely unaddressed (Kagawa Singer, 2000).
Japanese sojourners represent a small contingent of the U.S. residential population;
however, my study contributes to the literature by providing insight into how the axes of patient
and family culture and preferred language impact pediatric interactions from twelve mothers’
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perspectives. It illuminates how the mothers with whom I spoke define “effective, equitable,
understandable, and respectful quality care and services that are responsive” to their “cultural
health beliefs and practices, preferred languages, health literacy, and other communication
needs” (U.S. Dept. of HHS, Office of Minority Health, 2013, p. 13). Moreover, in an area of
research which has been cited as remaining largely unclear (Dressler et al., 2005; Hartigan, 2010;
Henrich et al., 2010; Hruschka, 2009), my study contributes to the literature by illustrating how
patient and family culture and preferred language impacts health behavior and preferences while
also suggesting further lines of inquiry for understanding how pediatricians can encourage
greater mother clinical participation and shared decision-making.
Researchers project that the nation will become “minority white” in 2045 (Frey, 2018).
Kagawa-Singer states that if health care and outcome inequities are to be redressed, it is
necessary to “…reassess the shortcomings of our current approach to research designs and
intervention strategies” (Kagawa-Singer, 2000, p. 93). My study demonstrates how an expanded
research paradigm framed by a qualitative, community-based participatory research approach,
provides hope to improve well-being of both children and their mothers. I argue that while
population health research can direct pediatricians towards areas with which to engage families
and patients in conversation, its sole use neglects the intersectionality of patient identities,
intergroup and intragroup variations. I suggest that key to redressing health care and health
outcome inequities is continuous, dialogic, phenomenological inquiry—not instrumentation— on
the part of the clinician. Only this can lead to a greater breadth and depth of understanding into
family conceptualizations of health as well as communication and decision-making preferences.
In addition to an expanded research paradigm, changes in the pediatric practice are
necessary to redress inequities in child and family health. Undoubtedly, 21st century demands on
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productivity in medicine (Noseworthy, 2019) challenge the pediatrician’s ability to engage in
developing rapport with families and inquiry. However, engaging families in conversation
regarding their health beliefs is tied to the financial viability of both clinics and the health care
sector, (Kumagai & Lypson, 2009; Sue, 2001) decreasing the likelihood of malpractice claims
and reducing direct and indirect costs (Cohen & Goode, 1999, revised by Goode & Dunne, 2003;
LaViest et al., 2009). Moreover, while “Attending to the business and financial aspects of health
care is necessary… this focus too often overshadows the human side of medicine” (Noseworthy,
2019, pp. 2265-2266). I contend that changes in practice and health care structures must evolve
to prioritize health equity above productivity goals.
My study articulates the ways in which culture and its impact on health beliefs and
behaviors are best conceptualized through dialogic inquiry. Pediatricians must not only be
technicians and scientists, but also anthropologists, engaging in phenomenological inquiry and
“setting their expert knowledge alongside (not over and above) the patient’s own explanation and
viewpoint” (Kleinman & Benson, 2006, p. 1674). While several instruments have been
developed to elicit perceptions of illness and medication (Broadbent et al., 2005; Horne et al.,
1999; Witteman et al., 2011), Concha et al.’s (2014) Behavioral Health Values and Beliefs
Guiding Questions offers greater insight into how health care practitioners can value and unearth
tacit patient health care beliefs. Touching upon personal, familial, spiritual and community
domains of health behavior, it prompts providers to ask families questions such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Please tell me why you came here today and what you hope to accomplish in order to
improve your situation?
How do you feel about getting the kind of services we provide here?
Do you think you will be able to resolve your situation and the problems that brought you
here today? Can you do it on your own or do you feel you need professional help?
Were you taught about <reason you are here> growing up? What were you told about it?
Does anyone among your friends and family also share the same issues as you? Did they
seek help? What was the result?
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•
•

Have you ever received services from natural healers (preachers, shamans, etc.) or other
complementary health approaches?
What do people in your community think about your situation (probe for stigma,
stereotypes and prejudice)? Do you think the community discriminates against people
with similar issues as you? (p. 14)

I argue that these questions advance the traditional lens of practice which is “rooted in the need
to dichotomize and neatly categorize” (Ragavan & Cowden, 2018) by acknowledging the
intricate nature of patient and family identities, health beliefs and behaviors. And they offer
promise to safeguard and promote the pediatric patient’s health as well as the psychological
welfare of their families.

5.6 Thank you for gifts received
どうもすみません、ありがとうございました
Translation: Thank you
Through the voices and experiences of those Japanese sojourning mothers who
participated in my study, we collectively unboxed their often tacit definitions of culturally and
linguistically appropriate health care in pediatric health care settings and articulated ways in
which the intersection of their identities may impact their health beliefs, behaviors and
preferences. At the same time, we elucidated the complexity of cross-cultural and cross-lingual
care, providing support for an expanded research paradigm and calling for changes in pediatric
practice. I hold that this emic insight was provided to us as a gift.
While there are over twenty ways to say thank you in Japanese, I acknowledge the time
and energy my study participants spent in recounting their experiences and reflections with me
by saying “どうもすみません、ありがとうございます” [I’m sorry. Thank you.] This
expression of gratitude recognizes and apologizes for the trouble the other went through for the
benefit of the recipient. My hope is that I and the reader are not the only recipients of their gift
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but that future generations of sojourning mothers, and their children, will benefit in the form of
more culturally and linguistically appropriate pediatric care.
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APPENDIX A: Recruitment Announcement
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APPENDIX B: Informed Consent
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調査研究への参加同意書
駐在日本人の母親たちが小児科を受診する際の経験に関する研究についての重要事項―文化的、及び言
語的に適切な健康保健サービスについての研究

私たちはこの調査研究に協力いただけるかどうかをお尋ねしています。これはレキシントン周辺エリ
アの小児医療サービスを受けようとする日本人の母親たちが、母国語と文化を考慮したサービスを受け
られているかどうかの研究です。
この研究は、ケンタッキー大学博士課程の学生 Carolyn Oldham によるものです。アメリカに駐在して
いる、またはしたことのある日本人の母親、もしくはアメリカに短期間滞在していて、お子様と小児科
を受診される方々を対象に協力をお願いしています。
このカバーレターには、あなたがこの研究に協力するかどうかを判断する助けとなる情報が書かれて
います。
このページの後に、より詳細な情報を記載しています。何か質問があれば、研究チームにお聞きくださ
い。この研究を担当する研究者の連絡先は以下に記載しています。
―研究の内容と期間は？
この研究によって、日本人の母親たちが効果的、公平でわかりやすく、敬意を持って小児医療やサー
ビスを受けられたと感じるかを学びたいと考えています。また、効果的、公平でわかりやすいケアやサ
ービスを定義するに当たって、レキシントンの小児科へ行くことがどのような経験であるかを理解した
いと考えています。具体的には、翻訳された資料や通訳などの言語サービスを利用しやすかったかどう
か、また小児科がお子さんへの治療方法を決める際にあなたの医療に対する考え方が考慮されたかどう
かを探ります。この調査には 1 時間から 1 時間半ほどのインタビューが含まれます。インタビューは
Zoom を使って行われます。
―この研究に協力することを選ぶ主な理由は？
あなたがこの研究に協力してくださることで、駐在日本人の母親たちがレキシントンで小児科を受診
する際の経験を明らかにします。また、それによってレキシントンの小児科における言語サービスや文
化的に適切な処置の提供を検討するためのさらなる研究に使われる可能性があります。利点や報酬につ
いての詳細な説明については、後の詳細な同意書を参照してください。
―この研究に協力しないことを選ぶ主な理由は？
小児科で経験したことについてインタビュー受けたくない場合は、この調査への協力を断ることがで
きます。リスクの完全な説明については、後の詳細な同意書を参照してください。
―この研究に参加しなくてはいけないか？
あなたが本当に協力したいと思ったら、研究に参加してください。もし協力しない場合も、通常受け
ているサービスや恩恵、権利を失うことはありません。
―質問、提案や懸念がある場合はどうするか？
この研究について質問、提案や懸念がある場合、また協力することをやめたい場合は、以下にご連絡
ください。
Carolyn Oldham
University of Kentucky
Department of Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
630-220-4383
col234@g.uky.edu
Carolyn は日本語を話せませんが、メールは日本語でも結構です。日本語ネイティブの翻訳者を通して対
応致します。
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この研究に協力する際の権利について懸念や質問がある場合は、ケンタッキー大学の以下のスタッフ
にご連絡ください。
University of Kentucky (UK) Office of Research Integrity (ORI)
営業時間は月曜日から金曜日までの午前 8 時から午後 5 時（東部標準時）
859-257-9428 または通話料無料の 1-866-400-9428
ケンタッキー大学のスタッフの対応は英語のみになりますのでご留意ください。
詳細な同意書
―調査はどこで行われるのか、また全体でどのくらいの時間がかるか？
インタビューは、オンライン会議ツール Zoom を使って、約１時間から１時間半ほどで行われます。今
回の調査に協力していただく時間は、合計で 1 時間から 1 時間半です。
―どのような協力が求められるか？
参加に同意していただいた場合、Carolyn Oldham はあなたとのインタビューを予定しています。イン
タビューでは、あなたが効果的で公平、理解しやすく、敬意を持って行われる小児科医療やサービスを
どのように定義し、またどのような体験をしたかについて、話し合います。通訳をご希望の方には、イ
ンタビューの経験のある日本人の母親が通訳として同席します。
インタビューでは、次のことを振り返っていただきます。
１）小児科のスタッフや看護師、通訳や医師とのコミュニケーションについて、２）診察中、または診
察後、診察の内容やお子さんの医療計画について理解するため、翻訳や Google 検索を行ったか、３）あ
なたの英語力やどのような医療を受けたいかが、診察の際に考慮されたかどうか、４）お子さんの健康
についてやり取りしたり管理するにあたって、どれだけ自信を持っていたかの自己評価。
インタビューはすべての発言を正確に捉えるため、録音されます。インタビューは音声と映像で記録さ
れ、あなたのコメントをすべて把握できるようにします。
―起こりうるリスクや不快に感じる可能性は？
この調査に協力することで起こりうるリスクは最低限です。起こりうる唯一のリスクは守秘義務違反
ですが、それに対してはあらゆる予防措置が講じられます。Carolyn はあなたの医療に関するいかなる個
人情報も収集することはありません。
我々は参加者の皆さんのデータを保護するためにあらゆる努力をしますが、インターネットに関連す
るあらゆるものと同様に、Zoom のサーバー上にある間、または Zoom のサーバーまたは当方に向かう途中
のデータの機密性を保証することはできませんので、ご注意ください。
―この調査に協力すること得られる利益は？
調査に協力することによる個人的な利益はありません。
―調査への協力に費用はかかるか？
この研究に協力することに関わる費用はありません。

―提供した情報を見るのは誰か？
この研究で得られたデータは機密保持され、Carolyn Oldham の研究課題および/または将来の論文に使
用されますが、あなたの名前やその他の識別情報は非公開とされます。
研究参加者の個人情報を保護するため、インタビュー参加者の名前は仮名に置き換えられます。レポ
ートからは、子供や夫の名前、関連会社や医師、小児科クリニック、使用した通訳の名前は差し引かれ
ます。アメリカ在住期間の年月日は、アメリカでの総滞在年数に置き換えられます。参加者が特定され
ないよう、お子様の年齢は「若年層」と「年長層」のカテゴリに分類されます。
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私たちは、あなたが情報を提供したことや、その内容が研究チームのメンバー以外には知られないよ
うあらゆる努力をします。
―研究への協力を途中でやめることはできるか？
あなたはいつでも研究への協力をやめることができます。そのことで研究者から異なる扱いを受ける
こともありません。
その場合、その時点までに収集されたデータは調査データベースに残り、削除されない場合がありま
す。また、この研究への参加があなたにとって利益よりもリスクが高いと研究チームが判断した場合、
あなたを研究の対象から外す場合があります。
―この研究に協力することで受けられる報酬は？
この研究に参加することによる報酬や支払いはありません。
―協力するかどうかの意思決定に影響を与える可能性のある新しい情報が、研究の途中で得られた場合
はどうなるのか？
そのような新しい情報が得られた場合は、あなたにお伝えします。研究に協力を決めた後にそのよう
な情報が提供された場合、新しい同意書への署名をお願いする場合があります。
―今後の調査研究への参加に関する情報について連絡があるか？
将来の研究への参加に関する情報をご連絡させていただく場合があります。その場合は年に 1～2 回に
限定します。他の研究プロジェクトへの参加を依頼されても大丈夫どうかを研究者に伝えてください。
―他に知っておくべきことは？
この研究に参加していただくのは、約 12 人の方々です。
Carolyn Oldham はケンタッキー大学の教育学教授 Kelly Bradley 博士の指導を受けている博士課程の学
生です。する場合があります。彼女はまた、ケンタッキー大学病院の言語サービス担当マネジャーであ
る Sarah Hesler のスポンサーを受けています。研究チームには、色々な局面で別の研究者が参加する場
合があります。
―あなたが提供した情報は将来の調査研究に使われるか？
個人を特定できる情報は、「提供した情報を見るのは誰か？」に記載されているように、データから
すべて消去されます。すべての個人情報が削除された後、データは Carolyn Oldham の将来の研究のため
に、あなたの追加の同意書なしに使用される可能性があります。

―今後の利用のための情報の保管や共有について
すべてのズームインタビューは、参加者の秘密保持のために変換され、ローカルに保存されます。す
べてのデータはケンタッキー大学が提供する OneDrive に保存されます。今回の研究で収集した情報から
は、すべての識別可能な情報が削除されます。これは、あなたの身元へのリンクやコードが保持されな
いことを意味します。その後、この情報は追加の同意書なしに Carolyn Oldham の今後の研究に使用され
る可能性があります。一度、個人を特定する要素を削除した情報を保管することを許可すると、それら
は無期限に利用可能になり、個人を特定できないために削除することはできなくなります。

インタビューを続行することにより、あなたは参加することに同意したことになります。
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APPENDIX C: Interview Guides
Pediatric clinic-going experiences of Japanese sojourning mothers: a phenomenological study of
culturally and linguistically appropriate health services.
Interview Opening
Thank you for agreeing to meet with me today. I have scheduled us for an hour and a half
together. Does that still work for you? I want to honor your time.
Generative Questions:
• How did you/do you usually schedule pediatric appointments?
• How did you/do you usually prepare for these appointments?
• How would you describe your interactions with front office staff during your visits?
• How would you describe your interactions with the nurse during your visits?
• How would you describe your interactions with the doctor during your visits?
• How would you describe your interactions with the interpreter during your visits?
• Do you feel that the doctor understood your child’s health care needs and/or
symptoms?
• Do you feel that the interpreter (if used) understood your child’s health care needs
and/or symptoms?
• Do you feel that the doctor and interpreter clearly communicated treatment options?
• Do you feel that the doctor and interpreter engaged your health care beliefs and/or
preferences for treatment options?
• Do you feel that the doctor and interpreter clearly communicated the health care plan
for the child?
• Do you feel confident in your ability to manage health care communications with the
pediatrician’s office?
• After the appointment, did you perform any translations or Google searches to better
understand the communications about and plans for care
• If you could change anything about how your appointments went, what would you
change?
• How did your visits compare with your pediatric visits in Japan?
Previous experiences:
• Can you describe to me how you became a patient at this pediatrician’s office?
• What kind of paperwork did you have to complete to become a patient? Was the
paperwork presented in Japanese? What did it ask?
• Were you asked if you wanted an interpreter?
• Were you asked about your health care beliefs at any point during the in-take process?
• Have you used an interpreter in the past?
• Is an interpreter always accessible?
• Can you describe to me your most successful doctor’s appointment? Why was it
successful?
• Can you describe to me your least successful doctor’s appointment? Why was it not
successful?
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Last question:
• Is there anything else you would like to share with me about your visits with the
pediatrician in Lexington?
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